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Inauguration.

he

the

at

\utlonal Capitol.
In Congress.

Nccnes

Closing

the close of the short session
he Senate ami House w ere at
I
night of March 3d and up to
w hen the 54th Congress exi’ro-uient Stevenson and presiFryi were given the usual
Us m the Senate, and The House
d Speaker Reed. The House
die at 11 55, the members
g t" the Senate chamber to
*io- inaugural ceremonies, the
cii
g sine die at 12.33.
i. iiigural ceremonies had been
Senate, headed by its new
returned to the Senate
..-Mimed its session.
II

refusal of the President to
i the annual appropriation
i to become laws.
The sun-

l.c

Indian and
V

agricultural

late that, lie had iusufn
which to give them close
refused to sign any ol them.
IclVieucy bill failed to reach
the failure of the conferrees
.grerment. Tins is the reeord,.:>rory of the government.
T.rai bill was sent to the l’resivhi.e tlie others only reached
'he late hours of the session
II ciM- meets m extra session
•-*<■ i'iiIs will be rushed
through
possible moment.
in

so

••

in the memory of living
been such another inaugurates.
says the Boston Journal
;
Marcli day resplendent in skv
ith
air just cool
isp,
the parade a comfort and just
io
Mi
gratify the tens of t.houslot. : or sat in the open air
re

iuaeing

..

William

spectacle.

blessed in the outward
induction into the great
wide and lar-reacin ng

s

-s

looking these

n

■

many

t, escorted by Senator
the White House in the
the moving of the procese>

1

■

President

Cleveland

Mi'Kiniey occupied the
"!.e carriage, facing Senators
M iMieil. The procession was
e-s and
was flittered all along
!■
In the meantime the,
ili use, Supreme Court, inemCabinet, ministers from
s
and their attaches, had asSenate Chamber. At 12 2d
uni President-elect were ani the vast assemblage stood
•■veiund and Mr.
McKinley
up the main aisle and took
"\ ed them. When all wereseatiit Hobart took rhe oath of
Stevenson delivered his faree
1 resident Hohart then
and after prayer by the ehap*•

opening speech.

cation of the President takes
atform erected on the east front
and at 12.50 the first of the
party started down the steps
/>• doors, Mrs.
McKinley being
si orted by C. J. Bell, chairman
iral committee, and Mr. J. Ad-

President McKinley’s secreting them came Mr. and Mrs.
Abner
eer

McKinley,

with his venhis arm, and the other

>n

the party which
lent from Canton.

accompaui-

omer

a mi

oniciais.tue committee
incuts, etc., the crowd meanwhile
mselves by singitig “America”
:>g fur McKinley, Cleveland and
The oath was administered by
'tice Fuller, and then
President
'■ad his inaugural address, stand; aied
head, while his predecessor
^
tight, heaver on head. There
deal of noise and confusion at
ward the close of the reeling of
.'S
the commotion in the crowd
el Mr. McKinley’s clear, ringing
•’.etrated to a great distance from
stood.
His declarations that the
m of the
country must be preservaw of the land
recognized and

yoked loud cheers. The colored
t he crowd
tumultuously applauded
lit

■

lyncliings must cease;
mobs, must enforce the ex-

that

not

>
ty of the law. The sentiment
service reform must go on, evoked
'se; hut the most enthusiastic regiven to the assertion that in
-i
policy the recognition of the ut'H
of American citizens would lie

•u.

Equal almost

was

ssed at

the pleas-

the auuouncement that he
•‘lie Congress in special session
f Man-li.
text of President McKinley’s adhe fouud in other columns ]

ball in the pension buildevening was the grandest affair of
ver given here.
The decorations
'Micent and the attendance very
g

a

ration

President McKinley sent to the

following

Merman of
!i

r

Cage

nominations:

Ohio to he Secretary of

of

Illinois to be Secretary

reasury.
A.

Alger

Michigan to be SecreWar.
McKenna of California to be AtGeneral.
G. Gary of Maryland to be Post*
General.
G Long of Massachusetts to he Secd the
Navy.
'dius N. Bliss of New York to be
,r.v of the Interior.
s
Wilson of Iowa to he Secretary of
m Milture.
Mmediately upon the receipt of the cabid

rt:

’uinations,

''

at 12 45, the Senate went
utive session, and all the nomina'vert promptly confirmed, Sherman’s
,!t the
formality of reference to come as au
act of courtesy to an ex-Seua-

'‘x»J<

•p
1

1

of

tie members of the
Cabinet, with the ex‘OBt ,,f Mr. Gage, were sworn in at the
WL,te House Saturday.

inv

Washington, March 4. Following is the
inaugural address of President William McKinley delivered at the capitol after taking
the oath of office :
Fellow citizens,—In obedience to the will
of the people and m their presence
by the
authority vested in me by this oath I assume
the arduous and responsible duties of President of the United States, relying on the
guidance of almighty God.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, MARCH 11,

years*16aVy and

Wel1

nigh

con8tant-

for several

the tariff, especial attention should be
given to the re-enactment
and extension of the
principle of
the law of 1890, underreciprocity
which so great a stimulus was given to our
trade in new
foreign
and advantageous markets for
our surplus
agricultural, and manufactured products.
given this legislation amplv
*na]
justifies a farther experiment and additional
dis cretiouary power in the
making of commercial treaties, the end in view
always to he
the opemug of new markets for the
products
of our country, by
granting concessions to
the products of other lands that we need
and
cannot produce ourselves, and which do
not
involve any loss of labor to our own
people
hut tend to iuerease their
employment.
The depression of the past four
years lias
fallen with especial severity
upon the great
body of toilers of the country, and upou none
more than the holders of small farms.
Agriculture has languished and labor suffered.
The revival of manufacturing will be a relief to both.
No portion of our population is
more devoted to the institutions of a
free
government nor more loyal m their support,

tifvision

of

Our faith teaches us that there is no safer
reliance than upon the God of our fathers
who has so singularly favored the American
people in every national trial and who will
not forsake us so long as we
obey his commands and walk humbly iu his footsteps.
1’he responsibilities of high trust to which
I have been called--always of grave importance—are augmented by the
prevailing busiwhile none bears more
ness conditions entailing idleness
upon will- i
cheerfully or fully
its proper share in the maintenance of
labor
and
loss
to
useful enterprise. The
ing
govcountry is suffering from industrial disturb- ernment, or is better entitled to its wise aud
liberal care and protection.
ances from which speedy relief must be hail.
Our financial system needs some revision.
helpful to producers is beneficial tp'all. The
Our money is ail good now, hut its value
depressed condition of industries oil the
farm
aud in the mine and factory ltas lessenmust not further be threatened.
It should
ed the ability of the people to meet the deall he put upon an enduring basis, not subject to easy attack, nor its stability to doubt mands upon them, and they rightfully exor dispute.
Our currency should continue
pect that. not only asystem of revenue shall
be established that will secure the largest inunder the supervision of the government,
i be several forms of our paper money
offer, come with the least burden, but that every
means
will lie taken to decrease, rather than
in my judgment, a constant embarrassment
t<> the government ami to a safe balance iu the
increase, our public expenditures. Busitreasury. Therefore 1 believe it necessary to ness conditions are not the most promising.
It will take time to restore the prosperity
devise a system, which, without diminishof former years. If we cannot promptly ating the circulating medium or offering a pretain it, we can resolutely turn our faces in
mium for its contraction, will present a
remedy for those arrangements, which, tem- that direction and aid its return by frieudly
legislation.
porary in their nature, might well iu the
However troublesome t’ue situation may
years of our prosperity have been displaced
wiser
by
provisions. With adequate revenue appear, Congress will not, 1 am sure, be
secured, but not until then, we can enter found lacking in disposition of ability to relieve it as far as legislation can do so. The
upon such changes in our fiscal laws as will,
restoration of confidence and the revival of
while insuring safety and volume to our
business, which men of all parties so much
money, no longer impose upon the government the necessity ot maintaining so large a
desire, depend more largely\ upou the
gold reserve, with its attendant ami inevit- prompt, energetic and intelligent action of
able temptations to speculation.
Congress than upon any other single agency
Most of our financial laws are the outaffecting the situation.
It is inspiring, too, to remember that no
growth of experience and trial and should
not be amended without investigation and
great emergency in the one hundred and
demonstration of the wisdom of proposed
eight years of our eventful national life has
changes. We must “he sure we are right” ever arrived that has not been met with
wisdom and courage by the American peoand “make haste slowly
If, therefore, Congress in its wisdom shall ple, with fidelity to their best interests and
‘!‘*em it expedient to create a commission to highest destiny, and to the honor of the
These years of glorious
take under early consideration tlie revision of American name.
ir coinage and currency laws and give them
history have exalted mankind and advanced
that exhaustive, careful and dispassionate the cause of freedom throughout the world,
and immeasurably strengthen*! the precious
examination that their importance demands,
free institutions which we enjoy.
The peo1 shall cordially concur m such action., if
such power is vested iu the President, it is ple love and will sustain those institutions.
The great essential to our happiness aud
mv purpose
to appoint a commission of
prominent, well informed citizens of differ- prosperity is that we adhere to the princient parties who will command
confidence ples upon which the government was estabboth on account of their ability and special
lished, and insist upon their faithful observfitness for the work.
Business experience ance.
Equality of right must prevail and
our laivs he always and everywhere respectand public training may thus be combined,
ed
and
and the patriotic zeal of the friends of the
obeyed. We may have failed in the
country be so directed that such a report discharge of our full duty as citizens of a
will be made as to receive the support of all
great republic, but it is consoling and enparties, and our finances cease so be the sub- couraging to realize that free speech, a free
of
mere
press, free thought, free schools, anil uncontention.
The
exject
partisan
molested t ight of religious liberty and worperiment is, at. ill events worth a trial, and
in my opinion it can but, prove beneficial to
ship, and free, and fair elections are dearer
and more universally enjoyed to-day than
tlie entile country.
ever before.
These guarantees must be sac1 lie question of international bimetallism
will have early and earnest attention.
redly preserved and wisely strengthened.
It
The constituted authorities must be cheerfulwill he my constant endeavor to secure it by
co-operation with the other great commer- ly and vigorously upheld. Lynching must
cial powers of the world.
Until that con- not be tolerated iu a great and civilized
dition is realized, when the parity between 1 country like the United States; courts, not
our gold and silver money springs from and
mobs, must execute the penalty of the law.
The preservation «*f public order, the right
is supj cited by the relative value of two
metals, the value of the silver already corn- of discussion, the integrity of our courts, aud
the orderly administration of justice must
et! ami of that which may hereafter he coin(outmiie forever the rock of safety upon
ed, must be kept, constantly at par with gold
by every resource at our command. The which our government surely rests.
One of the lessons taught by the late election,
credit of the government, tin integrity of
its currency and the
inviolability of its which ad can concur iu, is that the citizens
obligations must be preserved. This was I of the United States are both law-respecting
and law-abiding people not easily swerved
the commending verdict of the people anil it
from the path of patriotism and of honor.
will not lie unheeded.
Economy is demanded in every branch of This is in entire accord with the genius of uur
the government at al! times, but. especially
institutions, and butemph isizesthe wisdom
of inculcating even a greater love for law
in periods like the present of depression in
business and distress among the people. The and order in the future. Immunity should
be granted to none who violate the law,
severest, economy must be observed in all
public expenditures, aud extravagance stop- whether individuals, corporations, or comped wherever it is found, and prevented munities, and as the Constitution imposes
wherever in tic- future ;t may be developed.
upon the President the duties of both its own
execution aud of the statutes enacted in
11 the revenues are to remain as now, the
pursuance of its provisions, I shall endeavor
only relief that cun come must he from deer eased expenditures.
carefully to carry them into effect.
i'he declaration of the party now restored
Hut the present must not become the perto [lower has been in the past that of “oppomanent condition of the government.
sition to all combinations of capital organIt has been our uniform practice to retire,
ized in trusts, or otherwise to control arbitranot increase,our outstanding obligations,and
this policy must again be resumed and vigrily die trade among our citizens,” and it has
orously enforced. Our revenues should al- supported “such legislation as will prevent
the execution of all schemes to oppress the
ways lie large enough to meet with ease and
promptness not only our current expenses people by undue charges on their supplies
or by unjust rates for the transportation of
and the principal and interest of the public
This purpose
debt, but to make proper aud liberal pro- their products to market.”
will be steadily pursued, both by the envision for that most deserving body of pubforcement of laws now in existence and the
lic creditors, the soldiers and sailors aud the
recommendation and support of such new
widows and orphans who are the pensioners
statutes as may be necessary to carry it into
of the United States.

Legislation

government should uot be permitted
to ruu behind, or increase its debt, in times
like the present. Suitably to provide against
The

this is the mandate of duty ; the certain and
easy remedy for most of our financial difficulties. A deficiency is inevitable so long as
the expenditures of the government exceed
its receipts. It can only be met by loans or
an increased revenue.
While a large auimal
surplus of revenue may invite waste and extravagance, inadequate revenue creates distrust aud undermines public and private
credit. Neither should he encouraged.
Between more loans aud more revenue, there
ought to be but one opiuiou.
We should have more revenue, and that

without delay, hindrance
x-».

or

nui|mia in uiik uicstauiy
a permanent or safe

is not

postponement.

vicausu

reliance.

uy

luaus

It will

suffice while it lasts, but it cannot last long
while the outlays of the government are
gre; ter than its receipts, as has been the
case during the past two years.
Nor must
it be forgotton that however much such
loans may temporarily relieve the situation,
the government is still indebted for the sursurplus thus accrued,which it must ultimate-

ly pay,while

ability to pay is not strengthened, but weakened by a continued deficit.
Loans are imperative in great emergencies
to preserve the government or its credit,
but a failure to supply needed revenue in
time of
peace for the maintenance of
either
has
no
justification. The best
way for the government to maintain its
credit is to pay as it goes—not by resorting
to loans but by keeping out of d<*bt—through
an adequate income secured by a system of
taxation, external or internal, or both.
It is the settled policy of the government
pursued from the beginning and practiced
by ’*11 parties and Administrations, to raise
the bulk of our revenue from taxes upon
foreign products entering the United States
l< r sale and consumption; and avoiding for
the most part every form of direct taxation,
The country is
except in time of war.
clearly opposed to any needless additions to
the subjects of internal taxation and is committed by its latest popular utterance to the
system of tariff taxation. There can be no
misunderstanding,either, about the principle
upon which this tariff taxation shall be levied. Nothing has ever been made plainer at a
general election than that the controlling
principle in the raising of revenue from
duties on imports is zealous care for American interests
and American labor.
The
people have declared that such legislation
shall be had as will give protection and encouragement to the industries and the development of our country. It is, therefore,
earnestly hoped and expected that Congress
will, at the earliest practicable moment, enact revenue legislation that shall be fair,
reasonable, conservative and just, and
which, while supplying sufficient revenue
for public purposes, wiil still he generally
beneficial and helpful to every section and
its

enterprise of the people.
this policy we are all, of whatever
party, firmly bound by the voice of the people, a power vastly more potential than the
expression of any political platform.
The paramount duty of Congress is to stop
deficiencies by the restoration of that protective legislation which has always been the
firmest prop of the treasury. The passage
of such a law or laws would strengthen the
credit of the government, both at home and
abroad, and go far towards stopping the
drain upon the gold reserve held for the redemption of our currency, which has been
every
To

effect..
Our naturalization and immigration laws
should he further improved to the constant
promotion of a safer, a better and a higher
citizenship. A grave peril to the republic
would he a citizenship too ignorant to understand or too vicious to appreciate the
great value aud benefits of our institutions
aud laws, and against all who come here to
make war upon them our gates must be
promptly and tightly closed.
Nor must we he unmindful of the need of
improvement among our own citizens, but
with the z**al

of

our

forefathers encourage

the spread of knowledge and free institutions.
Illiteracy must be banished from the
laud, if we shall attain that high destiny as
the foremost of the enlightened nations of

world which, under Providence, we
ought to achieve.
Reforms in the civil service must go on,
but the changes should be real aud genuine,
not perfunctory, or prompted by a zeal in
behalf of any party simply because it happens to be iu power. As a member of Cougress I voted and spoke in favor of the preaeut law aud I shall attempt its enforcement
in the spirit in which it was enacted. The
purpose in view was to secure the most
efficient service of the. best men who would
the

accept appointment under the government;
retaining faithful aud devoted public servants iu office, but shielding none under the
authority of any rule or custom, who are
inefficient, incompetent or unworthy. The
best interests of the country demand this
and the people heartily approve the law
wherever and whenever it is thus administered.

should never be entered upon until every
agency of peace has failed. Peace is preferable to war in almost every contingency.
Arbitration is the true method of settlement
of international, as well as local or individual differences. It was recognized as the
best mean of adjustment of differences between employers and employes, by the
Forty-ninth Congress in 188(>, and its application was
extended to our diplomatic
relations by the unanimous concurrence of
the Senate and House of the Fifty-first Congress in 1890. The latter resolution was accepted as the basis of negotiations with us
by the British House of Common iu 1893,
ami upon our invitation a treaty of arbitration between the United States and
Great Britain was signed at Washington
and transmitted to the Senate for its ratification in January. Since this treaty is clear-

What Is Said and

interest

cords with my conception of
We have cherished the

our

policy

duty

now.

the charter of the Watervilie & Wiscasset Railroad Co.
An act to organize the plantation of
Criehaven.
In the House the resolve for the Maine
S'ate College was tabled and assigned for
next Tuesday for discussion. Several other
important matters were tabled.
The debate on the water contract for the
State prison was participated in by Messrs.
Gurnsey of Dover; Fogler of Rockland;
Hamilton of Biddeford, and Macouiber of
Augusta. The bill was passed to be engrosAn

of non-inter-

ference with the affairs of foreign governments, wisely inaugurated by Washington,
keeping ourselves free from entanglement
either as allies or foes, content to leave undisturbed with them the settlement of their
own domestic concerns.
It will be our aim
to pursue a firm and dignified policy which
shall be just, impartial, ever watchful of
our national
honor and always insisting
upon the enforcement of the lawful rights
of American citizens everywhere. We want
no wars of conquest, we must avoid the
temptation of territorial aggression. War

Passed to be engrossed :
An act relating to instruction in the use
of tools and in cooking in public schools.
On motion of Mr. Merrill of Portland, this
bill was laid on the table pending its third

reading.

An act *to incorporate
the Searsport
Water Co. On motion of Mr. Wlielden of
Portland, this bill was laid on the table
pending its third reading.

j
j

J

a

close time

Miss Roxa Gatchell of Farmington
last week.

Miss Ida Crowley went to Boston
Monday
a short visit.

cial

feeding

stuff.

The Governor has approved the following
act:

An net tu amend sections 1 and 2 of
350 of the Public Law s of 1885 relatthe salary of the treasurer of the coun-

chapter

in

and 1 in

x

marking

85

important measure introduced
was the order of Wilson of Gorham, orderon legal affairs to inquire
the
committee
ing
into the necessity of amending the present
law so as to make the railroad commissioners elective instead of appointive, and also
to provide for an appeal from their decision
The most

to the supreme court.
In the Senate Savage of Androscoggin
presented a bill appropriating $2,500 from
the State school funds to defray the expenses of four summer schools.
The resolve in favor of the Eye and Ear
Infirmary was passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Billings of Waldo presented the petition of Miles Pease and 21 others of Waldo
for the enactment of a law requiring the
inspection of grass seed. Mr. Hurd presentthe same petition in the House, and Mr.
Pierce of Frankfort petition of A. P. Ritchie
and 20 others of Monroe for the same.
Mr. Spear of Rockland presented the remonstrance of W. W. Case and 120 others,
against any change in the lobster law; remonstrance of F. W. Collins and 77 others
against same; remonstrance of Ralph R.
Ulmer and 38 others against same; remonstrance of C. E. Weeks and 18 others against

the full details of which are now in the
hands of the New York State Insurance Department, shows that the Company possesses
net assets

same.

bill for the examination of teachers
assigned in the Senate for next Wed-

The
was

nesday.
Botii houses adjourned
p.

to

Monday

at 4 30

m.

March S. Short sessions were held hy
branches of the legislature this afternoon and the time was devoted to routine
work. There was a very small attendance.
A disposition was manifested to table almost
both

In the Senate

Societies.

j

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Pitcher returned home
March 3d from a visit of two weeks to their

137 32 44 372

74

FOR

Mr.

in

Bangor.

James C. Durham left, yesterday noon
for Boston to join his
sister, Miss Sally, in a

trip

to

Washington and Norfolk.

Etta Weymouth,who has been spendher mother, Mrs. W
H. Knowlton, left
Saturday for Chicago.
Mrs.

ing

COUNCILMEN.

FOR SCHOOL

Ralph

son

few weeks with

a

Ernest E. Burgess left Friday for Boston
join the steamer City of Bangor and assist in preparing her for the season’s busi-

1—William K. Keen. 84
Charles W. Frederick. 84
2— Frank R. Wiggin. 74
William R. Ford. 74
3— Amos Clement.142
Cyrus E. Tibbetts.142
4— Richard W. Woodbury. 31
George F. May hew../. ;',1
5— Emery O. Pendleton. 43
Fred E. Ellis. 42

Ward

to

ness.

The

family

Rev. H. E. Frohoek will
him at present, but will
remain at Kent’s Hill until later in the
of

not go south with

season.

Mrs.

Sanborn,

matron of the Girls’ Home,
Boston last Saturday for a week’s
visit. Miss Lucy Ryan is at tlie home during her absence.

COMMITTEE.

went

Ward 1—George S. Mills. ,S4
2— Charles A. Pilsbury. 74
3— Herbert T. Field.142
4— Walter G. Hatch. 31
Scattering..... 1
5— Roscoe Black
41

to

McLellau went to Augusta

W. H.

FOR. CONSTABLES.

Ward 1—George W. Frisbee. .81
2—John W. Knowlton. 71

Josie Markle and Mrs. Maud Daggett
New Haven, Ct., and two children, ar-

Mrs.

8—Alexander L). Smalley.142
4— William H. Skinner.
;>4
4
Scattering.
5— George E. Michaels.41

of

rived last Thursday for a visit
father, Joseph It. Mears of Morrill.

WARDENS.

to tli.-ir

Pierce arrived home last Friday to
his family to Atlanta, Ga., where they

P. C.

1—Robert Waterman. 84
2—William H. Wight. 74
8—Charles H. Waterman.142

move

will

make

their home for

year at

a

4—Ephraim \V. Wiley. 81 They will take part of their household
a—Syreiio P. Gilmore.48

Mayor-elect John

Fletcher,

M

is

Lincoinville, ami gradmiteil from
the Medical School of Maine in 1888. He
first practised in Camden an i came here in
1874
I>r. Fletcher was a m-Tnlu r of the
Common Council in 1878, ‘7*.* and 'so. of
the Board of Aldermen m 1881. and l as

to

term

Tr.-asur-c.

as

new

hoards three

are

City Council,
Woodbury and May hew of
the

present

Ward

'0e. Mr.

'00;

Mr.

Clemeut

as

Mayhew

;.s

announced that Rev. il. W

1>

Mrs.

Alderman Rankin is part
manager of the Rankin saw mills
in East Belfast. Councilman Keen is head
of

M

i-.

to

re,e h

Morrison

charge

of

of

Lynn,

Legr.

wi,

has

Sp.i!d;i.g:s
esu-rday morn.V

t-c

vumd..

presents h.-for-- },••• .pShe is sin .-ceded by M-ss ibb-ii
parture.
Kuowlton of Belfast
a

Council-

Bros..

L. M.
in

stitching room, left for home
ing. The employes of theta

and

junior member

Maine

the second Tune Mr. Aldus ! is hen; Guo
the first time being in !>'d.
('am
den Herald.

matters.

Mathews

front.

is

been

was

East

Banks has been employed

A.

others, while not having experience
Municipal affairs are practical, lev. 1-headed men, nearly all being experienced in busi-

for

of the

at the

Comrade Fml D. Aldus of the Geo. S
Cobb Post has received from Command.-rin-chief Clarkson of the Gram! Army of the
Republic, a ••ommission as Aide-de-C imp on
the staff of the Commander-in-Chief.
This

The

Frederick

always found

season.

in

book-keeper

is

formerly

position,

man

[Rockland

It is

1880 and '81.

ness

the front
{{■ s ,tu

;•»

Department m t he M not
Wesleyan Seminary for the '-om.ng te
which begins March 1thh Mr. Bank'. : eight
in the Bradford, Pa.. Business <
eg- ;llSf

Councilman iu 1802 and ’0b; and Mr. Woodas
Councilman in 180b.
Alderman
Poor was Clerk of the Common C amcil in

owner

ng
de-

in the Coiumerci il

had experience as members of the City
Council, viz: Mr. Shales as Councilman in
1880 and '00; Mr. Mi-Ken n as Councilman m
1804; Mr. Russ as Councilman in 1804 and
Alderman in

morn

trimming

the

Fogler

E

Six

have

’05 and

in

P'-b

D

Russ,
1

few weeks

Conference, has been released from the pastorate of the South Park M. E. church -f
Chicago on account "f in he ill h.

members of

Messrs.

a

Col. Fogler is rapidly‘coming
one oi the leaders of the
able and a pleasing speaker.
< mu!'icr-(Jaz.-tte.

the"affairs of the city.

Of the

Florence Wells left Monday

serve

a.**

He is

of

duct of

ss

partment of large millinery establishments
in Boston and New York, to prepare f
tinspring styles.

County
recognized ability m his pr.cession,
of tine business eapm-ity ami ot untiring industry : and Belfast is extremely fortunate
in securing his services at a time when
such qualities are sadly needed in the cona man

one

•••.

once.

M iss

a

native of

served

in rb-

-s

The linn will re-op**u basin,

Mass., lire.
at

1)

n

ploy of Lowell & Co., one of the large n.
linery linns burned out in the Worcester,

GOVERNMENT.

M.

Edith Mason of this city

Miss

Ward 1—Percy R Follett....84
2— names 1). Tucker. 74
8—Henry H. I’obbett. .142
4- -Willis S. Hatch..;i
5— Edward F. Carrow. 48

lea*!
ml,:,

them.

with

FOR WARD CLERKS.

THE NEW CITY

at-

as

torney for the plaintiff in a libel suit of Deputy Sheri IT G. R. McNally of Clinton vs. the
Kennebec Journal.

..

the

uumher of useful

1

late ship-cliandlery firm of ,J. W. Frederick
Dr. Cleveland, the newly elected ki-uT
& Co.; Councilman Wiggiu is cashier of the ! liean Mayor of Eastport, was former.\ in
in Winterport, where lie lias many
practice
Peoples National Bank; Councilman Ford is ! warm friends
who are much pleased at his
a laster in Critehett, Sibley & Co.’s shoe facj election. Alderman Lewis C Auv.nn is
tory, ami has been connected with the Bel- son of Mr. Lewis Atwood of Winterport,
fast Fire Department from early youth, and a nephew of Hon. Fred Atw >od of WmHe is a young man "f -xeellent
of
Hose Co. sev- texport.

being captain

Washington

eral years; Councilman Tibbetts is head machinist at Mathews Bros.’ mill; Councilman

Pendleton is

farmer, though in former
blacksmithing business
Jackson; and Councilman

now a

years he carried
in Belfast and

on a

ability and character and will make an ehi
city official. [Bangor Whig N Courier

cient

Among the local people who witnessed
the inauguration at Washington »f President McKinley were Charles W Frederick
of

this

Mr.

and

city;
Ellis, the youngest member of tin* board, is
of Belfast,
employe of Sherman cS; Co.’s leather- formerly

an

Ui tile school

but

Mrs
now

E. Pitchei

S.

Boston, and

of

Crocker, formerly of Winterport
Stevens of St Pan., a nativi
of Veazie, Me., and a graduate of Bowdoin
college in the class of is,si, is learning the
Mrs. L. W.

board mill.
uomimttee, Messrs,

Lowes.

Wardwell, Tilton, Hayford and Grotton,
hold over another year. Mr. Wardwell has
tendered his resignation to the City Council,
ami it will be acted upon and his
elected at the first meeting of

Hon. Fred C.

ropes

at

the

capit.ol, he being
Representati

the next House of

successor

a

meiubei of

ves.

Norman Wanlwell, Ks<;
the new
ft Tm-s.l i.v i •.
The memhers-elect are all new ex- Bangor, where he has opened a law odiee.
cept Mr. Hatch, who succeeds himself as Mr. Wardweli is arising young attorney, a
member from Ward 4.
He was a member of native of Brooksville, w ho w as idmitted t"
the Common Council in 1881, and Mr. Black the har in Wahlo eoiinty at the January
of Ward 3 was a member of that hoard in term of S. J. Court. I SI M.
Shortly after lie
j
became associated with Wm. B. Thompson.
1893 and ’94.

hoards.

1_
Savage, for the JudiciFatal Gas Explosion in Boston.
ary Committee, reported “ought not to pass”
on the act providing that all general hosBoston had a most destructive gas explopitals receiving State aid shall be obliged to j
last Thursday, at the intersection of
have at least one homeopathic physician on sion
its medical staff, one homeopathic surgeon on
Boylston and Tremont streets, caused by
its surgical staff and one homeopathic physileaking mains. One street car went up
cian and surgeon on its .stall of visiting phyabout 12 feet in the air, and coming down
sicians and surgeons. The report was acto bits.
was shattered
Other cars were
cepted.
blown over as if by a cyclone, and two
Mr. Billings of Waldo presented the petition of E. It. Wentworth of Knox, aud 2ti
horses instantly killed. Two Lerdics were
others, for the enactment of a law requiring
the inspection of grass seed. Also the peti- passing at the time, and of one there only retion of W. H. Marr of Swanville and 21 mained a wheel, a lamp, and a few bits of
others, for the samekindling wood. The horse was killed.
The resolve in relation to Freedom AcadeFlames followed the explosion, and the tire
my was passed to he engrossed.
In the House Mr Williams, for the Comdepartment was called out to subdue them.
mittee on Financial Affairs, ou the petition
Six persons were killed outright, four were
praying for a change of the by-laws of the taken from the debris iu a
dying condition,
Eastern Maine General Hospital, reported
and three of them have since died. About
that the petition be referred to the trustees of
the hospital with the recommedations that one hundred were injured.
Among the
it receive careful consideration.
killed was .the Rev. W. A. Start of Tufts
Mr. Martin of Liberty presented the petition of D. O. Bowen and 14 others of Morrill
College, Mass., a native of Camden, where
for the enactment of a law to regulate the his brother Edgar now resides.
everything.

Amos Clemeut went to Seal Harbor Saton busiuess connected with his summer hotel.

urday

Ward 1—Clarence O. Poor. 84
2— Lendal T. Shales.47
3— James F. McKeen. 97
James W. Burgess.43
Defective votes. 1
4— Robert F. Russ. 31
5— Elmer I. Rankin. 43

bury

Newport Soldiers’ Home.

Mrs. G. A. Beckett went to Dorchester,
to visit her son, who is

Mass., yesterday,
quite ill.

ALDERMEN*.

March 5.
There was a quiet session in
both branches of the Legislature this mornIn the House Briggs of Auburn presented a
bill for the protection of sheep so that towns
and cities shall retain the money received
from the licensing of dogs, and not pay it
over to the State as under the present law.
The bill for the registration of guides was
tabled as was the resolve in favor of the

gusta Sunday ami Monday.
Miss Ada Larrabee went to Cam ien last
week to attend the funeral of Mrs. Arthur
Paine.

MAYOR.

Councilman in 1880 and

ing.

Miss Lulu Thompson of Searsmont visited
friends in Belfast last jveek.
Arthur I. Browu was at home from Au-

Wards. 1 2 3 4 5 Total
John M. Fletcher. 84 74 136 31 43—368
Scattering.
112
Defective.
1
12

FOR

Mrs. C. B. Hall left yesterday
morning for
visit to friends in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tuttle left
Saturday
Middleboro, Mass., for a visit.

names of both Fletcher and
Below is the vote for the various

FOR

Boston last

went to

for

out the

McKeen.
officers:

ing
ty of Waldo.
to

a

the National

at

was

week.

Capt. Win. F. Welch
Friday on business.

Wards 1 and 4 by neglect to make
Ward 3 by placing a Burgess
sticker under the Mayor’s name, and by
each

the

Ward

ham Normal school was finally passed.
Mr. Billings of Waldo presented the petition of A. P. Kiteliieof Monroe and 10 others
for the enactment of a law to regulate the
sale and analysis of concentrated commer-

Miss Maud E. Barker

Capitol last

regular Republican ticket except iu Ward 3
a larger vote was
polled than last year,
when a citizens’ ticket was elected under
similar conditions. In Ward 3, James W.
Burgess was a candidate for Alderman
against James F. McKeen, the regular nominee, and received 43 votes by the use of
stickers against 97 for (’apt. Mclveen. There
were but 3 defective votes cast in the
city, 1

FOR

March 1. In the house to-day a petition
was presented from the students of Hampden academy asking that, the name of the
State college he changed to the University
of Maine.
By Walton of Skowhegan, the remonstrance of members of Bussell Post, G. A 1!.,
of Skowhegan, against
appropriation for
Soldiers’ Home at Newport.
of
Talbot
By
Lewisum, an act making
Sunday close time for fishing and ail idling
the regular close time penalties.
By Blanchard of Wilton, a bill increasing
the normal school appropriations t. >31,000,
to be taken from the sehool'fund.
By Walton of Skowhegan,, a bill licensing
bicycles at §1.
The bill for the repeal of the bounty on
bears was killed by indefinite postponement,
and the cigarette bill pissed to its second
reading by a substantia! maj rity.
In the senate the resolve in favor of Gor-

in

was

town

The City Election.

on

yet been done by the commitee on ways and means relative to raising
the State tax rate. The committee will
wait till well toward the close of the session
so as to have the total appropriations to
figure on before making its report, as to the
required rise in the rate.

on

I. M. Cottrell of Laconia, N.
H., is visiting
friends in Belfast.

The city election passed off quietly, and
although there was no opposition to the

Nothing has

Report of business of the
Company of New
York for the year ending December 31, 1896,

Deputy Grand Commander Fritz H.
Twitchel) made an official visitation to Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, last
evening, (Wednesday). The work was on
the “Order of the Temple.”

Wilson went to Boston Tuesday
business.
J. F.

for

noon.

Annual

sired.

The matter of

The bill giving town liquor agencies the
right to procure their stock of wholesale
dealers, uuder certain conditions, instead of
the State agent, as at present, was killed by
the temperance committee, Tuesday after-

New York Life Insurance

The regular meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
O. U. W., this evening will be one of unusual interest, and a full attendance is de-

PERSONAL.

commer-

stuff.

March 9. The senate session was short and of a
routine nature. In the House, after an hour of
routine work, the debate on the State
College resolve began and became the liveliest of the winter.
Mr. Blanchard of Wilton offered an amendment reducing the
appropriation to §10,000 for 10
years and providing for a tuition fee of §40. Mr.
Hamilton of Biddeford offered an amendment to
the amendment
making the appropriation §25,000.
The amendment of Mr. Hamilton was
adopted, 72
to 4b.
The resolve was then given second
reading.

bait.

The Relief Corps home at Newport, the
bone of contention] in former years, has
found favor with the committee, and it has
voted ought to pass on the resolve appropriating §15,000. Of this amount §13,000 is for
a uew building, §1,000 for expenses for 1897
and §2,000 for expeuses in 1898.

1896.

A.

The bounty on bears is to be repealed.
The committee has thus voted on the recommendation of the commissioners. Some of
the bear hunters will object to this but it
seems only fair.
Bears are worth hunting
for other considerations than the bounty;
the present bounty is in great measure paid
on bears killed in New Hampshire or New
Brunswick; the huutiug ami trapping of
bears means the slaughter of many moose,
caribou and bear, in close time, for food and

clams during the summer months is being discussed
the
sea
and
shore
fisheries
by
committee,
and last week all sections of the coast were
represented at the hearings. Nearly all
agree that such close time would be a good
thing and the committee will probably so report.

responsibilities.

evening.

act to extend

sed.

two years from a Congressional election, and politics cannot so greatly distract us as if such a contest was impendWe can approach the problem calming.
ly and patrotically without fearing its
effect upon an early election.
Our feliow-citizens who may disagree
with us
of
the
character
this
upon
legislation prefer to have the question settled now even
against their preconceived views, and perhaps settled so reasonably as I trust and
believe ;t will be, as to insure great peimanauee, than to have further uncertainty menacing the vast and varied business interests
of the United States.
Again, whatever action Congress may take will be given a fair
for
trial
the people are
before
opportunity
called to pass judgment upon it, and this I
a
essential
to
the rightful
consider
great
and lasting settlement of the question.
In
view of these considerations, 1 shall deem it
as
to
convene
President,
my duty,
Congress
in extraordinary session on Monday, the
loth day of March, 185>7.
In conclusion 1 congratulate the country
upon the fraternal spirit of the people and
the manifestations of good will everywhere
so apparent.
The recent election not only
most fortunately demonstrated the obliteration of sectional or geographical lines, but to
some extent also tlie prejudices which for
years have distracted our councils and marred our true greatness as a nation. The truth
of a people whose verdict is carried into effect to-day is not the triumph of one section nor wholly of one party, but of all sections and of all the people. The North and
South no longer divide on the old lines, but
upon principles and policies, and in this fact
surely every lover of the country can find
Let us rejoice iu
cause for true felicitation.
and cultivate this spirit; it is ennobling and
will lie both a gain and a blessing to our beloved country.
It will be my constant care to do nothing
that will arrest or disturb this growing sentiment of unity and co-operation, this revival of esteem and affiliation which now animates so many thousands in both of the old
sections, but I shall cheerfully do everything
possible to promote and increase it.
Let me again repeat the words of the oath
administered by the chief justice, which in
their respective spheres so tar as applicable,
I would have all my countrymen observe:
"I will faithfully execute the office of President of the United States ami will, to the
best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the United States.”
This is to be the obligation I have reverently taken before the Lord Most High. To
keep it will be my single purpose, my constant prayer—and I shall confidently rely
upon the forbearance and assistance of all
the people in the discharge of my solemn

The regular meeting of Phcenix Lodge,
F. and A. M., will be held next Monday

up.

of Belfast.

nearly

Secret

came

ters 363, of the Special Laws of 1850, relating
to the election of city assessors of the city

aggregating $2:34,744,148.42. The
Congress should give prompt attention to books of the Company indicate, according to
the restoration of our American merchant its own standard of policy valuation, a much
marine, once the pride of the seas in ail of larger sum than that, but this
year the rethe great ocean highways of commerce. To
port is made in conformity with the requiremy mind, few more important subjects so ments of the State
Department, which eximperatively demand its intelligent consid- cludes assets that are not realized upon, but
eration. The United States has progressed
which are proper to regard as ultimately
| with marvellous rapidity in every field of
good and available. The liabilit.es on the
enterprise and endeavor, until we have be- risks in force amount to .$205,010,633 72, leavcome foremost in nearly all the great lines
ing a surplus fund of .$29,733,514 70. This
of inland trade,commerce and industry. Vet,
shows an increase in admitted assets during
while this is true, our American merchant
1896,
according to New York State standard,
marine has been steadily declining, until it of
$15,040,005 22, and an increase in surplus
is now lower, both in the percentage of tonof $2,853,467.06.
The total income of the
nage and the number of vessels employed,
for the year was $49,702,695 27.
than it was prior to th,e civil war. Com- Company
The amount paid to policy-holders aggregatmendable progress has been made of late ed
Since the date of its
$25,437,569.50.
years in the upbuilding of the American
organization, in 1843, The Mutual Life Innavy, but we must supplement these efforts surance
has paid to living memCompany
by providing as a proper consort for it, an bers $258,959,451.53, and to the beneficiaries
American merchant marine sufficient for
of deceased members $178,045,743.76, makour own carrying trade to foreign countries.
a total of $437,005,195 29.
The Company
The question is one that appeals both to our ing
has insurance in force amounting to over
business necessities and the patriotic aspira$918,000,000
tion of a great people.
It has been the policy of the United States
since the formation of the government to
cultivate relations of peace and amity with
all the nations of the world, and this ac-

Augusta.

the Senate Mr. Savage introduced an
amendment to chapter 40, R. S., that whenever there is a change in the office of the
clerk of a corporation he shall within
twenty days after acceptance of the office
file a certificate of his election in the registry of deeds.
Passed to be enacted:
An act to amend sections 4 and 6. of chap-

immediate actiou.
it lias always seemed to me that the postponement of meeting of Congress until more
than a year after it has been chosen deprived
Congress too often of the inspiration of the
popular will, and the country of the corresponding benefits. It is evident, therefore, that to postpone action in the presence of so
great a necessity would be
unwise on the part of the executive, because unjust to the interests ot the people. Our actions uow will be freer from
mere partisan considerations than if the question of tariff revision was postponed until
the regular session of Congress. We are

The

Done at

feeding

In

trolling

Life for

sale and analysis of concentrated

March 3. Now measures continue to be
introduced in the Legislature. The sessions
of both the Senate and House to-day were !
about of the usual length. There were no
features of particular importance outside
the ordinary routine, but some matters of

ficulties by judicial methods rather than
force, of arms—and since it presents to the

of the Mutual

Legislature.

cial

the result of our own initiative, since it
has been recognized as the leading feature of our foreign policy throughout our entire national history—the adjustment < f dif-

Report

NUMBER 10.

The Maine

ly

world the glorious
example of reason
and peace, not
passion and war, conbetween two of
the
relations
the greatest nations of the world, an
followed
to
be
by others, I
example
respectfully urge the early actiou of the
Senate thereon, not merely as a matter of
policy, hut as a duty to mankind. The importance and moral influence of the ratification of such a treaty can hardly be over-estimated in the cause of advancing civilization. It. may well engage the best thought
of the statesmen and people of every country and I cannot but consider it fortunate
that it was reserved to the United States to
have the leadership in so grand a work.
It has been the uniform practice of Presidents to avoid, as far as possible, the convening of Congress in extraordinary session. It
is an example which, under ordinary circumstances and iu the absence of a public necessity, is to be commended, but a failure to
convene the representatives of the people in
Congress in extra session when it involves
neglect of a public duty, places the responsibility of such neglect upon the executive
himself. The condition of the public treasury, as has been indicated, demands the immediate consideration of Congress. It alone
has the power to provide revenues for the
government. Not to convene it under such
circumstances I can view in no other sense
than the neglect of a plain duty.
I do not
sympathize with the seutiment that Congress in session is dangerous to our gv.ueral business interests.
Its members are
the agents of
the
people, and their
at
of
the seat
presence
government
in the execution of the
sovereign will
should not operate as an injury, but a benefit. There could he no better time to put
the government upon a sound financial and
economic basis than now. The people have
only recently voted that this should he
done, and nothing is more binding upon the
agents of their will than the obligation of

1897.

Esq.,

in the firm of

Thompson

& Ward

wo

M

continued until now
11<
has been City Solicitor for two years past
and was elected a member of the School
Committee in March, 18SM». He resigned the
latter position when he decided to go to
Bangor. His many friends here wish and
predict for him abundant success in bis new
field.
in which lie has

moved to
Mott Wilson has
Waldo.
Orono.Edward Blake has gone to Lynn,
where he has work.Mrs W. I. Neal, who
has been visiting in town, has returned to
Miss Ardra Simher home in Pittsfield.
mons accompanied her.Israel Jones is
Mrs. L. E. Burns, who was
on the sick list.
sick for some time, is improving.Esther
Cillev is still quite poorly.Our town
meeting was the largest and most enthusiastic for a number of years. Party lines were
not drawn, but some local issues made it in-

teresting.

MY

WARDROBE.

LACVY’S

Liabilities:
25, support of paupers. $ 98 72
on county tax. 1896..
355 64
“collectors’ commission. 400 00
(). D. Wilson.
54 69

school, Chase school, Stiles school, Village
school and Clara school,
making a total of
100
wee^g of common school. We have also
had on term of Free High school at the

Due March

Whai

New York

[Our
••Kre

it Should Contain.

Farcy Say

FaMikn and

Letter.]

long we’ll welcome verdant spring,

The

and the

crocus

Resources

rose.

•■And we'd welcome any si ason, if
It wasn r for the clothes.
Put what we wear in winter time
WOn’r «5«*

for

Overdrawn.

we

Raised for

§114 68

“.

Unexpended.§

Expended for bridges.

and perhajs it will remind you that although we are still in the midst of win-

Raised for

Expended

ter’s gaieties the spring will soon be upon
us; and that while March may come in
like a lion, calling for warm furs and
our

of

when

days

warm

seem

we

al-

scent

Various

speculations

the

on

all

the

c

uiy

styles

over

early

the tailor-

why

reason

we

•vcir

.use

iu tailor-made suits

such

reso

gown is really the
•illy spring gaiment that can. with* propriety, be worn before Faster. The sensible woman, the one who gets as much
i.s

possible

as

a

of all her gowns,

out

iers her tailor-made now.
Uy the time Ash Wednesday arrives she
'!as worn it. with fancy chiffon vest or

or

"Far. to several musicals and luncheons,
i ilicn during Lent it is shorn of all its

.ri•

“The

suli i»

one

made of
In

a

the blazer

on

canvas weave

fashioned of dark gr<en serge lined
throughout with shaded rose taffeta silk. Its
style is partieularly neat yet as dressy
and fasblonahle as can be desired.”

style and Is

"This gown Is

woolen fabric

Frenehy combination of
preen and Napoleon blue.”
a

very

Muiie

by Tnr Na:

:•

(Ji.uak

v u

West 23d

Street, New York.

Here and there around the brim proa twisted bunch of stems, and rest-

tre.

studile
like

a

live inches below the

the

the corded

with silvci beads.
a

The shape is
large Tam O’f? ha liter crown
brim, the sort folds that edge
resting most becomingly upon

crown

the wean.i

hair.

{lie left side is

vci

arm

cash in

extending
belt, thus carrying

a

lilting

crown

to

••

around the

from the wrist to half way between
iw and
shoulder, where the full-

y

ed

on

each side of

forming epaulettes

the

over

•*

front and then
the shoulders, is

\os«‘

DR.

To balance in his hands as follows:
Due on collection of J. It. Mears for
the year 1895 .$1.139 54
Due on-Lar.d sales.
57 Hi
Cash and orders on hand..
136 38

Frve.......
Conveying scholars.

Town of Searsniont in support of school
at South Montville.
Town of Freedom on account of A. A.
Thompson’s scholars, estimated.

$1,333 53

State school fund and mill tax, 1896...

343 22

1806 as follows:
..§
County tax. .’
School, $384 00. Support of poor,
$50.00.
For debts and charges, $100.00. Roads
anil bridges. §8<>o.00.
For repairs on school houses, $50.00.
Text hooks. $25.uo..
For overlay.
Assessments for

For State tax..

girl’s frock Is trimmed with dark
garnet braid.”

I>> Ti

Naiionai. Ci.mak (.0.. West 23d
si leer. New Y< rk,

318 11
249 48

j

tnd

iit s

nn

I.ater in the summer, this same frock
s excellent loi tinting and
traveling wear,
f"i it is a recognized fact that however
ear! y the styles for 'aiho-made
■nay be set, they never change

gowns
during the

months.

..

prop,
tiling
skirts,
hile the nine gored patterns will be used
to
silk and satin.
Ail the new skirts
nude up for immediate wear are
plain on
be hips and made lull in the
back, the
for tailor-made

1

width of the three back ones
well gored on both edges
togivethe

list

the bottom.

variety

83 14

Balance

20 00

sketches
■j be

the

accompanying

very popular.
suit is on the blazer

are

one

made

is

in

it

a

style and

canvas weave

woolen fabric
tj a vi
y 111 nebv combination of green
tnd Napoleon blue with line cross threads
t brown
and black.
Tlic grace of the
-kill is apparent, and the uni.pie
beauty
if the jacket is enhanced
by a fancy back
if tin cloth artistically stitched with silk,

i be

collar develops into wide reoddly shaped and trimmed with the
cry fashionable Brandenburg braid. The
lining is a bright green taffeta silk and the
nan uw

vel's.

open

weave

of the material allows just a
color to shine

glimmer of its beautiful
through, lending an added

charm to this

smartest of suits. The second gown is
fashion* d of dark green serge, lined
throughout with shaded rose taffeta silk.
Its style is particularly neat, aud
yet as
dressy and fashionable as could be desired.
The jacket introduces a
in
its odd cut and also in the

novelty
fly front, which

is made

by means of a strap of the material, tastefully stitched at the edges.
The little girl’s frock, also illustrated,
is made of navy blue serge, and trimmed
■with dark garnet braid.
The blouse lias
a shield front of white
pique appropriate-

ly

embroidered with dark blue and

and

is

trimmed with

a

deep

gold,

sailor collar

of tlie serge edged with braid.
All the new hMtfe Mfbwn are rather small
in size, but revealing a wealth of gorgeous blossoms.
Pansies and violets are the

flowers, and on some very novel
chapeaux, both are used as garnituie. One

favorite

dainty little round hat has

composed

a

soft

of bunches of violets

lows

1

Don’t be

j

17 Quart Dish Vans IteUnned, 20c

}

11

l 1-2

"

**

10

•*

*•

17c.

Pails.

'2
1

Quart Tea

10c.

2

••

~,e.

;;

..

4c.

4

••

If a n <1 Icii Dippers,
••

/

Pull Size IIeartf Dust Pun, tint cunized,
■I a panned.
Pie

liinijs,

v/othes Sprinklers,

H ire Dish Drainers.

LARUE AND COMPLETE STOCK ()l TINW NRI
FROM THE CHEAPEST TO THf BEST.

...

;

$

Total amount received 189(3.*
Paid for teacher and board."

Repairs

on

school-house:

Amount raised by vote of town.
§
paid for repairs.

Oierdnnm.“am
Hook account:
150 00
49 61

Amount received..
Paid for new books.'

0

1991,1

*

23291.

..

..

(>verdrawn...
s
.>•' 40
I hero have been two terms of school in
each of the
following districts: Oates

Bills unpaid

as

Overlay.

follows:

J

no

59 01
514 30

State Tax

Due Schools about
.g
Town ollici-rs wages lor 1890 7.
about.
Due Collector's commission f>-r 1890...
Hall rent for 1890
For printing.

1 50

County Tax.4«,,3 39

112 00
41 09
8 00
4 50

Total amount assessed.
$2,502 20
Amount appropriated for highways in
labor. .‘. 1,200 00
Valuation of real estate..$165,019 00
Valuation of personal property.
33,36.3 00

••

S 107 09
Town order* outstanding. g 438 07
Interest on the same..
25 40
Total
Total

Balance in favor ol

town.g 412 04

Montville.
Total of appropriation, March, 1890..
State tax...

$4,219 00
800
028
197
4

tax

Overlay
Supplementary tax.

Overdrawn.

90
58
78
14

1

_

1897:
>upi>ort <-r school.Abatements
Tuwn ..nicer,' bills.
mh!<- rax
County tax

$1,500 00
127
3811
800
028
225

I.

South Montville biidge.. .4.
Repairs on roads and bridges caused by
freshet and washouts..‘
Breaking roads in winter of 1895 and
1390
Building *oad ncai .1. C. Anderson's.
Board «d'i-aupe •-to \pril 1,1896.

•'

18
07
90
58
00

••

93
00
27

Not

one

vessel

bearing

68
00

687
514
40.3
48
24
36
4.3

Balance due H. W.

Wescott, Treas.,_

..

it

always

cures.

Mr.

Hemming,

dealer tells you that something else
as good" as Doan’s Ouitmeiit. for
Pin
Hives,
Worms, Itching Piles, or other
itchiness of the skin, tell him you want the
original. It is safe; never-failing.

2,116

207 88

lector.$

55 65

399
628
397
84

67
58
68
28

106 00
1,005 95
60 98
1,312 89
280 Oo

*4,333 50
more

than

Liabilities less

tlian

resources.

$1,687 44

Knox School Report.
The report of the Superintendent of
Schools shows schools taught in the followdistricts:
Summer term
ing
Leonard,
Knox Corner, Ray, Bannon, Half Moon and
Knox Station; fall term in the Kenney District; winter term in the Leonard, Knox
Corner, Kenney, Ray, Bannon, Half Moon
and Abbott districts.
—

2 00

*

Resources

W

^

liabilities..$ 524 15

|

"just

at

M

Searsmont.
Resources:
Due on taxes of ’94 ’95 and ’96.$2,895
35
“’93.
353
tax deeds.
20
“note....
70
from State, dog license, (est).
for schooling, Appleton and Mont105
ville.

97
8G
24
75
00
12

$3,480 94

U

No. of Size
Sets. Spoke
1-2
134
1-2
17-8
1-2
13-4
1-2
2
1-2
1 5-8
1-2
1 3-8
1-2
13-8
1-2
11-8
1
15-8
1
1 1-2
2
11-4
2 1-2
1
11-2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
11
1 2
1 1 8
1-2
1 1-4
3
1
1
114
1 1-4
1
I
1 1 8
212
1
2
1 1-8

■

^1

of the Nation.

news of

IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to

We Furnish The

Republican Journal and
rASH IN

everybody

N, Y,

ONE YEAR

Weekly

FOR $2.0*’

VDYAM I

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. BELFAS!,
Write

your name and address on
Tribune Office, New York City, and
TRI

a
a

g

0

M

(|j

TO

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, ExtensionT,
FOLDING BEDS very low. also MATTRESSES and CHJ

•

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A

J. G.

Thompson

S|

C
l-j

m

M
LJ
U

H

Length

<£

j*

f fl
Wi
1

..

CANDY STORE.

1

TV

..

..

^

ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE AT

il

BAILEY’S,52 n“Sa5t.

m

season

tit

^

U

IT.
W
m

CJ

il

“

(

e

Kiilney*.

a

disease of those

n

Mixed Chocolates
at

|]j;V\

25 cents per lb.

L/l
idios. Pe

Consisting of Nugatines,
Peppermints, Checkermints, Vanilla.
Strawberry and Coffee.
.Y\onte\

If III

cans,

COflE IN AND TRY

1 Hl

t'rc-d,
g<-.
n

d>
the

Made

I (>

trhotlf/ of
herbs,

I 1

roots.

\o poise

A Full Pint Bottle tor 5<'

—

F. G. MIXEK,
Church St., Belfast.
Journal Building,

POOR 6c SO*
A (• /

J

G
G

..

1]

This is 'he

rent

»

B1

OLD-FASHION
hirer and

A LINE OF

Thes.* goods arc made each week
Remember they are not stale 4",
for 25c., but fresh goods made
premises every Wednesday

..

Son, 39 IVtain

But Can't be Be

...

F. G. Mixer's

I

..

AT

LINE ASSORTMENT.

■ mmmjk •

M

>

..

& S<

Hare special cuts in jtrices to close out their stock.
Hare sti/l It ft a fine assortment of

SOMETHING NEW

•*

LET.

J. C. THOMPSON

H

E3

*•

postal card, send it to Ge.
sample copy of THE NEW YOf

UNE will be mai ed to you.

M

than cost per set to make room for
NEW SPRING STOCK.

Hub
Tread.
Price.
■
1)
15-8
in. Sarven wheels tired and banded, half set.
9.00
9
13-4
..." 9.r>0
8 12“
15-8
8.00
..
11
2
13.50
,
9
1 1-2
9.25
8 1-2..
1 1-4
5.00
7 1-2
11-4
..
5.00
1
7
..
4.50
9
11-2
per set.. 14.50
8
1 3-8
w
13.50
11-8
7
tV
9.25
0 1-2
3 4
8 45
G 1-2
7-8
8.45
6 1-2.
7-8
6 25
6 1-2
3-4
Steel-band
6.25
<*
6 12
3-4
9.75
«*
6 1-2
3.4
11.25
..
6 1-2
7-8
1-2 set..
6.52
1 1-4
7
Batavia steel-band
5 00
6 1-2
3 4
8.50
per set..
11-87
VI
10.50
6 1-2
1 1-8
not tired,
7.75
6 1-2
7-8
7.00
6 1-2
7-8
7.00
6 1 2
7-8
8.25
6
34
8.00
■111
1-2
9
1 1-2
Wood hub, not tired, 1-2 set.
1 58
6.00
1
6 1-2..
■J
11-81
9.00
6 1-2
1
1 1 8
7-8
J
Sulky Wheels, tired and banded. 11.50

l|J

Womaiih.

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles
IT GIVES humorous illustrations
IT GIVES entertainment to young and old.

STORE

$2.00

LOOK AT THE GOODS AND SAVE YOUR HONEY
BY FINING UP YOU It GEAR NOW, YOU SAVE
$2.00 ON THE WHOLESALE PRICE.

rfl

news

Truo

Closing Out Sale" Furniture,

I

for the wheels kept constantly on hand.
Examine the prices in
list below and call and see the wheels: these are GRAND GOOD
TRADES, that must be sold to make room for new goods.
REMEMBER THE PRICES.

IS

laluoa t ion,

If your

is

This is a grand chance for you to get up a farm team wagon, to
fix up your old carriage, etc.
While these last you can get what
you want at TWO DOLLARS ($2.00. LESS ON SET THAN
THEY COST AT WHOLESALE.

..

*•

Due town of New Sharon on Mrs. Frank
Me Laugh lan.
Due for support of schools, orders not
drawn.
Due for county tax..
Due insane hospital.
Due for school books, old bills.
Due S. H. Berry for board of paupers to
April L. 1897.
Outstanding orders on interest.
lnteiest. on same to March 1, 1897
Outstanding orders not on interest.
Outstanding bills not otherwise accounted for,.....

V

To

or

the World.
IT GIVES the most reiiable market reports,
iT GiVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department

..

00
0(
22

1

col-

JgJ

important
important

IT GIVES all

family liniment.

IRON, STEEL AXLES, Etc.,

•>,«»
00
0 )

...

the liabilities:

iT GiVES ail

Even in the most severe, cases of sprain or
cut or burn, Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
gives almost instant relief. It is the ideal

As is my custom each year, shall load a car in Amesbury with carriages tor the Belfast trade about Slay the first. As carriages do
not stow closely in a car, it is possible to put in a large number of
sets of wheels, which J always do, and thus save the
freight, as
costs it no more to get the car here with the wheels.

W*

FOH

the American

L’oth St., Chicago, always keeps it at
hand and lias no fear of Croup, because it
instantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at
Kilgore \ Wilson's City Drugstore.

m

FOUj Noble MmiiIiooiI

bruise,

Any of the wheels recorded below

85
30

...

are

FOK

on

in

vJllay;o

KVFJ1Y

sidered that we have very material trade
with the Far East, which would naturally
show in the canal reports if it went in
American ships, the evidence is unpleasant.
[Marine Journal.

E.

family
Isii’m,

KVKli^

flag passed through the Suez Canal during
ls'.ti;. though four men-of-war and yachts
had down the stars and stripes in transit
Vet the
through it the previous year.
Suez canal did the largest business in its
history last year, amounting to nearly sixteen millions of dollars.
When it is con-

cause

nioiiit>oo of

KK \

case.

BAILEY'S *
Grand Clearance Sale of Wheels,

00

220 ]o
1'auper expenses.
$ 430 50
54 05
Abatements
15 71
7 50
and bridges. 445 15
Highways
School books 1 n 1895 and 1890.
I0593
Town officers’ bills. 221 43
Summer roads in 1895.
431
Breaking roads in 1894 and 1895..
282 4?
Liabilities of the town Feb. 18, 1897
Insane Hospital.
H9? 28
Board ol paupers to April 1, 1897..
150 00 Outstanding orders drawing interest_$ 410 00
on same... ."
Interest
li 09
Bills ordered not drawn.
280 00 1
orders not drawing interest 503 50
Miscellaneous bills.
1<>9U3 Outstanding
.L
Due
C.
of
Rich,
Frank
Jr.,
and
town
support
farm.
Pauper
337 04
Tenney to April 5, ’97.
50 00
Due A. Bailey, for support of Clias. Rich
$8,134 32 ! and wife.
30 00
Following are tli e r« sources:
Due H. W. Wescott, treasurer. 207 88
Due from C. H. Clement collector of
18 86
1#95.$
$1,238 47
Due from C. H Clement collector for
Resources Feb. 18, 1897
1890. 4,390 70
Due Horn S. H. Berry, use of town farm
18 24
50 00 Due from G. A. Ingraham, 1893.$
Due from town of Belmont on account
W. D. Elliot
1894.. 245 99
of R. Cooper.
1896. 803 02
42 19
H. W. Wescott
Due from E. A. Sprowl, guardian of N.
1896.1,730 97
on tax deeds
P. Gould
33 50
74 63
Resident and non-resident tax deeds...
93 59
200 00 Schools overdrawn.
Due from State on dog license.
76 75
Cash in treasury.
461
$2,925 91

Following

m

JW

c-.i

1,058 22

Watering tubs.

Due C. H. Clement constable and

U

$3,872 76
3,664 88

473 70

$4,857 74

KV K1H'
lOVKU YJ

$3,664 88
Amount due H. W. Wescott, Treas.,
from last report.§
Paid State tax,’96.
County tax, ’96.
Simon Waning, State pension.
William Gilchrist
“.
Mrs. John Sanborn, State Pension..
State Treasury dog license.
Selectmen’s orders..

March 1,

to

FOR

It is only the specialist,in such complaints who can cure you. 1>r. Greene, U
Temple Place. Boston. Mass., the most noted
and successful physician in curing disease,
can he consulted by letter free.
His experience is enormous, he has cured
many eases
like yours through letter
correspondence
He can cure you.
Write to him without
delay. Bcmember it costs nothing to get
bis opinion and advice in
regard to your

*

Bless

$93 59

1 reasurer’s account:
Rec’d. on tax of ’93. ’94, ’95 and ’96... .$2,996
irom Town Clerk, dog licenses.
43
State Treas.
43
Pensions.
108
School funds, etc.
ai8
E. J. Vose, (witness fees).
55

Total to be raised.
$5,850 40
Total valuation, 1890.$280,542 00
Number of polls.
207
Rate of poll tax.$1 50
Rate of taxation..019

Expenses from March i, 1890,

l0

Total .$198,382 00
Rate per cent, of property tax .011. No.
polls, 160; Rate per poll.
$2 00
Rate per cent, on highway tax, .0055;
Rate per poll.
100
School money Account:
Amount of school money, year 1896 ...$ 917 06
Amount of school orders drawn, year
18**6. 1,011 16

$ 031 22
resources.$1,043 20
liabilities..
03122

"****;;

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TR.

you

WHEELS._

following appropriations were made
<tt the last annual
meeting:
Foi- support of
schools.§ f>25 50
Current
1,000

"*

Mitchell,

\ "U need not be
discouraged and lose hope
just because local doctors have failed to < lire

Condensed Testimony.
Clias. B. Hood, Broker and Manufacturer’s
786 86
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr.
io« 05
King’s New Discovery has no equal as a
Cough remedy.
J. D. Brown, Prop., St.
50 00 I
50 00 ! James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, lad., testifies that
he was cured of a Cough of two years stand100 00
ing, caused by La Grippe, by Dr. King’s
100 00 New
Discovery, B. F. Merrill, Baldwinsvilie. Mass., says that he has used and rec300 00
ommended
it and never knew it to fail and
335 01 !
would rather have it than any doctor, be-

Raised by vote of town to
purchase school
books
..$
Recened for old books

Th<-*

expenses...

'I .<>43 20

M. L.

Hopeless and Discouraged.

Knox.

culler-mn in luniB -0 J. R. Clears,
<-ollecti r i‘>r 1 S'.h;
.< 974159
La mi sale".
57 ">1
Cash and <-Tilers <>n hand.
In 90

crown

resting

expended for schools.$

unexpended..$

Free high school fund
Amount raised by vote of town.
Received from State.

To,al.
$1612 95
Amount expended m repairing schoolhouses in 180(5..£
65 37
Amount expended for text and copy
books in 1806 ....
27 04

••

On

pretty County

in

illustrated

ones

being

jackets has no limit, hut
the moment the two ultra smart

at

589 35

7 50

■

w

lentre

..

cleaning school-house.

Total amount

••

lhe puzzle as to the cut of summer
kilts has been solved ami the seven
gored
a. measuring from four to four and
t halt yards wide, will
beyond doubt be

5(0 00
318 87
76 04

Total amount available in
1896.$ 894 91
Total amount expended for instruction
and board of
teachers.§ 630 00
1 aid lor
transporting scholars.
53 10
town of Monroe tuition 1895.
37 07
for wood..
54 jg
for utensils.503

146 32
214 15
196 50
26 oo
128 60
191 oo
11470
50 86

There have been twenty-four terms of pub434 00 ; lic
school (luring the year, lifteen
averaging
eight, weeks each, and nine averaging ten
900 Ou
weeks each, giving the districts
where
75 00 schools have been maintained
through the
77 84 year twenty-six weeks.
Twenty out of our
terms have been taught
by
Total cash, assessments...$2,*>54 43 twenty-four
teachers belonging in town and although
To dog damages.
4 00
sumo
of them were
rebate on dog tax from State.
47 <‘,8
inexperienced, they
taught us schools that we may well be
Total. .-."•,782 86
proud of. 1 think it is a good idea to patron!/.
home talent, and make it. a point to emBy town order- a rued in and best r.*yod.$2.172 cl ploy teachers who belong in town. We have
manv smart scholars and if our teachers are
State Treasun
re. eipts for is:*6
31 s n
Countv
for 1X96
249 48 encouraged at home we may expect in a few
years to s«*e Montville send out more and
better teachers than ever before.
:in Trc.is.' hands as folLeaving
••

service as

approprig wn and also for tlife shopping expeditions that must precede Kas-

at

98

ISI.ESBORO SCHOOL REPORT.

$3,955 60

Jackson School Report.
Common school fund:
Amount raised by vote of town.$
received from State school fund."
Balance from 1895.

*•

iiiiti i

222 35
182 4o

3]

Aontville School Report.
school money has been expended in
Following are abstracts of the annual re* j the several districts as
follows.
ports of the officers of the towns in Waldo j Halldale district.
g 170 10
Kingdom
County that have come to hand:
." ltt6 58
Cen*er
Tarter
Plains
" bite’s Cor. district.
McFarland Cor. district.

1895..’

Recapitulation

the

.Morrill.

19375
425 96
9=2x1
xs7 46
335 01

Assets exceed liabilities Feb. 15, 1896. .$
1,072 82
Total assets Feb. 15, 1897.
168 50
Total liabilities Feb. 15, 1897..
2,182 86
Total assets exceed liabilities Feb. 15.
18%.• •.
985 » 4
Increase of liabilities.
87 18
Valuation of town April 1, 1896. 135,480 00
Number of polls, 118. Per cent, on cash tax .0228.
Number of scholars, 131.

The

The

75

1.463

....

made of white taffeta covered with real
Irish point lace and edged with a double
ruche of white chiffon.

The Selectmen report that they have settled
with the Treasurer, and his account stands as follows

$3,168 50

..s

3-,2 73
on < ’minty tax.177; 71
Interest on outstanding.
5905
011 guideboards and
25 00
posts.
miscellaneous expenses.
ou 08
Abatement.
52 2y

of the material is loosened and forms
small puli'. A deep, square miliar slash-

a

town officers
on road bills
on road bills

7 (it;
41 08

1896
for support of schools...
lor repair of .school-houses.
lor support of poor
for school books
state tax lsoti.

••

The sleeves also show

shirring running

Rrooks.
treasury.

Expenses of 1890-1897

Paid

Town Reports.

■wing

’153

$

••

ness

into a bow-knot that extends almost to
the top of the ear.
It is a dainty confee

he

67 98
H,7 52
1,074 73

Balance against the town..

122

York,

$2,053 33
$

302 39
121 09
122 91

New

Philadelphia.

Boston,

••

the elb

high arid very flat and is covered with big
pansies, the stems of which are twisted

tion, indeed, and is

the bust line.

to

very

without

six

l,938ol

COMPANY,

St. Louis,

Chicago,

$2 000 00
,53 33

Assets
Amount of tax deeds in treasury.
Due on old tax bills .*.
Due on tax bills of 1896..’
Cash in treasury.

$2,240 40

buy 41b. package.

THE N. K. FAIR BANK

....

j

Another toque, this time imported from
Virot. is fashioned of coarse white tulle,

next

Outstanding bonds.
Interest on same.’

79
20
29
33
79

..

the fullness around the entire skirt.
The
ing upon the hair at the back is an im- | bodice is slightly bloused and is shirred
mense bow of stem-green velvet ribbon.
on cords around the
figure from the waist

tl.ule

115 05

For economy

$3,940 12

Liabilities:

and

quickly, cheaply
perfectly.

Common schools
High schools
ton en
Text books.96 06

..

upon putt's of deep violet velvet, and its j frock with which it is to he worn.
This
turned-up brim is completely hidden by ! frock is a pansy-colored foulard silk,
large sweet-laced velvet pansies. The strewn with large whi e scrolls. The
colors are white and pale and deep pur- skirt has a separate lining of silk and is
ple, with a tiny spot of yellow for a cen- made with tiny tucks
about
trudes

•‘The little

Support of poor...

.....

472
915
747
78
26

that cleans everything

355 15
£42 44
76 42
187 12
735 28
1,648 25

Abatements.
Expended on highways

100 00

$

..

$3,940 62

......

..

-Perhaps the potent
•m

on

for schools.

of orders drawn.

amount

Package—

Washing Powder

$941 67

W hole number of scholars in town
334
April 1
50 00
\\ hole number of scholars in summer term_i>7
101 oo
Average number ot scholars in summer term U4
N\ hole number of scholars in fall term. .89 I
$ 151 oo
Average number «>f scholars in tall term. lt.4
Expended.
149 74 i \N hole
number of scholars in winter term ...IT1 i
Average number of scholars in winter term
14"
] 20
Unexpended...$
Common
Schools:
liaised for highways..
§ 250 00 ! Appropriation..
..s
>00
< 0
from*189f>.’
Unexpended
230 28
Received from State.
813 01
Balance from 1896
71 91;
s
480 28
Expended.
390 pp,
$1,784 07
l’aid for teaching.
>
Unexpended.
87 32
989 50
hoard...
529 00
Jackson.
supplies.
4 84
f'»el
124 91
Liabilities:
Mitsiamling orders and interest.si.S08 00
Due lor support *•: poor...
$10*48 25
p; It;
on school account.
5U. 45
Unexpended balance.
136 72
on
5105
outstanding orders
High s«du,)v)l
on county tax..
loo on
Appropriation.
sirx 00
Received from State.
ir.o 00
82,192 80
Assets:
3( 0 00
Due on tax bills, 1S96
00
>2,404
Raid teaching.
deeds.
95- 23
240 00
1 non note and mortgage, etc.
Rai'l hoard..
235 35
60 "0
oil other notes.
.,4 11
cash paid on sheep, 1805.
28 00 j
$300 00
from Stockton Springs.
0 50

anything like a definite idea of
styles which will lead the procession

are

..

3 -14

unexpended...

Raised lor school hooks..§
Unexpended from 1895.

there be

and

125 00
25 oo

**

Overdrawn

are circulated abroad, but not until a later
instalment of French models is shown will

-«pi:ug weai
made order.

Raised for commissions-.. .§

Unexpended.
$
Repairs on school houses (transferred;..
Expended

w

»»f mpi-summer gowns.
The models that have been sent
Yi* in Fashion's Capital are for

128 60

Expended

changes

ill pi t dominate in our summer
gowns have been already demonstrated,
and many others which exist only infancy

the

..

Overdrawn.§

Abatements allowed.§
Sehocd funds unexpended from '95.§
Voted and raised March 1896.
School fund and mill tax
Rec’d from Montville.
Due from Appleton.

the sweet blossoms that
awaken Easter-tide.
to

amount

Miscellaneous expenses..
Pay of town officers.

200 00
328 60

Unexpended.§

window panes with fantastical icy shapes, it proverbially goes out
like a lamb with blight sunshine and

marking

N\ hole

499 88

•*

<5673 ->y
62 98
(i4 72
136 74

St MMARY.

5oo 12

charges.§

Expended

Total

POWDKK.

mt

$276,624 94

highway..

§1,000 00

Unexpended.§
town

ngxpended balances:
charges..

town

WASHING

•remember it. It contains

131,34100
2,202 50

.,

town poor.
common schools.
Text books.

156 97
540 00
460 00

Raised for bridges.$
in 1895, transferred.

That ‘coming events cast their shadows
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hu the breeze; and later,
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the

through
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both

sides, or down the
with fresh water.

always filled

middle,

out at

starts

daylight is sure to surprise
groups of Naiads disporting in the streams
—or rather
surprises himself by the sight,
for the women do not hesitate to bid the
passer-by “Buenos dias” and to exchange
a few words of
good natured banter with

him, while keeping their bodies under
water.
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markably ugly town,
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its only redeeming
feature being the beautiful gardens and
rich vegetation.
The walls are very low
aud very thick, because of the frequency

darkening
band was calling prome- of earthquakes; windows
barred,
entral plaza.
Certainly entirely unadorned, and instead
Couquistadores showed

picturesque red tiles,

facades
of the

appropriate

so

to

these casas, it has become a modern fad
to roof them with corrugated
galvanized
iron.
Indeed, since the great earthquake
of

nearly

•*><' years ago, which shook down
of the town, wood and gal vanized
iron have become favorite building matemost

rials, because believed to be earthquakeproof. It gives a sort of storage warehouse effect to the place, in unpleasant
the red-roofed and

contrast to
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walls
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other Central
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gaily-stucAmerican

constructed of

Moorish

plan
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court-yards is always carried out,
from the dull, unattractive streets,

and

you
wonderful

ushered into gardens of
beauty within the house-walls, where the
people pass the greater portion of their
arc
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CMet/.aliepeque.
is the city of Santa
New San Salvador," which

Salvador,

after the destruction of

>ou

and bread-fruit trees, there are
three principal parks- the Plaza Mayos,
llaza il Armas and I'laza Morazan.
The

cocoanut

last named and smallest part has a colossal bronze statue of the patriot General,
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pat.io, and kitchen and
juxtaposition in tlie* rear,
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had to wait
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few

minutes

train of muies. laden with

a

al

a

vegetables tiled in at the
That is nothing unusual in

icrica, where the great casas
torts, with only one entrance,
passage,

paved

like the streets

witli their blossoms.

parlor

■
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its

nightly corral in
entering the dining room of

>n

to

hotel,

•in

eye is a
mined and

the effect that, “guests are
to sit at table with the greatest

iecency”—as if entire decency

expected! The enormous
scantily furnished, with

be

very

ouomy in the matter of
there

s.
<

not such

k in the whole

costly
at
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way,)

toilet

a

thing

establishment,

in Salvador, and steel
not to be thought of.

f our sleeping apartments do
•Kch, and when privacy is desirit

•ire

by making

a

barricade of

uid washstand.
The vast, bare
with odds and ends of wall-
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rfect crazy-quilt, collection of
different patterns in all the

rainbow, ingeniously comeffect is unique to say the

it*

told that,

traveling salesYankee-Land, having finished
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Here tlie iine mili-

the llyrano Nacional.
The
with numerous adobe

-near

the band stand

kiosks,

furnished

plaza is supbenches, and

several movable

are

with

awning-covered

which

may be rented by private
parties. On the western side of tins park
stands the Salvadorian Capital, or Casa
seats,

Municipalstories

a

high,

very large building, two
with three Greek eoiumned

porticos in trout.

The outer windows
little stained class in their sashes
and the entrance is guarded all day by a
have

a

of soldiers, who lounge about on
benches, with lilies in their hands. Most

score

of the lower

have been

applied to
barrack purposes, while the departmental offices are on the second floor, and all
the

rooms

rooms

open upon the corridors of the

■ourt-yard. Though by no means a bandsome or imposing structure, it is really
one of the largest and best of its class in
Centra] America.
The

President's
of the

angle

much out of

as

palace occupies

plaza d’Armas,
place

in

and

an

looks

its immediate

side is partly filled with the Municipalidad
or City Hall; auu by the side of it this remarkable

whole thing is paiuted white, (in imitation of our White House?) and upon it the
tropical sun beats with merciless glare.

Why the tower, I do

not know. Certainly
for ornamental purposes, for it looks
like a railway water-tank.
Perhaps it is
not

useful

as

a* post of observation from which

the troubled executive

can

keep

sharp

a

look-out for revolutionists.
The lower
story of the President’s casa is occupied

by guards and military officers, the upper
part by His Excellency and family. The
edifice is surrounded by a narrow fringe
of shrubs and flowers, shut in by an iron
fence.

No need to say that the utterly
incongruous edifice was planned by an
American

architect,

painted by

an

other nation

and

erected

and

American workman.

No

under the

sun

is quite

so

void of the artistic instinct.
Not far from the Plazad’ Armas

are

the

Salvador, worked off his great quadrangular barracks, with round
pies upon the proprietor of the towers at the corners, and every morning
pvment of a board-bill, assur- and afternoon there are drills and parades
hat the combination was the in the plaza.
The standing army consists
in

1

odern”

from the Home of the

1,300 men, quartered in the various
barracks; but all able-bodied Salvadorians,

been abroad in Salvador, for
of a wheezy cabinet

between the ages of IS and 40 are organized as militia and are subject to be called

American

upon for service at the will of the PresiThe capital city is policed by 200
dent.

Miners
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thing

out.

Evidently

boasts

American
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make,
at--bine, twelve American rockS all just alike, and colored
hs of George and Mary Wasliincoln, Mary Anderson and Mrs.
an

“-■lid!
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I

the older

!

j
it

of

men

and

boys, superintended by

from New York.

a

man

Their uniform consists

of linen trousers, blue cloth jackets and
hats of Panama straw. Each carries a
stout club, and wears a number and a

Spanish-American
Salvador is regularly laid out, with metallic star upon his breast.
In San
roughly-paved streets, crossing Salvador it is considered as desirable a
■'her at right angles.
The sidething socially to get upon the police force,
cement

or

adobe

brick,

are

ex-

narrow, and kerosene furnishes
.arion when Luna bides ber face.
v

di<-

streets slope from both sides
the centre, and each has one or

^iffc'iuias,

or

irrigating ditches, along

The editor of the Review of Reviews
comments in tlie March number on the
Spanish program of reforms iu Cuba, the
L'uited States Senate’s attitude toward
the arbitration treaty with England, the
immigration bill, the proposed international monetary^ conference, Presidentelect McKinley’s cabinet selections, the
recent Senatorial elections, the New York
Trust investigation, the famine situation
in India, the affair of the Greeks in Crete,
the foreign policy of Russia, the position
of Englaud, France, and the other great
powers, and many other matters of current interest.

Outing for
ber, carrying

March is a very strong numa wealth of beautiful illustrations. Prominent among its many good
things are: “Sportsmen's Dogs The
Pointer,” by Ed. W. Sandys, the second
of a finely illustrated series; “Maximus,"
a
complete story by Adene Williams;
“Cruising Among the Salt Lake Islands,”
by Niuetta Eames; “Something About
Siam," by E. M. Allaire, “Through the
Land of the Marseillaise,” by Ilirge Harrison, and “Quick Photography Afield,”
by Dr. John Nicol. Many breezy sketches
of sport and adventure complete the long
list of attractions.
—

A first prize of $500 and

a

number of

smaller
have been offered by The
band, under a German leader, plays Century prizes
Co., publishers of The Century
two nights in the week, and
and
everybody, Dictionary
Cyclopedia, for the best
high and low, turns out to promenade answers to a hundred and fifty questions

“palace,” a wide, two-story,
wooden bouse, which might have strayed
the first thing that out of some New England village were it
conspicuously posted not for its roof of corrugated iron and
printed in big Span- square, three-story wooden tower. The

to

Dr. Pryde in his
Busy Life” tells

“Pleasant Memories of
this story of the late
Adam Black, the publisher. A suspicious
looking man came into his shop and whispered into his ear, “I’ve got some fine
smuggled whisky, which I’ll let you have
at a great bargain.”
“No, no,” said Mr.
Black, indignantly, “I want nothing of
the kind; go away.” The smuggler, who
evidently did not believe in the honesty
of this outburst, again whispered, “I'll
tak’ Bibles for’t.
a

tary

surroundings as “Little Egypt" would in
the society of Nuns.
One side of the
ino *mmon to see a man leading
plaza is occupied by the vast, unfinished
m the street into a shop or
cathedral: two sides are lined with a
ml the counter and through a series of massive gray
arches, extending
into the court-yard: and many over the side-walk, called
portales, leadlbler houses are built without ing to small, dark shops.
The fourth
.--way, in which case, if the
a donkey, it has to be led

The only complete and accurate account
of the life of Lyman J.
Gage, Major McKinley’s choice forSecretary of the Treaslias
been
written
for
the March Reury,
view of Reviews by Major Moses P.
Handy, who describes the leading traits
of Chicago’s first citizen in a
twelve-page
illustrated
article, written iu Major
Handy’s usually felicitous style.

States.

to

■is

It is said that Dr. Nansen's “Farthest
North,” which the Harper’s now have in
press, was put into English by six translators, whose work was revised by Mr.
M illiam Archer, the celebrated dramatic
critic and translator of several of Ibsen's
plays. Dr. Nansen knows English very
well, but iu writing his book he naturally
preferred to use his own language.

any

the patio, into which
be rooms of the house.
It is

ling

■

Notes.

and

Of the great Plaza
cently said: “If anything is to be done,
city might well he proud. why could not money be raised to found
Broad, paved walks, shaded by the finest a Harriet Beecher Stowe scholarship at
Hampton, Fiske, or Tuskegee? Such a
trees of
the tropics, radiate from the memorial
would, I know, be quite in keepcentral
hand-stand, a grotesque little ing with my mother’s taste, and far more
useful to man and honoring to God than
structure which looks like a Chinese pasome brazen
monstrosity scowling the
goda, or the temple of a Hindu idol. unfortunate
beholder out of countenance
Around the outer edge of the park runs from its
ugly granite pedestal. The ordianother broad walk, shaded by double nary bronze statute ought to be regarded
as a terrible penalty, to be indicted
rows of
only
orange trees, laden with golden
on great offenders.”
fruit in their season, or perfuming the air

Mayos

_radually rebuilt, government plied
md all, and Santa Tecla, with
might streets, numerous parks
»uses. inis a
population of JJ,-

News

Morozan, made in Genoa, Italy. The
massive pedestal is decorated with bronze
tablets, in relief, illustrating the hero's
Mrs. Stowe’s children object to the
career, and at the angles are beautiful
marble figures emblematic of the Central proposition to erect a statue of their
mother.
The Rev. Charles E. Stowe re-

by the great earthquake of and listen to the music of Strauss, Offen»•
design of moving the seat bach and Suppe, always winding up with
:-ut thereto.
The transfer, the
popular Boulanger March and then

mi

Literary

as

in Chili to

serve

iu

one

appeared in its pages, and among its

tributors

These asequias are a pleasing feature of
all Salvadorian villages. In the rural districts, the women bathe in them very
early iu the morning. The stranger who

of the lire

com-

were

Edward Everett, and all the'
minds of the time. Rev. George
Willis Cooke contributes a thorough and
interesting article upon this historic publication to the March number of the New
England Magazine. His article is illustrated by copies of all the pictures which
appeared in the magazine’s successive
volumes, and the interesting account will
be read with eagerness by all who like to
dive into our literary antiquities.
Warren F. Kellogg, 5 Park Square,
Boston,
Mass.

Whittier,
brightest

For many years Harper’s Weekly has
held a high place as a record of the vital
affairs of the world, as a periodical of
genuine literary quality, and as a medium
of outspoken, unbiased and expert opinion
of every subject of public importance.
Without losing in vigor it lias of late assumed an even liner quality as literature.
Its contributors include such writers as
Carl Schurz, Henry James, Mary E. Wilkins, and W. D. Howells, and among its
pictorial features are the admirable political cartoons of W. A. Rogers, continuing
the feature that has in the past exerted an
influence now historical, and illustrations
by W. T. Smedley, T. de Thulstrup. Peter
Newell, A. B. Frost, and others of conspicuous merit.

company has been reorganized on a solid
financial basis, and the current number of
the magazine comes in a form and substance well calculated to win public
favor,
and following its well established
policy
of liberalism and reform. The number
opens with the first of a series of important contributions on the
development and
reform of city government in the United
States.
This first article is by the J] u.
Josiah Quincy, Mayor of
Boston, who
therein expresses himself as in favor of
the municipal ownership,
though not
necessarily of the municipal operation, of
public services, such as gas and electric
lightiug and street railways. Au excellent portrait of Mayor Quincy forms the
frontispiece to the number. Dr. A. C.
line, Director of the Office of Experiment
Statious in the United States Department
of Agriculture, in “The
Solidarity of
Town and Farm," deals in an
interesting
way with the question of the crowding of
people from the country into the already
overcrowded cities, a process which he
looks upon as natural and inevitable; and
he urges that the town resident and the
dweller in the country should more
fully
recognize the need of each to the other,
an<i should come to a better understanding. lie also makes some excellent suggestions as to dealing with the probh m of
the city slums.

shall ever have from that most charming
of romancers.
There is a brief critical
paper, apt and comprehensive in its interpretation and full and cordial in its

of Rudyard
Kipling as a poet, by
1). Howells.
There is a paper of personal impressions on one of the greatest
of illustrative artists, Daniel Vierge, by
his intimate friend, August Jaccaei, with
numerous
drawings by Vierge, most of
them never before published." And there
is a paper fiom Conan Doyle
relating his
own
personal adventures in the Arctic
>eas as a young surgeon on board of a
Greenland whaler.
These are features
varied and significant enough, one should
think, to attract a crowd of readers to
any magazine: but there is still much else
worth mentioning in this number of McClure’s.
In immediate and striking interest, more noteworthy than any of these,
is
the opening article—an account
indeed,
based on conversations with Dr. J. C.
Bose and Signor G. Marconi, of recent
marvelous experiments of theirs in telegraphing through thick walls, and even
through hills and mountains, over considerable distances, without wires. Rudyard
Kipling, in an instalment of “Captains
Courageous,” describes as no one but he
could the conveying of a distracted
mother to her long-lost son, by a special
train from the Pacific to the Atlantic,
from Los Angeles to Boston, in the unequaled time of “eighty-seven hours and
thirty five minutes, or three clays, lifteen
hours and a half.”
A paper by Hamlin
Garland gives a very life-like and interesting picture of General Grant as a young
army officer, fond of a game of checkers
and a good horse, but faithful in a round
of rather dull barrack duties at Detroit
and Sacked:’s Harbor, and later remarkably courageous and resourceful iu conveying his regiment across the Isthmus to
California, despite a severe infliction of
cholera and the most serious deficiency of
supplies and means of transportation.
Cy Warm an relates a sitrring tale of picturesque Rocky Mountain bandit; Clinton
Ross tells a dramatic society story turning on an instance of mistaken identity;
and there are some new portraits of President-elect McKinley and his mother. fSo,
altogether, it is in its contents a most varied, attractive and distinguished number.

things.

Hood’s

was esfirst New England Magazine
tablished by Joseph T. Buckingham as
lived to complete
long ago as 1831, and
This old New England
its ninth volume.

gestion, bad taste, coated
tongue, sick headache, in-

“Autocrat of the Breakfast

The only Tills to take

panies, composed principally of young
somnia, etc. Hood's Pills
leisurely to the scene of
almost
cure constipation and sill its
Magazine has now becometime a forgethorseimor
on
action in tlieir own carriages
in its
very
results, easily and thoroi "lily. 25c. All druggists.
ten, but it played
of Dr Holmes’ Prepared by c. I. Hoo I & Co., Lowell. Mass.
j
back, and win their laurels ou parade days. portant part. The first Table

swells who ride

Fannie Brigham Ward.

papers

Yachts,

their Construction and
is the title of a very exhaustive
W. P. Stephens, the well known

Design11
work by
yachting

Ivorine^

editor of Forest and Stream, and
he has issued a very elaborate
supplement
to it in tbe shape of a volume about ltix
11 inches superficial area and an inch thick
substantially bound and printed upon

heavily

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

calendered

paper in handsome
full explanation of moderan measurement
rules, he has given
complete descriptions and plans from all
Besides

style.

ILLS OF CHILDHOOD
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Are often misunderstood by even the best
physicians.
1 Worms are one of the most prolific causes of irifhnt mortb6y CaU b® absolutely cured by home
1

treatment,*61

v-

*.h

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

t

t set and praised for 45
yearn.
valuable book about children scut

w

wormsawenaUy,

35c. at all dru-eisty or by n il
a
free to
Treatment it j\u,e
I)r. j. F. Tm K & (■().,

Particulars free.

mothers**
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NO-Tfl-BAG'"'S“' CURE A

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prOT 3 its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in
anT'
form. Lo-to-bae is the greatest nerve-food in the world.
Many gain 10 pounds in 10 davv ;ind it never
tails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and
magnetic .lust try a box. You will be delighted. \\
oxpect you to believe what we say, lor a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists everyend tor our booklet "Don t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your late
waere.
Away." written guarantee an

free sample-

Address T12E STERLING REMEDY CO., Chicago
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New York.
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THE WHITE STORE
Is the

place

to

buy your

CLOTHING!
This is a hard year to tir.d money, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the cit / of
an

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.
We will

Every few days the papers tell of some
man found dead.
Many times the cause is
accidental poisoning because among several
medicine bottles the wrong was taken—the

or

containing deadly poison. If people
only really understood disease this sort of
thing would never happen.
one

organs,

We will sell you

the

sales

our

Clothing CHEAPER
Now

else.

we

than you
business.

mean

can

some

to

or

all

guarantee

money refunded.

buy anywhere

sickness in the world is
disorder of the digestive
impurity in the blood.
Nine-tenths of all the illness in the world
:an be cured by purifying and enriching the
Much of

traceable to

some

and restoring perfect digestion. The
sole and infallible medicine for this
purpose is Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery. It can be implicitly relied upon.
There is no need having a dozen medicine
bottles in the house. One is enough. There
is no need of using poisons at all.
The
“Golden Medical Discovery” is the most
effective medicine ever prepared, and there
is not an atom of poison in a million bottles
of it.
If you will be guided by Dr. Pierce's
Common Sense Medical Adviser, and use
Dr.
Pierce’s Medicines, you will alonly
ways be safe.
E. Janies, Esq., of Brooklyn (P. O. Box 23i),
Cuyahoga Co.. Ohio., writes: “We received the
People's Medical Adviser all safe and ou time ;
we have looked it through carefully, and we are
satisfied that the book will be of great value to
My
us in raising our family of seven children.
wife has found great help from Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, as. when she takes cold
from any cause, it generally settles on her lungs.
The ‘Favorite Prescription’ we keep on hand
It is a wonderful medicine.
Mv
all the time.
wife has great faith in it. By being careful in the
wav we live and bv using I)r. Pierce’s medicines
when we don’t feel just right, we have had
to call a doctor only once in fifteen years in

Lamson & Hubbard

blood,

one

out

81 Main

St.,

Chas, O'Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.
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GEO. W. BURGESS,

praise

Constipation

published

——

“Small

Hie March number of The Arena is the
initial issue of the magazine under the
new
management and editorship. The

Table Talk for March contains ten pages
of answers to inquiries from housekeepers
This is a special
all over the country.
feature of this unique little magazine, and
is most ably handled by Miss Cornelia C.
Bedford. It also give daily menus for the
month, with evening dinners or with
noon-day dinners, besides some menus for
special occasions. In the “New Bill of
Fare,” by Mrs. M. C. Mver, many topics
of interest are touched upon—among
them, Lenten subjects, wedding novelties,
and a child’s party. The celebrated New
England “March Meeting Loaf Election
Cake,” is the subject of an article by
Martha Bockee Flint.
“Massage for the
Amateur,” by Dora M. Morrell; “How to
have Oysters at their Best,” by Calvin D.
Wilson; “Curries of Meat, and Fish," by
Eliza It. Parker, are among the other j
special features of this issue. To any of j
our readers who will send name and ad- j $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
dress, the Table Talk Publishing Co.,
To all subscribers, new or old, who
pay
Philadelphia, offer to mail a sample copy |
their subscription to The Journal one year
of their magazine, free.
in advance the New York
Weekly Tribune
The Arbitration 1 reaiv now ueiore me
(price 81 a year) will be sent one year free.
Senate is discussed in (lie March Forum
In
remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
by two competent authorities—the Hon.
Frederic li. Coudert, the eminent interna- subscriber should so state, as it. is not sent
tional lawyer and ex-member of the lier- unless requested. With The Journal fur
ing Sea Arbitration Commission, and ms. ing all the local news, and much other
Theodore S. Woolsey, professor of inter- matter of
local interest, and the Tribune to
Mr. ( oudert etteonational law at \ ale.
supply the news of the world, political and
tively disposes of most of the objections
which have been raised against the ratifi- general, with fashions, household science
cation of the Treaty—especially the ob- ami mechanics, literary and other departmatters subject
ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
jection that it embraces
to the Monroe doctrine—and declares that h:\ it is a
very taking combination at 82 a
needs
this
only
the nineteenth century,
year.
Subscriptions
may begin at any time,
to
stand
out
its
culmination of
glories
all others ; and if desired the two papers will be sent to
among the ages as blest beyond
Professor \\ ool- different addresses.
that have gone before.
j
of the Treaty, !
sey makes a few criticisms
but he, too, contends that, under its
seaichlight
workings, we may direct the.
will upon this
of the Monroe Doctrine at
of being
risk
the
continent without
a court of arbibrought to book before
Pauses fully half the sickness in the world. It
lie regards the Treaty as a con- retains the
tration.
digested food too long in the bowels
a better order of
toward
siderable step
and produces biliousness, torpid liver indiis
The present New England Magazine
with that title
not the first magazine
in Boston,
fhe
which has been

Construction.

Yacht

The most intensely interesting
people of
the world just at this moment are the
millions of famine and plague stricken points of view of the Gloriana, Majorie,
India.
But little is known of this region White Wings, Olivette, Spendthrift and
by the people of the United States. Such some thirty other of the newest small
reports as come to us are the things seen
in these waters and England, illusthrough British glasses. What has been yachts
as completely as may be the newthe effect of British rule in India?
trating
Why
these terrible famines? Why plagues? est ideas in the way of designing and givJulian Hawthorne has been sent by The
ing full details of construction. These
Cosmopolitan Magazine to India to obtain
have all been built since 1S00 and
answers to these questions at first hand yachts
there is no doubt they show one of the
and depict the situation as it
appears to
an American.
The March Cosmopolitan greatest eras in the history of yachting
contains the first of what is
probably the that has ever been realized. Mr. Stephmost important series of articles ever
pre- ens1 work has been thorough and comsented in this magazine.
Nothing has plete in presenting the matter to the public
been published which gives an
adequate and he is entitled to much credit for the
idea of the larger operations of business_ excellent, ability he has shown in
preparat least
The volume is published by Forthe
class
of men fitted ing it.
nothing by
for such work by thorough
est and Stream, New York city.
[Marine
familiarity
with the subjects of which
they write. Journal.
The article in the March
on
Cosmopolitan
“The Methods of Banking,” by the President of one of the largest banks of New
Vork—a man of widest business
experience—former Postmaster- <leneral James_
is one which
every person, however
humble his clerkship or high his
place in
the financial world, will find
interesting
and instructive.
This series will qonstb
tote a very
complete course of business
training, and every young man just entering business life and every old man will
alike find it of immense value.

covering a broad range of information. A
sample question, which is easier than some
of them, is as follows, “What is the apJ'liu frontispiece of McClure’s Magazine
proximate difference in altitude between
the loftiest Alpine summit and the lied of for March is a tine
portrait of Mark Twain
the greatest depression in the Mediter- I
Charles Noel Flagg, and never
raneati basin?”
An additional prize of painted by
It introduces an ex$500 is offered to anyone who can answer j before reproduced.
00 per cent, of the questions from any ten ! tremely interesting number.
There is the
published works of reference other than opening instalment of a new novel by
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia.
Robert Louis Stevenson, the last novel we
The first article of a notable series describing the oilicial, social and domestic
sides of life in the White House is one of
a score or more admirable features which
make up the March Ladies' Home JourIt is by cx-Presidcnt Harrison*, and
nal.
presents a vivid, interesting pen picture
of “A Day with the President at His
Desk," detailing the wearisome routine
of our Chief Executive's d aily life.
Another article with a beating in the same
direction recalls “When Lincoln was First
Inaugurated.” It tells the incidents of
Mr. Lincoln’s memorable trip to Washington and his inauguration, the apprehension for his safety, and the excited
condition of the country at that time.

Small

con-

Hawthorne, Longfellow

JOB

PRINTER,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
X'X

"y]y"

*

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BIEL HEADS,
x'x
LETTER HEADS, ”yi«T
PROGRAMS,
I PAMPHLETS,
|

*

®

•

•

1 have a full set of apparatus for EXA WEI IXG
til
liieycles, have tiia'le arranoements ;< t< ... In
rusty ni wiirn parts, ami mi fully prepai ■; t -take
any ami ail repairs in tin- iliryele line.
Stencil

1 utti»i«r

ami

Ji« ^

<

Ir< <1*

AV«>i k

WE KEEP HARRIS’ SCOI REE. IW Al t ABI E
I. M 1 Al>.
FOR SCOl RING AM) POLE KIMi

GEO. T.
Fred

Street, Belfast,

44 Main

READ,

Winterport, Me.,

Atwood,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE,
Over

Thirteen

Si'Kini.i

iFire

Millions

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT < UtRI N I

Assets.

<
<

«

RATES

TRAVELERS LI EE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

SUCCESSORS ro
STEVENS ,V

Insurenu

() lire

Marine. Oramte Mam Fjri Inm ram
I’ll 11. A I) KLCHIA, CAPITOL FlRI- I.NM RANCE
SOCIATION <•!
National Fire Inseranc e Co., 11a rtiorp, Conn.
ani>

ERSKINE,

TORNADO INSIKANCK \\liITTh N TOR 5 WARS, ai li w lairs
CORKEN PONDKNT OK MKRI RANT MARINE INNlKAMK (0.

on

hulltliras

amptable.

INVESTMENT NK< IRITIKH BRIGHT AND HOLD.
“

HARNESSES

_And Dealers in.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE R0TGI1T

AND SOLD.

EgTorrespundence Nullified.

..

Maine Central R. R,

Boots.
Shoes,
R ubbers,

RESUMPTION OF SERVICE

Trunks,

TIM i:-X^V BLE.

AT

REUULAR FARES.

r,
Ou and after (let. I, 1 Mdi, ; rams
....
Burnham ami Waterville with through trainand from Bangor. Waterville, Portland .n
Bo*,

Bags,
Extension Cases,

ton

wili

run as

Whips,

FROM

Robes,

A

NEW STOCK Oh

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.
Fine Goods

Low

Prices.

HARNESS REPAIRING and |
I
CARRIAGE TRIMMING.

I
t

Open
Evenings.

59 Main Street.
STEVENS.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart.
Citypoint...

Blankets, Ete.

C- E

follows:

n. I. STEVENS.

Eyes
Examined
Free.
Mr. FRED T. CHASE, Graduate
Optician, will give special attention to the scientific examination
of the eyes, and the correct fitting
We
of glasses without charge.
have a complete stock of all grades
ot Gold and Steel Spectacles and
Eye Glasses at tire lowest prices.

HIRAH CHASE & SON,
Opp. Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

Attention Pensioners
Having purchased the original records <>f the
Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post office,
3w9
March 22 and 23, 1897.
L. C. MORSE.

Steamer Penobscot, ('apt. Marcus Pierce, having been throughly overhauled and put in first
class condition, will go on the route between
Boston and Bucksport, or as far as the ice will
permit, on Tuesday, March *2, IS{»7, and will
leave Boston at 5,00 P. M. 01. that day and on
Tuesdays and Fridays thereafter, for Winterport
and intermediate landings.
Returning from Bucksport, on Moml; ys and
Thursdays at 11 .DO A. M.

Winter

Local

Hervi

California Oranges,
FRKSll AM) SWEET.

^CHOICE CHOCOLATES,e*-

Freshly
ALL AT THK

*

Koasted Peanuts,
LOWEST I'RICES. If

99

WHITE,

High Street, Belfast.

Opposite Amreican Express Office.
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Limited tickets for Boston are now >"i<i$••.< o
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North
west via all routes, for sale l»y F. K. C io wi.i n
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Geneial Manager.
Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28,

*

estate of J. C.

HAYO &

‘1

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
115"
Bangor..

F.

FLAVORS.

Pure Candies,

.....

,?e.

F. W. v CUTIS,
Steamer ROCKLAND, ('apt
will leave Rockland, weather and ire permitting,
for Camden, Belfast, Castine and Bucksport, on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-days at 7 a. m.
Returning from Bueksport at S.4.1 a. in., or
upon arri\al of train from Bangor, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for Castine, Belfast,
('ainden a id Rockland.
FRFD \\ ROTE. Agent Belfast.
WILL1A M H. HILL.
(5
Genera' Manager, Boston.

ALL

Waldo..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

M

7 2"
17-25
17 30
7 48

6

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been dulv appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Executrix of
the last will and testament of

THE

SARAH

McCORMICK, late of W interport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
all
as the law directs; she therefore requests
estate
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s
have
who
those
to make immediate payment, and
tor setany demands thereon, to exhibit the same
tlement to her.
M ARY A. MCCORM It k
3w8

Tb« Belfast School
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Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the True King
Of Medicines.

A!ir>

PILSBl’KY, J1 RTSINESSMa JiAGEH

A.

Boston's dollar gas lias

a

good

deal oi

kick to it.

Monday's

election

brought

blessed

a

More Powerful Than the Most Absolute Monarch, for It Creates Health and Strength.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura the Greatest Cure
Known to Man.

deliverance.
Lewiston lias

a

straight Republican city

So lias Belfast.

government.

Mayor Hanson went out like a
caudle—leaving only a bad smell.
The Hanson balloon has

escaped

gas

last

tallow

Cathartic Tills should be kept
in the house, for they are the sure cure for
medicine for
biliousness and constipation. Siifrar coated,
nerves are weak, your blood impure and your
to take, certain and pleasant to act.
system is run down in vitality and vigor. You easy
Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
need toning up, strengthening, vitalizing. who has the
tersest and most successful pracWhile not exactly sick, you are out of order, tice in the
world, can be consulted free, perfeel languid, tire easilv do not eat or sleep
*
well, have headache, stomach trouble, neuralgia. rheumatism or liver and kidney
complaint. You are feeling nervous, out
of sorts, and without your usual
strength, vim. energy and vigor, and
you need Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
]
At this

Monday evening.

Edgardo Furioso Hanson says The .Journal likened him to Herr Most.
If we did,

apologize—to

we

Herr Most.

A

bill to enable dishonest persons to
swindle newspaper publishers was introduced in the Maine Legislature, but no

appeared

in its behalf when it came
up befoie the committee and that is probably the last of it.

oue

of the year you need a spring
your blood and nerves, for your

I)r. Greene’s

season

and nerve remedy, which is exactly
what will set you right again—the
best spring medicine you can possibly

l1

President of Sorosis is a Maine
woman. Mrs. Mary L. I). Ilall, a native of !

I he only sure way toenrich ami purify your blood

new

by taking br. Greene’s
Nervura. the greatest hlood
and

I'ov.

Jy.

men

for the

right places.

j

letter from

Augusta says that the
iaims against the I e t i t Manau Company
A

amount to

some

$150,000,

Plowed, while the
unknown quantity.

if

assets

It is

they

are

as

are

all

yet

an

surprising

that

manded

legal investigation

a

into

|

the

methods of its promotors.
“To all of

hook; but

ns

if i

the future is as

can.

by

a

otiudal act

nit ail

impurities,

^
yg

h\

vitali-

Cuba and
which
a

was

Thorndike

On

another page an
tells of

contributor

the experiences of a country boy on board
t he old fishing schooner Montezuma.

V

sonall v or by letter. There is nothin? to pay
for consultation, examination and advice, and
the low price of his wonderfully curative med
icines places them within reach of everybody

i receive.

|
j

j

j

a

high

They find

tax rate,

no

a

young

depleted treasury,

work done

on

father, the late Gad Hayford. A few years
later Harrison bought of his brothers Axel

the sew-

Arvida the farm on which he has since
lived. For nearly 70 years the Hayford
family have had charge of the poor of Belfast, with the exception of 7 years. Deceased has always been an active,
hard-working
man, one who looked well not only to the

ers for the past year; and the streets and
sidewalks in the worst possible condition,
To continue work on the sewer system,

to restore

the streets and

sidewalks,

and

and

provide for the necessary expenditures,
We ieel that an apology is due to our
would call for an increase in the present
readers for inflicting upon them the last |
! tax rate, and that, of course, is not to be
dying speech of Mayor Hanson; but it thought of. The
appropriations must be
seems a public duty to again exhibit him
within the
and with

placed

right-thiukiug people

She desires
peace and save Crete from
v.ei
ruin, and has appealed to the
'■overs 1" consider the case.
The L md in Chronicle announces on high author
maintain

command of

a

military

brother, Ex-Mayor Axel Hay ford,
formerly of Belfast, now of St. Johns, N. B.
leaves

one

Samuel E. Packard «f Waldo died at the
home of his sun, Walter S. Packard of JackMarch 0th, after a short illness. He was
a native of Camden, which
place was his
home until about fifteen years ago when lie
moved to Waldo.
He served his country
son,

war and has ever been
honorable and upright citizen. After
moving to Waldo he spent a few years in
Montana. He became a member of the Masonic fraternity in Camden in early life.
A
wife, four sons and one daughter survive
him. The children are Walter S. of Jackson ; Fred V. of Belfast; W. F. and E. O. of
Montana; and Mrs. Etta M. Feruald of Lincolnville. The funeral was held Saturday,
Rev. F. S. Dolliff officiating.
in

nates

represeu-

Col. \\

H.

Courier-Gazette nomi-

Fogler for speaker of the
Legislature of 1899.

House in the Maine

We second the nomination.

“Tramps
McKinley's inaugural address

in

Monroe.”

In his “Statements and Recommendations
for City Schools” he refers to the crowded
condition of the schools and the poor arrangement of the recitation rooms. Of the

iu

your

reading it deserves. Delivered
week ago, aud published simultaneously iu all sections of the country, it has
t

in

one

article, I wisli to let the public
through the columns of your valuable

that

know

39 years.
boro and

;

a

Paine

native of Islesdaughter of Mrs. Harriet and the

Mrs.

was a

much truth there is in that artino hostile criticism
worthy of at- ole. The writer says that the number of \ late Capt. Arpliaxad Coombs, formerly of
Belfast. The father and one son Arpliaxad,
tention.
It is conservative in tone, accutramps exceeds any previous year. He are dead. The Camden Herald
says of the
r.ite in statement, and unanswerable in
seems to have a
very poor memory or he 1 deceased:
Three questions —the currency,
would remember that three years
logi;
there
I
ago
“For the past few seasons, Mrs. Paine was
the revenues aud the trusts—are given were 125 tramps in Belfast jail at one time,
millim r for F. S. & C. E Ordway, and had
and
25
of
them
friends ir business circles as well as
the
order
!
of
many
and
are dealt with iu
by
the eornmisprominence
in all others.
She was a beautiful woman
sioners were transferred to Bangor
a manner that must ensure
jail. We of a sweet, cheeiful and lively disposition
general comall know what that
mismanagement cost ! and delightful manners, beloved in her home
mendation.
Three other great issues—
this county. The writer asks:
Why does a ! ami out. She is survived by mother, husinternational arbitration, civil service reI small town like Monroe have so many i band, two children, Charlie E., and Bessie
form and immigration—are luminously
* H., a sister, Mrs. R. B Robbins of Union,
tramps ? There is nothing very mysterious and two brothers, ,1 Bliss Coombs of New
dealt with.
The entire address is admirin
that
when
take
into
i
you
consideration York and P. W. Coombs of Camden, who
able in language and temper.
It will the large number of men out
have the sympathy of a large circle of
of employgive the people, without distinction of ment this winter, and that this town is on friends.”
j
party 01 section, a decidedly favorably the main turnpike road, half way between i Mr. R. (i, Campbell of Winter port (lied
impression of its author, and have a good two cities. The writer would have the pub- March 4th of pneumonia, after an illness of
lie believe that all the
influence in every respect.
tramps in Belfast : about a week. Mr. Cimplied was one of
jaii came from Monroe. Where do Burnham, the most highly respected and best known
Brooks, Thorndike and Unity come in? The | citizens of Win ter port and will he greatly
Dubois of Idaho was an accidental Senrecords at the jail will show. Now in re- 1 missed in the community. He owned a large
ator, neither party service nor ability ento my giving the tramps the best of
gard
j farm hut was engaged in outside business
him
the
to
position. Elected as a
titling
food, 1 have only used them like men and 1 enterprises, lie was a man of the strictest
Republican he joined the silver obstruc- human
integrity, very kind hearted and
beings. I buy and pay for all the and had a host of warm friends whogenerous
trusted
tionists iu defeating useful legislation,
food they have eaten here this winter, and
j him implicitly and held him in the highest
aud in the recent Presidential campaign lie if I
esteem.
Mr.
has
been
associated
choose to give th m a square meal that is
Campbell
for years with Boston parties in the
enlisted with the Populists.
Defeated for
hay
my business, and when the Selectmen of
business and has shipped many cargoes to
re-election he ceased to be a member of this town send a tramp to me I am
obliged Boston. The funeral took place Sunday afthe Senate last Thursday.
Before his de- to keep him over night and feed him. 1 do ternoon, Rev. E. F. Pember of Bangor ofand
ficiating. The floral tributes were
parture to the obscurity of private life, not go out in the road aud invite tramps in beautiful. Mrs. Campbell is mostmany
unfortuto
dine
with
ami
if
this
town
is willing
me;
fiom which be should never have emergnately confined to her bed by illness, havto care for tramps, what is the gentlemen
ing been attacked a day or two after her late
ed, he told the Republican Senators that
husband, but she is now somewhat improvabout?
J.
Bowen.
kicking
ed. The death of Mr. Campbell was a sethey could not organize the next Senate
Monroe, Me., March 5, 1897.
vere shock to the community and every one
or auy other Senate, and declared that the
who knew him felt a source of personal loss.
Besides his widow he leaves a son iu ColoraRepublican party as a party had “written
Prospect Ferry. Arthur Grindle enterdo.
His age was 70 years.
its last law on the statute books of this tained a
party of his friends at his home last
New'
York
Tribune
The
thinks
Mrs. Augusta Danforth wife, of Hiram H.
country.”
Thursday evening.Mrs. Lily Ridley is
that Dubois does not have as clear a con- very sick and it is feared she may not re- Danforth,died Feb. 24th at her home in Verona at the age of 53 years.
She was a daughception of the situation as the hardy old cover. She is attended by Drs. Snow of ter of John and Elsie Ward of Thorndike.
She
leaves
aud
five
Erskine
of
Frankfort...
daughters aud one son.
mountaineer had, who, when his wife Bucksport
Orilla, Evelyn and Delmout. Mrs Sarah
said to him, “Why, Popper, your feet are Mrs. Fannie Wilson visited relatives in Norton of Haverhill, Mass., Mrs. Cora KenSearsport, last, Friday and Saturday_ ney of Belfast and Mrs. Jennie Whitmore of
What will
cold. You’re goin’ to die.
Merrill Shute of Bangor is visiting relatives ; Verona.
become of us?'’ answered grimly: “Oh,
Mrs. Danforth was a loving mother, a genhere-Alfred Ginn returned to his home
erous friend and a kind neighbor, she will
what’ll
come
of
1
dunno
you— in Lowell March 3rd_A little
g’way!
daughter be long and lovingly remembered by a large
what I want to know is what’ll come of was born to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
•
Coggins circle of acquainances.
me.” Dubois needn’t bother abouKwhat' 11 March 1st-Several
persons are sick with
Senator Walls of Viualhaven is one of the
It’s of the grip in this vicinity-Mrs. Abby Mecome of the Republican party.
j Beau Brummels of the senate. Every mornmore consequence to him what’ll come of
Lei)ali of Bucksport called on friends here ing finds a sweetly-sented emblem of nature
|
in the lapel of his coat. [Portland Express.
last Saturday.
him.
paper how

i ved

j

j

|

j

—

Cures

Cures
Cures

feeding the

he says:

1 am convinced that the plan of eight
grades in our schools, below the High, is
not desirable, and the work produced therefrom will never be satisfactory.
In all cities
that have the eight-grade plan there is either
a kindergarten or a
sub-primary attached,

and in many of the foremost cities of New
England there are nine grades with the kindergarten and the sub-primary just mentioned. As a result of the present system
development is apt to be lost sight of in vain
efforts to accomplish the greatest amount of
work in a given time. A part of the fault, of
our crowded schools to-day is due
largely to
our present plan.
If we would secure ourselves from catastrophe in the future years,
let us build our foundation broad
If, in the
future, the conditions warrant the concentration into eight grades, it will then be time
to do it, but not at the very
beginning of our

nerves

Balance cash in treasury this elate..
Received from Howard'F. Mason, Collector, tax of 1 S'.*4.
....

;;
**

llOOU S

are

explains

of

at

semi-annual

strong points in
mends that one

length

the

schools and reduce friction to the minimum.
In regard to his work in the rural schools
the Superintendent says:
These schools are visited regularly
every
four weeks, each visit being at least half a
day in length. The entire rural system is
also visited the second day of each term in
order to insure the successful
beginning,
and learn the immediate needs of these
schools.
With these, there are also brief
visits when any special need couies
up.
Ibis witli Jtlie monthly teachers' meeting
enables the d* partnieut to keep well in hand
the work of the system.
Genera! repairs were made on nearly all
of the

buildings during

the

tion, but many of them
in a desirable condition

summer

vaca-

far from being

are

I would

suggest that

an

effort he
and

*•

••

..

Searsport

Last fall
organized

a
a

number of the teachers met and
branch of the Maine Reading

Circle for the purpose of
ing. The circle meets

professional readregularly Monday

evenings.
Last winter a circular was issued to the
people of the city as a plea for a special

school.
As a result a sum of money was
raised hy subscription and a school started.
The experiment lias proved highly successful. It seems expedient that such a school
become a part of tin* regular system.
T
recommend that in making lip the appropriations for the coming year the expenses of
the special school be included.

Disbursements.

Deposited in Peoples

I aid for State
State

0

h> Death

lo

7

$30,21 s.5 7 5 1

ASSETS.
I n it oil states Ronds and other
SecuritiesFirst lien Loans on Rond and
Mortgage
Loans tin stock* and Ronds
Real Estate
( ash in Ranks and Trust Com-

12.GS0.390

....

Reserve for Policies and other
Liabilities

Surplus

Annuities

1

land

and

buildings
et

Kimball, Hope;

in

Belfast.

bind ami

buildings

Paid

laBoldthJouBhouttheworld.
Bostonrai I Iftin

POTTER DroqawdCuem
Salt Rheum, free.

How to Cure

Coep., Props.,

UfllD

FALLING HAIR

Pimply Face*. Baby Blemishes,
cured by Cuticura. Soap.

on

Bonded Debt
..

....

Received from Railroad dividend.
Overdrawn

....

Deposited

in

Peoples Nat’l Bank lor payment i»al.oi e.-up

fVi.

•<-.«

of coupons due

'*

May 1. 1896

j

General Manager
id Vice-President
Treasurer

Appropriation for 18SK5..
Tranferred from Contingent Fund..
Overdrawn
Paid

Mayor’s orders

Outstanding

FITZPATRICK, General Agent,

..

orders.

Pauper Fund.

Appropriation for 180<>.

lwlO

Paid

Mayor’s orders...
Fire

cough

Appropriation for 1 HIM*..
Received from F. H. Welch, Chief

*

a

to

that

makes]

......

Free Text Books Fund.
Appropriations for 180(5..
Received for Feee Text Books sold.
Transferred from School Fund..
..

Paid

Mayor’s orders
Unexpended.

of

..

School Lund
Received from

Free High School.
Bank and mil tax
of Swanvilleon account'd Cnion District

State tor
town

••

••

AND

1

dangerous.

....

Appropriations for 189*5..

HOREHOUND

so

Department Fund.

...

Fngineer. for old hose s-.dd.*

Paid Mayor’s orders...
Outstanding....
Unexpended

mayf|jjfl|F'c
I HONEY

lead

II

Highwa\ I und.

.....

Actuary

BURTON, Agent, Belfast, Me.

tig

I r>. 1899...
! 1896
Non
Felu to. 1797.

1

*•

To

•*

Searsport

*•

rent of had in High School building.
account of tuition
orders transferred to Contingent Fi mi -.-'a;yd

on

Mayor’s

Overdrawn..
Paid

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is
medicine that has long been tested
private practice. Sold by druggists
generally.

a

in

Pike’s Toothache

Drops cure in

one

Mayor’s orders..
Transferred to Free Text Books F u ml.
Contingent Fund.
Outstanding orders

i

3
3
}

minute. «

....

...

|

Discount

on

luxes.

Appropriation for 189*5...
Overdrawn

..

Discounts allowed
189*5. March 2.
Balance due on

Collected

a*

....

per certificate

assessments of
••

••

••

*■

on assessments of

••

••

Abatements
Balance tine

of

Imam

Committee

Sewer Assessments.

••

1892
1894.
1 S9f>..

1894.
1895.

on assessments of 1-bC
on assessments.

..

March 2. 189*5.
l ax Account
Taxes ol' 1894, balance in hands of H. K Mason
;.
1895,
189(5, committed to H. F Mason. Collect>>r.

This

fine $40.00 Bicycle to be
given away to the most popular school boy in Belfast or vi-

cinity.

To call attention

to our

>•

Received from H. F. Mason, Collector, account -»f 1895
Non-resident taxes returned.
Abatements as certified by asssessors
Amount in hands of City Solicitor for-collection, as per his
Amount allowed by City Council

NEW LINE of

Boys’ Spring Clothing.
we shall start a
the important
worth of goods

voting contest and settle
question. Every dollar’s
bought of any description
FOR CASH,

at'

our store entitles the buyer to 5 votes.
Votes sold at any time at two cents each.
We guarantee our prices
I UK LOWEsT IN I UK Cl I V.
to come

The Clothier & Tailor,
S3 Main St., Belfast.

!

I 1894.
Received from H F. Mason. Collector, .(-'count
of real estate s
the city.
Abatements as certified by assessors.
Amount allowed by order of City Council...

By sale of 18 parcels

t :

stateimm:

Received from H. F. Mason, Collector, account
189*5.
Amouut allowed hy City (’ouncil.
Discounts allowed as certified hy Finance Committee
Abatements as certified by assessors.
1897.

March 1, due

189(5

on

tax.

4

..

1897. March 1
Liabilities.
6 per cent, bonds due in 1898
4
1925 u.piion 1905
"
4
1922 option 1892
Outstanding orders.
Roll of accounts No. 12. allowed this -lay.

.4'
....!

....

..

1

4

Cash in treasury.
Due on account of 189*5
5,Odd

s

et

s.

....

In
m.
taxes. II. F. Mason.*
sewer assessments of 1892
1894 ami 1895
shares 15. A- M. L R R. stock, parxaluc.
deeds for taxes of 1895.

siierlff’s
Balance

March 2.

«*f

ascertained liabilities.

Trust Funds.

189*5.
N A i'll A N1 KI

W I

(I'M).

SON

shares P. 8 & P. R. R. stock at par.
22 Memorial Hail Association bond" at pa:.
Invested in Belfast City 4 percent bonds
so

r. K. II A/.KI,

1N K

Nl>.

Invested in Belfast

Belfast,

Maine.

<>i*.

City 4 j•«*t cent bonds
Durgl
deposit Savings Bank, Book \
Airi MCl.A

(Qticura

Interest

Appropriation tor 1899.

On

aud humor cures, when all else fails.

..

45

Knox, (3 deeds).

torturing and disfiguring of itching,
humors is inburning, scaly skin an l m
stantly relieved hy a warm bath with Cutici'RA Soap, a single application of ('utiOura
(ointment), the great skin cure, and a full dose
of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of blood

rent.

Outstanding orders.....

Portland, tie.

it

..

...

coupons on Memorial Hall bonds for
Transferred to Highway Fund

$29,733,514 70

in Lin.

Most

Clerk,

••

Mayor's orders.
transferred from school fund.
State pensions.
State of Maine, amount received f.-r dog license-

205.010.033 72

J.

SAIT
RHEUM

-mils

QRANN1SS Vice-President

it is what

u

Transferred
Overdrawn..

in

Walter R. Gillette
Isaac h. Lloyd
Frederic Cromwell
Emory McClintock

F. M.

•,

licenses

—

co’.nville and Hope. E. W. Cilmore, Boston, to A. B. Elliot, Monroe; laud in Monroe.
Wm. L., John and M. M. Leonard,
Knox, to Herbert W. Wood, do.; land in

purifiers

it\

mult

A

A.

u

..

$234,7 14,148 12

lLzina II.

als., Boston, to Sidney

H, Murcli.

1894

.1 S9o
-ewer assessment

Surplus a dividend will be apportioned

ROBERT

*0

....

I have carefully examined the foregoing Stateand lir.d the same to be corre- ; liabilities
calculated by the Insurance Department
Chxki.es A. Pkellkr Auditor

JAS. W.

s,

R. W. Roge ts, «> aeciMint po!ice eonrr fees.
City Marshall on account police feelor arrest and keeping of a
riminai
sale of lots in C rove Cemetery
sale of lots in South Belfast Cemetery
State of .Maine. Railroad and Telegraph tax. ;pp-*’•; i.meu
for State pensions paid
percentage allowed from doc tax of lS'.C-.
empty barrels and beer dot t l,-s sold_
from school fund

ment

From the
usual

in

costs

I

Of*

force.$91S.098,338

as

taxes of ism'. ....’.
account tax -nits of

“

0.535.555 00

....

and

non-resident

City Solicitor,

71.543.929 50
11,01*1.525 09
22.7t-7.«.90 05

panies
Interest, Net Deferred
Premiums, etc.

.,,..i \(,

i«.

Contingent I urn!.

Appropriation for 1896.
Received from tax; sales of 1894...

$110,125,082 15

Accrued

*

Mail's 1, 1897, balance in treasury

12.sl2.l50 11
10.7>1.005 01

For all other Accounts

! 4

pensions.

185*6.
of 185*6
State of Maine, amouut receive
Returned to Finance Committee bonds \
58.*,

$12,595.113 39

Policy holders fur Endowments, Dividends, etc.

:
1

tax of
County tax

$39,593,114 20
I<>.iI

|

,.

*’

......

$19,702,095 2 7
DISBURSEMENTS.
for
Haims
Policy-holders

To

Free Tex* Books Fund
School Fund
National Bank for balam-e of coupon* due Feb.’ :>. 1S:>*'
payment of coupons due May 1, 1 sac.
Allg. 15. 185*6.
.Nov. 1 181.C,
Fell. 15. 181*7
••

STATEMENT
For the year
ending December 31 1896
According to the Standard of the Insurance
Department of the State of New York
INTONE.
Received fur Premiums
From nil oilier sources

,.

•'

COMPANY OF NEW YORK

The folio wing transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 10. 1 >7 : Conant
& Co., Belfast, to Lucy J. Robbins, do.;

Calderwood

.....

paid coupons on Memorial Hall bonds for rent.
Mayor’s orders on Contingent Fund_
Highway Fund.
Pauper Fund.
Fire Department Fund

lo

RICHARD A. McCURDY President

The hoys are cordially invited
in and inspect the bi»*ycie.

Transfers in Real Estate.

building...

....

shore road that are now carried to
the city he sent there. This would necessitate an expenditure of some money in order
to convert the building into two recitation
rooms,
mar and

..

•*

••

pupils

that the two

j
i

Free Text Books sold.
Good Templars, rent of hall in High School
P H. Welch, Chief Engineer, for old hose sold.
on account of tuition.
from Finance Committee, profit on
refunding bonds
City Solicitor, costs in sewer assessments, suits of 185*4
*•

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

from the

so

i

..

25c.

made to

the

5

...

now.
Among the
needy school-houses, I would call your attention to the City point school-house, which
needs clapboards and a little money spent
on
the grounds; and the Hayford schoolhouse which needs plastering.

grade the “Brick” school,

!

..

proposed plan

promotions, and presents
its favor.
He also recomof the teachers in each

!

on account
on account

...........

course.

He

..

City Clerk, licenses.
dog licenses.

**

host after-dinner

the

185*5
N M. I.. R. If. stock

B.

of Police Court fees.
of Police fees
same f">ln Chief of Police of Augusta (or arrest and
keeping m
a criminal.
sale of lots in Drove Cemetery.
sale of lots in South Bellast Oemeten
State of Maine, Railroad and Telegraph tax.
apportioned
Bank and mill tax. (school mone>).
for Free High School on account of 185*6
for State pensions paid
percentage allowed on State tax of '5*6 from dog
tax of ’5*5.
empty barrels and beer bottles sold hv Sheriff and State Constable
City Solicitor on account of real estate taxes of 185(4.
same, costs in same.
same, on account of real estate taxes of 185*5.......
same, costs in same
town of Swanville on account of Cnion District

upon pure blood.

lllS pills, aid digestion.

*•

R. W Rogers,
City Marshal,

*•

Co., Proprietors, Lowell. Mass.

T'fc-ii

18**5.^

of tax sales of 185*4.
non resident taxes of 185*5
..
sewer assessments for 185*4

dividends of
L. H. Murch,

Sarsaparilla
«

••

on account

Hood’s
■

••

;*

from

Cures of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by

To C. T. TTood &

lie
Treasurer."

Ala roll z% io,H>.

tions due to impure blood.
of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
of Rheumatism.where patients were unable to work or walk for weeks.
of Catarrh by expelling the impurities
which cause and sustain the disease.
of Nervousness by properly toning and

Insurance

departments—GramPrimary—could exist.
lhe city is greatly indebted to many peoMrs. Hattie. 1 wife of Arthur C. Paine of
ple for aid in clothing children, thus enabCamden died March 3d, of pneumonia, aged
ling them to attend school.

the
Editor of The Journal. In
issue of March 4th, I read au article on
“Tramps in Monroe.” As I am the keeper
of the Town Farm, anti the man
spoken of

To

full in other columns and its
comparative brevity will ensure it the
cai

Democratic candidate for Sheriff. His opponent, Irvin uaiderwood, was elected by
181) majority, while the Republican
majority
in the county on the Governor vote was 400.
lie was Alderman from Ward 4 in 1874. He
married Julia A. Child of Paris. One son,
Loretto, and one daughter. Mrs. Marion L.
Moody, both of Belfast, survive him. He

faithfully during the

The liockland

people.
printed

j
|

redounds t*> his credit.

of the powers, if the prowers are
vllboz Ultimately to leave the decision as
to the fate of Crete in the hands of the

President

footing.

Democracy only

1 'lie*-

is

firm

*he courage of his convictions, and that
the hostile criticism he lias incurred from
the Populist wing of the

i:y that Greece is prepared to recognize
temporary suzerainty of the .sultan, to
with i a.
her fleet and [dace the Greek
.u

once more on a

That is the right spirit.
It can at least
be said of Mi. Cleveland that he does not
delile the Lnglish language, that he has

enoywhere "ill commend.

itt'.

resources,

Let the good President Cleveland did
live.
As for the evils of his administration, the Pepublieans will try to remedy
them.
[Kennebec Journal.

The Cretan affair is approaching a crisis: and the issue may bring on a war that
wiil involve ail Europe. The attitude of

a

some

to be given charge in capacity of
general management 1 ut to the details of building
of that
building—presumably the
his business. Although always interested principal
teacher of the highest grade. Such a plan
in politics and a life-long Democrat, he has
would greatly aid the machinery of the
seldom aspired to office. In 1870 he was

the same prudent management and careful expenditure that makes private business ventures successful the
city will be

Journal is beneath contempt:
It is a tale
Tiihl t.y .ill idiot, full of sound and furv,
noth
Signifying
ii:g.

that

to

brought

in Ids true colors. Some of his assertions
concerning city affairs will receive early
attention.
His personal attack upon The

one

gives

“Eight-Grade System”

I

Ciccceis

has clearly set forth
He has called your attention
to some of its needs.
He has devoted uis
entire time and best energies to our schools.
He has won the respect and confidence of
the teachers, who have been materially
assisted in attaining the most satisfactory
results by his advice. I doubt if the citizens of Belfast fully appreciate their
obligation to tl* hard-working, faithful corps of
teachers Jra our public schools, and I trust
you will uereafter try and more fully realize
the great service they daily render our
future citizens. The school committee fully
concur with the Superintendent in his report and I refer you to said report, for details, especially calling your attention to the
condition of the school buildings.”

Cures

Cures

KKPORT,

To the City Council:
City or Hki.fast, Treasurer', Oil,..,
6b.nti.ehkn: As’required by the City charter. I herewith submit mv annual
urer, showing the receipts and payments fur the
municipal year ending thi- ,,
the City (loveniment, for Schools, Paupers, Fire Department,
Highways K ee l ,(
tile City debt, and forlgeneral municipal purposes; also for the
payment ,,f si
and the condition of the Trust Funds. All of which is
respectfully submitted
City of Belfast in account with James Pattee, City

Prove the merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
positive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures <>f Boils, Pimples and all other erup-

ing*.”

or

Spanish cruiser.

East

Superintendent

suggestions as to history, nature work, drawing and reading.
The system of “flag days” is explained, and
a
paragraph de\oted to “Teachers’ Meet-

ad-

Homeward,” au incident of
having his vessel fired upon by

savs:

the defects.

year, and

The new city government, elected MonObituary.
utterance, in any degree
have no easy task before them. City
day,
j
Harrison Hayford died very suddenly of
*dd to the prospt rily of our beloved counoffices are thankless positions at best, and
paralysis at liis farm on the Belmont road
try and to the comfort and well-being of
it is subject for congratulation that so Tuesday morning. He was
apparently in his
"u splendid citizenship, I will devote the
many men of capacity and business ex- customary health Monday and retired at
best and most unselfish efforts of rny life."
!
should have consented to accept night as usual. About 4 o'clock Tuesday
McKinley's farewell to his neighbors at perienee
! them this year.
The only reward they morning his son Loretto, who slept, in the
Canton.
next room, heard him groaning, ami
finding
can expect in return for labors that must
j
him very ill sent at once for a physician, but
Two sea-farers spin yarns in this week's ; be arduous and exacting will be the
grate- the
patient died at 8 o'clock. Mr. Hayford
Journal. Capt. Ed. A. Richardson writes ! ful appreciation of their fellow
citizens, was a native of Hartford, Maine, and came
as
of
“A
to
and this we believe they will merit and to Belfast
entertainingly,
usual,
Trip
when a
man
with his
ministration

school work:
James H. Howes, Chairman of the Com-

ing condition of each system. Inasmuch as
my work has been so divided I shall present
to you this report under two heads, City
and Rural Schools.
The Superintendent recommends storm
porches over the outside doors of the school
buildings. He reports tin* changes made m
text books during the year, in geographies
and arithmetics.
He speaks favorably of
the system of vertical writing, adopted this

sealed
or

our

inasmuch as I recognized
iu their arrangement the possibility of working them m different systems, keeping them
entirely distinct in plans and operations,
and having only one tiling in common, viz.;
—the best possible results under the exist-

blood and nerve remedy is
unlike any other remedy in
the world.
Don’t, theretort-, \<c persuaded to*takc
something else claimed to be ‘’just as pood."
There is nothing else as good a-nd as sure to
cure as Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
Call for it and
see that von get it.

!

the victims of this scheme have not de-

the

interested in

are

schools—peculiar

zes'.he hlood, enriches tlie lifegiving stream, strengthens the
nerves, regulates all the organs,
invigorates the entire system, in
fact, eliminates every vestige of
weakness and disease and makes
von strong and well.
Get Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Mood and nerve remedy to-day.
You need it now, and now is the
best and easiest time of year t<>
be cured.
Don’tsit and fret over
your weakness, troubles
and pain, but get this sov/
ereigu remedy and be cured.
^
Dr. Greene’s Nervura

Harold M. Sewail of Maine minister to
wail ought to be well founded.
They

tight

in

vfe

this

sweeps

'•■1

the

remedy

There is nothing
sovereign remeIt is simpiy iuraiiibie.

equals

I ht- import that President McKinley has
decided to appoint W. W. Thomas of i
M cue minister to Sweden and Norway,

iiu

nerve

world.

friend of the poet, H. W. Longfels*or*»sis is to be congratulated.

mate

V,

is

Portland, and the daughter of a Congrega.ionalist clergyman, who was an inti-

who

all

From the Superintendent’s Report :
One of the first points that attracted my
attention in studying the system was the
peculiar arrangements of the city and rural

take.
The

perusal by

"The

The

TRFJASUBEH’S

cluding articles on “The City Schools,”
“The Rural Schools,” “Statements and Recommendations for the City Schools,” “Recommendations for the Rural Schools,” and
“General Statement Relative to Both Systems,” together with a report by the Principal of the Gigli School, the Music Teacher
and the Truant Officer.
We make tiie following brief extracts
from the book, ami recommend its careful

mittee,

collapsed.

Report.

The annual report of the Belfast School
Board will b« issued this week. It presents
the school affairs of the city in a thorough
manner, and gives the organization of the
committee, its sub-committees and officers;
the school calendar; storm siguals; Committee’s report ; Superintendent’s report, in-

1 1

1'

IN* "M|.

deposit Belfast Savings Bank. Book N'<> 9232.
Library Account. Income.

Received dividends 1’. s. \ p. r. R. bonds.
interest Memorial Hall bonds.
Belfast City bonds..
dividends, Belfast Savings Bank, Book No. H.*u21
No. 9232..
from Librarian, fines, catalogues sold, etc

*

11

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From
I’abi Mayor’s orders for
Carried to accumulated

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

Htf

A Card.
This is

to certify that L have this day sold my
goods to WELLS & (’<*., the new firm
being comprised of Mrs. B. F. WELLS and 14. F.
WELLS, dr., and I have no further interest therein, with the exception of bills due me contracted
before March 1, 1897. These bills must be paid
within thirty days and are payable to me or at the
store. My friends and customers will please accept my heartfelt thanks for their former patronage, and hoping they will continue the same with
the new firm, I am yours truly,

stock of

Dated at Belfast this

B. F. WELLS, Sr.
day, March 1,1897.—3t9

Expenses
vear..
income account
..

March 1, 1897.

Condition of Funds
NA J HAMEL WILSON

El NIL

80 Shares P. 8. A P. K, R. stock.
22 Memorial Hall Association bonds.
Invested in Belfast City 4 per cent bonds.
30.914
I’. R. HA/.KLTIN'K FEND.

Invested in Belfast City 4 per cent bonds
On deposit Belfast Savings Bank, Book No. H»021.
....

N.d4.‘
::o.9i4

:

Amount of

principal of Library Funds.
Accumulated income on deposit at Belfast Savings Bank. Book No. 9232
Trust Funds for Care of Cemetery Lots.
Ou deposit in Belfast Saving's Bank, Book No. 97»*4
For care of Durham estate lot principal)..
.K. 11. Harriman lot
W. 8. Brannagan lot
Interest dividends

*•

....'.

..

For

care

of C. C. Edmund

s

estate lot

(principal).

JAMES PATTEEi Treasurer.

<

OF BELFAST.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
North Sears port March 4th. We have
a full report of the meeting, but are
obliged
to defer its publication until next week.
met in

j

BURKETT’S.

AT

1 >AV

gentle stranger,
throng?
danger,
et along?
.>f women’s righters,

11:*'?-,

v

ixu>us

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
having a good run of job work and is putting

fearsome

!.

up

l'laI1’

O'

from confirmed

the power

tyrant man?
things are the cause, you

c
"•

\

bargain day.

.11 is

T.

t

\

\; ■.ivh
y;

will meet with

T.

Kith,

or

if

stormy, the

(

•Mimittee will meet

in

the

Monday evening
rganization.
dice next

<

to-ftiorrow, Friday,

close

weeks, after which
eleven weeks,

>f two

term of

r a

hold a meeting in
Sunday afternoon at 2

will

•os

text

collection

be taken.

will

old folks' dance at Silver

m

Hall, Waldo, Tuesday evenw ith good music and attenletters remaining in the
tLic week ending March 0,
Mrs
W. G. Blake; Gentled'd

Spear.

T.

saw-mills.

more

Among the late jobs

repairs to the saw-mills of VV. H. J.
Moulton of Unity and Lewis E. Pitcher of
North port.

were

Geo. A. Bailey sold his horse Red Link
last week to Alvin Staples of Stockton
Springs. Red Link is a promising 8-yearold of good speed and will be used by Mr. S.
as a family carriage horse.
Mr. Staples also
bought of Bailey a carriage and a coupe harness.

Wells & Co.,

B. F. Wells,
giving their store a thorough renovation,
putting iu new show windows, changing the
counters, painting, papering, etc. They will
have one of the most convenient and attractive stores iu this section when the repairs
are finished.
to

successors

are

believed that John S. Alley of Camden, who shipped as third mate of the
schooner D. D. Haskell, was drowned at
It is

Providence, R. I., last week. He started to
leave the schooner while she was tied at the
dock March 4th, saying he would return in a
few minutes and he has not been seen since.
of tramps iu Waldo County
jail is reduced to 17, and they are keptsteauily at work. When the weather isymeh that
they cannot work out of doors they are kept
The number

was reported to policeman
.play, the loser having no busy with stone hammers
cutting windows
the culprit was. Twenty iu
the thick walls of the old jail
The
M> Jipsouhad recovered the
largest number of tramps in jail at any one

time

week

full report
>.tl convention of The Beenext

-oi

a

County. The next conat Thorndike Station,

e-id
.:'

cordially

are

invited

to

Swift & Paul had two
watchmen of the feline

igo
d

respectively

MclvmDeath claimed them
past few weeks and their
name of Queen Lil.
Bill

>

Gallery

ran

of

Art

at

was thrown open to the
the first time last week.

v

presented to the
nation of the opening of
One "f these, presented
Johnson, is a fine landwere

.g
s

H
Smillie. entitled “Auissachuse. its Coast.'

Lowell. Mass., has
address for the
of Veterans m this city

Ames of
deliver
.ns

•'

an

March lNth.
1

His

subject

‘apture of Fort Fisher." He
nire m Rockland March 5th
oalienee.
Gen. Ames is a
md and married the daugli1
Butler.

interesting departments
Weekly Tribune (which is

my
n

all

this

season was

38.

years has used a hoe with a
r" on the back.
He wants to
who will take the scheme off
i develop it for the market.
I
o

sewing school under the ausN'-u-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance
attendance of J7 out of a total
cere are 4 pupils but 5
years

Monday-Sherman

started in last week to

night

aud

day,

and

their upper mill
to do so for about

run

expect

Edwaril Moore
E. Michaels
number witnessed
the pond. A nice

two months.... Mr. and Mrs.
visited

at

Mr. and Mrs.

George

Sunday.... Quite a
Sunday on

last

the trot last

day with a line track gave the spectators a
pupils are making chance to witness some very good races....
pi 'gress in their sewing, and
Miss Aldana Buzzell of Camden is stopping
at,make and mend their own with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene S
u11 ons on their
boots, etc. The Achorn, at present.
c
new clothing is furnished
The City Assessors.
The Legislature
ugh a committee of the A11i- has amended the Charter of the
City of Belol is m charge of Miss Liifast in the section relating to the election of
meetings are held Saturday i Assessors, and Governor Powers has
signed
■pened by the Lord's prayer the bill, lienee the City Council
will, next
the
L’dd
reading
Psalm, with Monday, elect the Assessors
according to
ersed with the work. The
Instead of electing three Asthe new plan.
'■ii in progress Id weeks and
sessors annually, thus making it possible to
> in April.
have a full board of new men in a business
The

ars.

i

phosphate

a

Omaha

Soh.

kms.

arrived

for L. A

Kuowl-

number of
'!. hay for the islands the past
Geo. T Osborn is getting the
urter

has loaded

a

Briggs ready
and

for sea, inciinlminor repairs... .1).
new sails for sell. Sadie

some

making

Bueksport-built bark Geneva,

experience is highly valuable, the
Charter now provides that:
The city council shall, on the third Monday of March in the. year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven,
elect three city assessors, one for the term
where

of one year, one for the term of two years
and one for the term of three years, and

sha^l annually thereafter, elect
sessor

for the

term

oue

of three years.

city

as-

Chat.

Owney, the globe-trotting dog, the
■■st <<f San Domingo.
She was friend of all the railway mail clerks, is dead,
"'Mi, and had but 81,000 insur- according to information received at the Al''
a quarter of the vessel was
bany post office, where he made his home
B ‘ksport, shares being held
by when not traveling over the country. He was
has

been wrecked

on

the

I Win. H.

Genu, E B. Hill, Mrs
P. Emerson, Mrs. A. H.
"ssibly others... .The masts of
•oner building in Palmer’s
yard,
E.

position.

w in
ms

They

are

118 feet

diameter and made of hard
be launched March
Geo. W. Pattershall arrived
Portland in his newly pur-

in

vessel will
;'t.
'ii

:ne

Paul

Seavey on which he
slight repairs and continue

ser

*

ing

a way station as he was attemptto board a train... .Owing to the recent

hard

weather

hegan has

lobsters

the catch of

at

Mon-

light. The last sales were
apiece-Dr. J. G. Brooks has

been

at 15 cents

had had her fifteen years.
Hall made a group photograph of
the members of the Common Council the
first of the week....The Board of Registra-

sold his horse. He
-YV. L.

only

the voting

is

tion added

in

last week. There being no contest in
city election but little interest was manifested iu the business of the Board_F. E.
Cottrell has added 5 feet to the height of
the bill-board between I. V. Miller’s store
and Mark YVood & Son’s marble shop.
Bramhall has a supply of lake trout from
Buffalo, which weigh from 3 to t> pounds

coasting trade-Schs. Hunter
Island and Garland for Green’s
aded hay at F. G. White’s the
week..
The Bucksport schoon-iare, Capt. S. C. Lowell, and the

v

killed at

9

new

names

to

list

the

wis, Capt. II. S. Cobb, are at
getting ready for business, h&v'iied by the masters last week,
apiece and sell at from 10 to 15 cts. per pound.
Krskiue has left Bucksport to
Mrs Penxey’s Will
It was announced
ittie II. Barbour at
Philadelphia. some weeks
that the will of Mrs. Anna

The Penobscot left Bostrip for the season at 5
March 2d, but owing to the seut into Gloucester and remain-

Notes.
lirst

midnight Wednesday night,
about 2 o’clock Thursday afShe went to Winterport a^ni re'• :i
river Friday, arriving here at
Sin.- had

a

large

amount of

freight
the west-hound cargo from here
g large quantities of
apples, hay,
the Penobscot was laid off she
overhauled and repaired at a cost
••

S 10,000,

ami

is

first-class
Steamer Frank Jones arrived
nid last week from Rockland, where
aid up for the winter, and went on
dock for repairs preparatory to
now

in

ago

Crockett
to her
woiHd

Penney,

who

willed her property

husband, H. C. Penney of Lewiston,
be

contested

At

a

hearing

iu Au-

week, R. F. Dunton, Esq of Belfast, appeared for the contestant, Mrs.
Martha A. Warren of Deer Isle, a sister of
burn last

Mrs.

Penney,

who

opposes the probating of
the will on the usual grounds.
Mr. Dunton
cross-examined the w itnesses introduced by
counsel for Dr. Penney.
Among the witnesses for the defense were twro of the men
who witnessed the will, Messrs. Millard
Foster and YValter Ross. They testified
that the will

signed by

Mrs.

Penney in
their presence, and that in their opinion she
was of sound mind.
The hearing was interrupted in order that Pouuey’s counsel might
secure the deposition of a third witness of
‘I
the line between Portland, Rock- the will at
Augusta. It is now given out
Fasti ue, Deer Isle, Bar Harbor, Milthat Mrs. Penuey’s property aggregated
md Machiasport.
The steamer will 814,000. Mr. Dunton went to Auburn
again
Fd the Richmond in former days
Tuesday on the same matter. A deposition
F n end of the Railroad wharf at
the by Dr. J. H. Patten of Amherst was
preState street, Portland, beginning
sented, saying that the testatrix was of un■

the latter part of this month to
mi-weekly trips on Tuesdays and
at 11 p. m-Steamer
Sedgwick,
‘as been wintered at
Bucksport, is

,Mue
'■

lergoing a thorough overhauling aud
spring repairs in preparation for
■’

the Par Harbor route, where she
-gin to run at about the time of the
!‘g of the river to navigation_Steam,r has resumed her
daily trips beWinter Harbor ami Bar Harbor.
n

sound

was

mind when she signed the will.

The first 10c. cigar ever sold for 5c. was
the genuine “Belfast.” This brand lias been
held np to the high standard, as when it wras
first introduced about two years ago. The
sale on this cigar has grown steadily until at
the present time you will hardly find a cigar
store in Eastern Maine which does not sell
more “BELFAST” cigars
than all others
combined. Quality counts.

Charlotte Thorndike Sibley will denew lecture “The Brownings Under Blue Italian Skies” in the Universalist
Church the last week in March.
Miss

liver her

Hall!

Company is giving a week of entertainments
before large audiences
notwithstanding the
unfavorable weather. The plays are
ably

News of

Services at the Unitarian church next Sunday will be as usual, at 10:45 a. in.

Canton Pallas. P. M., I. O. O.
F., will give
a
complimentary reception, supper and
dance to Belfast
Company, U. R K. of P.,
and Belfast
Band, at Odd Fellows’
this, Thursday, eveuiug. The hall is handsomely trimmed, with emblems of tin orders, and other appropriate decorations.
Lillian Tucker.
The Lillian Tucker
*

presented and the work of the special artist
the magniscope are
highly interesting.
The plays for the remainder of the week
are
as follows:
Thursday, “A True American
Friday, “Blow for Blow;”
after-

Saturday

noon 10 cent
matinee, “The Little Duchess;” Saturday evening, the great scenic
production, “The Sea of Ice.”

Topic, “Fasting

Nickerson.

in

Secret.”

journalistic work, her work as hospital nurse in
the Army, and many other phases of her
long
and useful life. Members of the W. R.
C., of the
Good Templars, and all who are interested in the
work of this noble weman are
cordially invited
to be present and assist in the exercises of the

The following subjects will be considered
at the Monday evening meetings held at the
Universalist church through Lent: March
15th, Some Thoughts about Christ; March
22d, Salvation : Its Meaning and Scope ; 29th,
The Church: Organization, Mission, Needs;
April 5th, The Sacraments; April 12th, Ecce

Y. P-

local company anti arrived outlie steamRockland yesterday afternoon. They were

met by
beaded
a

gave

Keyes Company at the wharf and
by the Belfast band the companies
short parade.
In their handsome

uniforms both companies

made

a

tine ap-

pearance and the parade was viewed with
interest by a large number of spectators. A
good sized audience was present at Farwell
Opera House in the evening to listen to the
concert by Belfast Band and to view the exhibition drill by the visiting company. The
concert lasted one hour and was an excellent one in every particular.
Each number
was rendered in an artistic manner and the
band conclusively proved its right to the
title of being one of the very best bands in
the State.
Each number was greeted with

applause

and encores were given in some
The concert was given under the direction of F. J. Rigby, musical director.
cases.

After the concert Belfast Company gave
an

exhibition

drill,

and the Star says: “The

different movements were executed in a
most creditable manner and elicited much
applause.” About 10 o’clock Sanborn’s Orchestra struck up a march and the dance
was begun, Capt. Welch and wife of Belfast
leading the grand march. The Star closes

by saying:
The Sir Knights looked finely

in their uniaud some handsome costumes were
worn by the ladies.
Many of Rockland’s
; society leaders were present and a number
of the visiting Sir Knights were accompanied by their ladies.
Both hosts and guests
passed a most pleasant evening.
forms

The

Rockland Tribune is

no

less

compli-

mentary, both to the visiting Sir Knights
the Belfast Band. It says:
This paper lias often expressed its opinion
of the Belfast band and to repeat it would
only be to reassert, in brief, that it is the
finest concert band in Maine.
Under the
leadership of Mr. Rigby this organization
and

forged

life. 2 Kings, 23:1-3, 21-25.
Leader,
Fannie M. Rhoades. All young people
cordially invited to attend.

Miss
are

j

The'

the

S. C. E. will be

tian

afternoon.

er

I
!

Homo.

ham, which were very successful. A sermou delivered by Mr. Gillain during a series of Union meetings in Franklin, Mass.,

|

April 20, 1890, has been printed in pamphlet
form. It is entitled “The Eight Steps in a
Christian Life."
Servie.es at the Baptist church next Sun
will be as follows: Morning worship,
with sermon by the pastor, subject, “Making a Business of Religion,” Luke 19:13.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Gen. ral praise
and preaching service at 7 o’clock.
Subject

day

of sermon, “The Path of Life,” Ps. 10:11.
The music will include the following selec-

Morning—Anthem, “Rejoice in the
Lord,” by Elvy; “As Down in the Sunless
Retreat," solo and quartette. Evening—
Selection by the chorus, duet by Mr. and
Mrs. Pitcher, “Twilight,” by Neviu.

tions:

Services

at

M.

the

h

church

Sunday

March 14th, at 10 45, will be sermon by
the pastor; Sunday school at 12 in.; Junior
League meeting at 3 30 p. in.; Epworth
League meeting at (!. Leader, Miss Myrtle
E. Mitchell. Topic, “The Blesseduess of Misa.

m.,

sionaries,” Isa 52:7-10; song and prayer service at 7.
Monday evening at 7.15 meeting
of the official board.
Tuesday evening,
prayer meeting. Thursday evening, class

meetings. Friday evening, at 7.15, Rev. W.
W. Ogier, presiding elder of Rockland District, will hold the last Quarterly Confer-

last

fee of ten cents

week

on

a

visit to their

parents, Mr.

and Mrs. J. R. Mears-Orris Vickery is at
home from Kent’s Hill... .Mrs. Helen Mears
arrived home last week-Miss Gracie Simher studies at Bucksport this
week. ..Mrs. Amariua Vickery returned last
Saturday from a week’s visit to a sick aunt
in Saco, Me-There are several cases of la
grippe innown-Mrs. Margaret Wood was
taken sick
while on a visit to Seaside
Grange last Saturday evening.
mons resumes

$100 REWARD. $100.
readers of this paper will be pleased to
earn that there 19 at least one dreaded disease
hat science has been able to cure in all its stages
The

and that is catarrh.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
now known to the medical fra-

only positive cure
ternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by buildup the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprietors have so much
l'aith in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address. F. ,1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
iT^'Suki by Druggists, 75c.

ing

The

first

giving the ballot to at least one
people who know hardly anything
about the right of suffrage. Some
thought
it would require a standing army at all
times in Cuba, and naval vessels as well. As
to the Hawaiian Islands, most of the
Grangers thought that American citizens
means

half of

a

with money invested in lands there are the
who wauted annexation, and it would
be expensive business to annex either Cuba
or Hawaii.

for Them.
WE SHALL OPEN THIS DAY,
1 Case Mill Samples of
Nottingham Curtain Lace,

Early

They will measure from lj

to 2

yards in length,

representing Curtains valued from #t.?0 to
pair, we shall sell the samples at

$2.^0 per

Honesty Grange has chosen sides and bea
literary contest last Wednesday
evening to continue eight weeks. The lead-

gan
ers

are

Miss Minnie

25c

Woods and Mr. J. R,

Dickey. The program will consist of nine
pieces, five of which will consist of either

subject, Maine; 4th, talk on noted Maine
men and wuiuen; 5th,
question, Resolved
that Maiue is the best State in the Union;
0th, reading, subject, Maiue. The program
was interspersed with music.
The

If you want to see an elaborate assortment
call at our store.
Our Print Wrappers at

75
BUY ONE OF

appropriate

to the

All

changed plan

of opera-

The company proposes to buy a lot
and erect upon it a suitable building, at an
expense of about $2,000, tlie necessary aptions.

and to give the desired information to
farmers in regard to the care of milk and
cream.
He will also solicit subscriptions to
the stock of the company.
Farmers who expect to furnish cream to
the creamery should make provisions for ice

to-day in company with Walter Cooper, one of the directors of the new company,
to canvass the towns in the vicinity for cream

now,

on

the basis of 15 tons for each 10

cows.

OUR^,^

fabric, will

one

not

shrink, ventilating and

hygienic, only

Important
and
We make

a

25c each

Notice to the Ladies of Belfast

Vicinity:

big break in

t

re

prices of

FOSTER’S KID GLOVES.

to cost about
paratus, machinery, etc
$2,000 more. Messrs. W. I). Eaton and A.
C. T. Wilson of Bangor will lease the plant
for a term of years, at a guaranteed rental

start

will surprise you

Boys and Girls’ E. Z. Waists,

Proposed Belfast Creamery.

The outlook for establishing a creamery
in Belfast looks brighter from day to
day,
and it now rests almost wholly with the
farmers to say whether or not they shall
have such a market for the products of their
farms as this will offer.
The name of the
company has been changed from Bnlfast
Creamery Co., as first proposed, to Creamery
Ileal Estate Co the latter name being more

each.

LADIES’ PRINT WRAPPERS.

maximum rate, and the program as a whole
will have a maximum rate of 100, and a new
member will count 100.
Wednesday night,
March 10th, was “Maine night:” 1st, quotations from Maiue authors; 2d, a
description
of the State of Maiue; 3d, select
reading,

Last Sunday evening Rev. Geo. S. Mills
began a series of talks at the North church
ou “the Seveu Words of Christ”
taking for
his theme the iirst word, “Father forgive
them for they know not what they do.” The
topic, of the prayer meeting this. Thursday,
evening at 7.15 will be “Whatshall Ido with
my Christian Life?” 1 Cor. 3: 18 23; Col. 3:
1-17; Matt. 20:20-28. Sunday services will
as follows:
Morning worship at 10.45,
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. George S.

Come

ones

which will net 0 per cent, on the cost. The
lessees are to have the sole management of
the creamery business.
Mr, Wilson will

Every pair warranted.
We have secured the services of a young lady who will tit
to our patrons. Shall sell until further notice:

Foster’s 7-Hook Dresden Suede, worth $1.25, for
Foster's 7-Hook Dresden Glace, worth 1.25, for
worth 1,50, for
Foster's 7-Hook Lyons,
worth 1.75, for
Foster’s Mousquetaire,

$1.00

gloves

pair.
1,00 per pair.
1.17 per pair.
1.42 per pair.
per

be

Mills.

Sunday

School at 12

m.

First Mate Thos. M. Bram,
m. Topic, “How the Christian
who was tried here some time ago and found
pledge strengthens the Christian
guilty of the murder of Capr Charles I. Nash of
Kings 23: 1-3,21-25. At 7 p. m. the
Harrington, Me.,on board the barkentine Herbert

life.”

2

pastor will give the second of the series of
evening talks ou the Seven Words of Christ.
There will be a dime sociable at Mrs. Charles

Fuller, July 13, 1896, on the high seas, was sen.
fenced by Judge Colt in the Cnited States Circuit
Court here to day to be hanged on June 18, 1897.

Shaw’s, Congress street, Friday evening,
March 12, at 7 o’clock. All members of the
congregation are cordially iuvited.
F.

The Mount Leban

form

of stomach troubles.
Thousands of
pale, thin people have little, inclination to
eat, and what they do eat causes then pain
and distress.
This Digestive Cordial of the Shakers
corrects any stomach derangement at once.
It makes thin people, plump.
Every one
will be greatly interested to read the little
book which has been placed in the hands of
druggists for free distribution.

served as maids of honor. After the ceremony a
lunch was served, and Mr. and Mrs Swan left on
the 125

p.

absent about

m.
a

train for
week and

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.

X,

CARLE

Boston.

on

They will be

their return will go

to

keeping in the Faunce house on High
The wedding gifts were numerous and
elegant, and the newly wedded pair have the best
wishes of the whole community. At home Tuesdays and Thursdays in April. NO cards. The following telegram was received just as the wedding
party was sitting down to lunch.
Minneapolis, Minn., March, 10;h.
Hon. Win. B. Swan. Congratulations and best
wishes for your every happiness.
house
street

ANNABEL AND

People

are

Us.

All Around About i
Ueport Conies from
Primrose Hill.

Talking

This

now n spreads.
Can’t keep a good thing down.
Ever notice how good things are imitated?
Better the article more imitators.
Fortunately the people have a safeguard.

OVER 6 TONS OF THESE PAPERS AND 2,000 W INDOW
SHADES RECEIVED FOR THIS SEASON’S TRADE.

praise takes root and spreads.
Claim is one thing, proof another.

SEE OUR DESIGNS BEFORE BUYING.

Claim is what the manufacturer says,
Proof is what the people say.
Belfast people say
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
Cure all kidney ills.

We have the
two

play
over on

Primrose Hill, says: “1 have had kidney complaint
for years, in fact my hack never was strong. It

lately than it has for some
time with p in across the back just over the kidneys, particularly noticeable in the morning for
an hour or two just after I got up.
I am quite a
heavy man and if 1 stood on my feet for any
length of time my back would feel tired and sore.
Then at my work, getting in and out of a carriage
so often and ridir.g over rough roads, does not
help a lame back. If I caught cold it always set-

Fine

on.
I saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised and 1 got a box at Kilgore A;
Wilson’s drug store and used them. 1 am on my
second box now. They are doing me good. My

back feels much

The

stronger.

pain

is

much

re-

lieved and am less annoyed with the kidney secretions. I have received benefit in every way by
using Doan’s Kidney Pills and I can recommend
them to my friends?'

Kidney Pills

are

Mailed

cents.

no

sub-

of Glosses and Diseases ot

Eye

a;

d Ear

a

Office hours until 9

customers.
cents

in Gilt

m.
m.

MAINE.

Telpeiione Connection.

13tf

LOST?
GEO. A. BAILEY recently lost

a.

umbrella with bone handle, silver

mounted. I he finder will confer

by returning

it to him.

a

favor

stock of these

in the State to diain

perjroll,

Papers,

with wide

Window Shades

TIN-WARE CHEAP,!

on

Borders,
10 cents per roll.

or narrow

Spring Boilers,

1 7 to

50 cents.

2 quart Handled Dishes
..5 cents
i
Hake Tins.5
Tin Spoons 5 cents per dozen.
••

CARLE & JONES, Belfast.

PEOPLES
L

Deposits
Eel), as. ISfll.

S3«,353.«!l
July 11,18D5.
*123,«S5.5S

BANC

NATIONAL

A. KNOWLrON, President.

INDIVIDUAL

July 21, ISIM.
S5II.IMI.2!)
Dee |:t, ISH5.
S1IID.S3S.17.

FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier.

Solicited
Dee.

Isttl

March

*711.JSD.till
July IJ, I silli.
SI 72,0113.1 II

5, 1MI5.

S'-U»7'.53
rt

^„

a-m

1Q (%
I/, 57 0

$183,869.99
figures are taken from oar sworn statements
Currency, Washington, on the ah tve dates.

These

of the

Specialty.
a.

SEARSPORT,

silk

complete

room

Over 3 dozen patterns to choose from.

E. H. I) UR GIN, M. I).

Mr.

and most

S to

DEPOSITS:

stitute.

liie

our

Elegant Designs

for sale by all dealers.
by Foster-Mil burn Co.,

Buffalo, N. V., sole agents for the C S.
Remember the name DOAN’S, and take

Fitting

them to

(White Back) Latest'Style, 5

only helped the pain when

Doan’s

largest

lines in town and the best

me more

tled in my back and then a weakness of the kidney secretions was apparent, very annoying day
1 used plasters, more or less, but they
or night.

Price 50

THEY ARE THE BEST MADE AND

HANDSOMEST PAPERS AND CURTAINS ON THE MARKET.

Hundreds of citizens testify to this.
Here is a case in point.
Mr. C. H. Chamberlain of High street,

has troubled

Papers

And Window Shades.

true

From 12.30 to 3and 7 to 8 p.

What can be more enjoyable than to be
comfortably seated in a big armchair in a
pretty, cosy room, with a few intimate
friends, discussing something between
heaven and earth, while yo'u puff away on a
genuine BELFAST 5c. cigar.

Prize Wall

Praise can’t he imitated.
And

WALTER.

Swanvillk. Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield have returned from a visit to friends in
Union-Last Sunday while T. D. and G.
T. Nickerson were driving on the lake,
their horse threw them out and ran home.
But little damage was done-H. M. Chase
has returned from a business trip to Bangor.
-Misses H. May Nickerson and Florence
Cole are visiting friends in Bucksport....
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham are visiting friends in Lowell and Montague.

JONES,

1807.

Shakers have recent-

n

ly prefected an ingenious cure for dyspepsia.
Their Digestive Cordial consists of a food
already disested and a digester of foods
happily combined.
The importance of this invention will be
appreciated when we realize what a proportion of the community are victims of some

W. Burkett,

George

Boston, March 9.

at G p.
Endeavor

ing

Bram Sentenced.

C. E. meet-

E.

will he collected at
the door....Mrs. Maud Daggett and Mrs.
Josie Markle of New Haven, Ct., arrived

mission

including illustrated

The attendance of every
desired.

for this year.
official member is
ence

society has engaged Miss friends. The pair stood during the ceremony in
an alcove under a drapery of white with delicate
Charlotte T. Sibley to deliver her lecture,
“Over Palestine Hills ou Horseback,” at the evergreen trimmings. The bride was attired in a
church Friday evening, March 19th. Ail ad- traveling dress. Misses Kate and Lizzie Quimby
C.

evening,

poems, local views, portraits, etc.
degree was conferred.

Rev. Ralph Gil lam is conducting religious instrumental or vocal music. Then there
meetings in Massachusetts, assisted by Mr. will be a declamation or recitation, a quesClias. L. Estey, the Gospel Singer.
We tion for discussion, a topic, and select readhave seen reports of his meetings in Stone- ing. Each piece will have a minimum and

into the front ranks several years
ago, and each succeeding season finds him
wielding the baton over a class of musicians,
What is Laxol? Nothing but Castor Oil
thoroughly devoted to their work aud con- made palatable as honey. Children like it.
iu
The
consuperiority.
stantly increasing
cert Thursday night w as a gem for lovers of
band music and in the six numbers there apWedding Bells.
peared to be no false note. It was harmony
and
The number
rhythm exemplified.
Davis S. Jack and
Jack-Nickerson.
Longing for Home,” with a cornet solo by
B. A. Roundy, was an especially beautiful Miss Katie J. Nickerson were married Tuesselection, aud the descriptive number, “A day evening by Rev. J. F. Tilton at the resHunt in Black Forest,” was so finely ren- idence of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Condon, No.
dered as to deserve the hearty recall.
The military drill by the Belfast Company 04 Church street. A few intimate friends of
followed, under the direction of Capt. F. H. the contracting parties were present. They
Welch. The Belfast Company has the repu- will live with Mr. Jack’s
uncle, J. H. Page,
tation of being one of the best drilled ranks !
a few weeks,
after which the bridegroom
in the State, aud this reputation suffered
nothing from the exhibition given here. The will return to his duties as steward in the
various movements and evolutions were perKennebec Steamboat Co.’s service.
The
formed with the utmost uniformity and the
happy couple received a large number of
fancy figures evoked hearty applause. The
formation of the cross, the single and useful and valuable presents.
double triangles, aud the various letters,
was an
Swan-Faunce. Hon. Win. B. Swan and Miss
especially difficult and pleasing
feature. Belfast has a uniformed rank as Abide H. Faunce of this
city were united in marwell as a band of which she can boast.
riage at noon yesterday at the home of the bride,
No. It) High street, in the presence of the relatives
Morkill. The social committee of the
of the contracting parties and a few intimate
Morrill

Saturday

tion

The meeting of the
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at 6 o’clock. Topic, How the Christian Endeavor pledge strengthens the Chris-

Anniversary.

Oranges.

Charles R. Coombs gave a series of stereoptieon views before Seaside Grange last

Hon. Edward Wiggin, master of the Maine
State Grange, has made iiis appointment of
Peckham of Hallowell gave an i
for the ensuing term. The State
address Monday evening at the Baptist ves- deputies
deputies in this vicinity are M. B. Huut,
try in the interests of the American Baptist
Centre Belmont; W. K. Walker, Hampden;
Missionary Society and its work.
Geo. W. Ritchie, West Winterport. County
Rev. II. E Frohock has begun his work
deputies: J. G. Harding, Waldo Station ; W.
Swith Centenary Church, Charleston,
C.,
H. Ginn, Prospect.
and is much gratified with the appointment.
He will deliver the commencement day
The question for discussion in
South
address at Clafiin University and the baccalaureate sermon at Avery Normal Insti- Branch Grange on a recent Saturday eventute.
ing was the annexation of Cuba and the
[Zion’s Herald.
Services at the Universalist Church next Hawaiian Islands. The Grangers do not
Sunday will be as follows; Morning worship want the 700,000 blacks and mixed race in
with sermon at 10.45. Subject, “The Gift of Cuba, butfor humanity’s sake want the war
Temptation.” Sunday School at. twelve, and to end. They doubted the ability of the
youngl people’s meeting at six, led by Alice Cubans to govern themselves, and annexa-

M ittenmeyer.
A Wittenmeyer meeting of
the Alliance will be held at their
headquarters on
Main street, tomorrow,
Friday, at 2.30 1*. m. A
symposium upon the life of Mrs. Wittenmeyer,
the recently elected President of the National
Non-Partisan W. C T. U., will be read
by members of the Alliance. These papers will include
some account of her
personality, her literary and

King’s Daughters’

the

Rev. C. B.

and

Helping Hand Circle, King’s
Friday Evening at 7 30 a Dickens entertain- Daughters, was observed Tuesday
evening,
ment will be given in the Baptist Vestry
by a social gathering at the home of Mr. and
under the auspices of the V. P. S. C. E. Mrs. L. F.
Howard,- No. I Bay View street.
Scenes will be given from* Bleak House,
Seventy-five persons were present. An exDombv and Son, Pickwick Papers, David cellent
supper was served at G o’clock, and
Copperrield and Nicholas Nickleby with ice cream aud cake later in the evening. An
tableaux and readings from the same. Dur- address of welcome was given
by Mrs. Howing the evening ice c.rearn and cake will be
ard, aud a report of the Circle since its orfor sale. Admission to entertainment 10c.
ganization. by the Secretary, Mrs. Sumner
New Advertisements, George A. Bailey
Bridges. The program included the followhas bought a car-load of earthen-ware, in- ing: Recitations, by Miss Rena Macomber,
cluding bean pots, flower pots, etc., from a Roy Macomber, Mrs. Henry Staples, Mrs.
factory going out of business, and lias leased Laura Robbins, Chauney Robbins, Mrs.
tin* stun* on Main street formerly
occupied Bridges; “The Christian,” and echo, Mrs.
by E. L. French’s bakery for the sale of Howard aud Mrs. C. O. Macomber; anniverthe goods. Great bargains are offered_ sary ode read by Miss Lana Peudieton;
singing by Daisy Howard and Nellie Gray ;
Clark.the clothier and tailor, 83 Main street,
has a £4(1 bicycle to be given away to the reading by L F. Howard aud Mrs. Blanche
most, popular school boy in Belfast or j Scott; remarks by Miss A. A. Hicks; and
the dialogue “Aunt Jemima’s Courtship.”
vicinity. See advt. for particulars_See
advt. of umbralla lost by Mr. Geo. A. Bailey. I The Circle feels deeply grateful to Messrs
C. R. Coombs aud W. H. Richards for assistAccidents.
Walter Anderson, aged Id
ance rendered.
The next meeting of the
years, received a bad wound to bis left hand
Circle will be with Mrs. J. C. Mayo, Bay
last. Friday. He was helping his brother
View street.
Oliver Anderson in the woods getting out
aud
bis
on
hand
the stick
timber,
placed
Our K. of P’s. and Band at Rockiand.
just as Oliver’s axe came down upon it.
The hand was cut through between the-firstThe Belfast Company, U. It K. of P., acaud second lingers, making a clean cut, and
companied by the Belfast Band, went to
not touching the bones on either side. The
Rockland on steamer Rockland last Thurswound was nearly two inches long_Chas.
day to attend the first annual military ball
Thomas had two fingers of his left hand
by Keyes Company of that city. The Rockbadly jammed while at work on the ice at land Daily Star of Friday morning says:
East Belfast Saturday.
The Belfast Company were the guests of

..

The Churches.

county, California, and will make his home
there. The car will leave this week.

anniversary of

Journal subscribers'
v.-ar in advance)
is one de- |
o
and Mechanics.
Under j
East Belfast.
Fred Saverv, who has
f “Hints from Inventive Subbeen confined to his house by sickness for
-und in a recent issue the fol- the
betpast two weeks, is
reported
local interest:
ter.
Mrs. Evie Curtis of Camden, who has
n of Searsmont,
has
had
Me.,
been visiting her brother, E. S. Achorn, rerience in strawberry culture, ;
turned home
& Co.
i"

A car is at this
station loading the household effects, etc of
Capt. Phineas Peudleton, who has bought a ranch in Santa Clara

to

the

Comptroller

DEPOSI TS in the INTEREST DEPAltTMEX L' payable in 'loinm l. draw interest payable .Tanuarv 1 at and duly 1st.
Deposits during the first, three days of cren/ month draw interest from the./ir.-/.
of that month. This department offers much (/renter smirit 1/ to
depositors than Savings Banks, ina.
much as every deposit is a tom to the, lum/c, an i all deposits i.i our Bank are t/no rant red iiv t wice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest
improvements in Eire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby
offering qrenter security to depositors than any other
bank in this county.
We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at $3, 85 and #8 per year. All our boxes are
equipped with extra
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
1yd

SAMUEL ADAMS,

lOtf

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House in Augusta, Thursday, March 11, 1897, at 2 o’clock p. m., on
an order that the committee inquire into the expediency of legislation providing for the conduct
of political caucuses and primaries.
W. J. K N< ) W LT< >N, Sec’y.
1 w 10

“Jeweler
75

to the

People,”

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

A Trip to Cuba and Homeward.
\\

The Journal.

i 11€*ii id

A sally youth who made
and that to the 'fellow >ea,
lie

at

was

lie.

one

‘liaibaiid

found in port one lone vessel. This
as
though there was no war
of merchandize—no clash of the arms of

J
voyage,
asked if

was

time in Hatbadoes.

die

\\

I

Fun on the Old

At t his season, in former times of peace,
generally been a lleet of thirty

Said

What Its Neglect Leads to.

j

\

there has

or forty sailing vessels and a half dozen
you may ! steamships in the port.
This time, later
seen me scaling the Wall
on, the fleet increased to seven, mostly
oi C hina."
And so there is. ordinarily, |
American, which proved that in lack of
not much woith mentioning in a Pip to
wisdom “there are others.”
They all
Cuba; though at this time there might be
brought in ealgoes, but a part of them,
found moic in n than in times ot peace, j those who came uuch: 1tend or
only proTo begin at the top, 1 was ottered a round
could not secure

bail ot spun y
have sometime
a

that

to

ai n

chartered,

visionally

to

anything vise
of

account

the market.

in

It

homeward cargoes and had to leave port
The sugar houses were vacant
empty.

for

was

excitability, irritability,

nervousness, sleeplessand the blues, yet they will go about their
work until they can scarcely stand on their poor
swollen feet, and do nothing to help themselves.
These are the positive fore-runners of serious womb complications, and unless
given immediate attention will result in untold misery, if not death.
Lydia K. IMnkham's Vegetable Compound will, beyond the question of a
doubt, relieve all this trouble before it becomes serious, and it has cured
many after their troubles had become chronic.
The Compound should be taken immediately upon the appearance of any of
It is a vegetable Ionic which invigorates
these symptoms above enumerated.
and stimulates the entire female organism, and will produce the same beneficial results in the case of any sick woman as it did with Miss. Cuas. King, 1815
Rosewood St.. Philadelphia, l’a.. whose letter we attach:
“I write these few lines, thanking you for restoring my health.
For twelve
years! suffered wit h pains impossible to describe. I had hearing-down feelings,
backache, burning sensation in my stomach, chills, headache, and always had
I was a,fra id to stay an me, for 1 sometimes had
black specks be fort my eyes.
four and five fainting spells a day. I had serveraI doct <>rs and tried rpany pat
ent medicines. To o years ago I was so had that 1 ha 1 logo to bod and have' a
trained nurse. Through her. I commenced to take Lydia II. Pink-ha :i‘s
Vegeta hie Coin;)' nd, and I never ha< anything give me the relief that it has.
I have taken eight bottles, and am now enjoying the best of health again.
1
can trull, lu ily say it has cured e./’
ness

allowed to grind
their cane—conditions that mean univer-

Spanish-C'uban house, with

a

plantations

and the

not

Ameiicdi guarantor, but 1 had well sal
hunger to the laboring classes and an
known the concern for years- knew them !
aggregated loss of millions to the plantto he away up m the millions aim could !
ers.
Everybody was in suspense- those
st c
not
any risk regarding the charter. ; whose hearts were built on the insurgent
llut one
he tilings to be proud of and ; model are
waiting and hoping for the*
satisfied with it one can. is the great nnm- !
!
Enited States to interfere in the war,
b«
«-t friends one has at times- people!
while all desire that the making of sugar I
who know his badness so much more j
may again he freely allowed by the liish
deal A than he docs himself, and are will- \
Ceneral, Wcyler, alias “lbitcher.” This
tlei s.dually i*pinn"is and so much
;nn
city is supposed to be. secretly, the most
ad\ c without pay.
And alter all. most!
intensely rebellious of any sen-poll in tvmen
ie
wilful and conceited that j island.
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The
annexation! ts
no

|

j

people

char- j ail of the best rebels
desire to sec Cuba
Uisv.dt
la.mc. Ley olid reeai i, much ad- |
completely under the American govern j
litieism was kimny offered. There incut. The lcadeis and
veise
lighters, howevei. j
be an imnic-cate >p dish Ameiiw
j the wild, t he ult ra-.eh.-lliouH, the iusm !
can wit. aid the teeliugs wei e already so j
gent-born, tin-* propera vies>-in esponsil :
stt. m.-d : eat it must be unsafe to ge> full of
j
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impulsive people,
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independent
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Ithey succeed it would be a most suil
the harbor between sunset and sunrise, j
able place to sen*; very wicked people t" j
m* stra.iger allowed
on the streets
j

J

Mrs. Clias.

King's Experience.
A woman’s body is the repository of the
most dedicate mechanism in the whole
realm of creation, and yet most women
will let it get out of order and keep out of
order, just as if it were of no consequence.
Their backs ache and heads throb and
burn; they have wandering pains, now here and
now there.
They experience extreme lassitude,
that don’t-care and want-to-be left-alone feeling,

place:

the island and back, in which
I believed there was more profit than in

charter,

A WOMAN’S BODY.

)
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be blout-d! 1 could kick

s

e

indeed looked

we
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had rain, fry and thunder, with three
1 cable, sunless days, follow-

four disay

ed by a slow, warm, mild chance into the
homewaid carg *.
when they die. and a very proper place to doling those hours.
There is not much
port of call. No ends this day, and all is
J
last mau 1 spoke with before sail- j send living creatures convicted of such credit due *>ne now for
behavior
j
good
j well.
Etc A. Kichakdsom.
;■
w.e
ot
mastei
seme < xpe lienee ! heinous crimes
that the punishment, of while in Cuban ports- be is obliged to1
^
Del.. Feb. la, 'i>7.
Lewes,
t!
duel ably my j diior In age and death is not sufficient.
In some!
keep good hours, at has'.
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not >n judgment and williugThis view does not agree with the pop- years bark a wiutei voyage U> Cuba was j
Mis Last Novate Made.
■:
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Jle '-aid w ith mwell ular American sentiment regarding tlu- ! rather a social round of pleasure.
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My old friend
Captain Will lliehborn was one of the
late arrivals, and I was glad to set* him in
his new, four-lined, sterling schooner,
lit* secured the
the 1«. W. Hopkins,
Ik s' teims for a pi >•s],eetiva homeward

We procargo of any vessel in the port.
cured our homeward load promptly, wiih! out irmilih or worry, and “cleared" with
the tils" cargo ot mw -ogai shipped this
st»ason from the whole South side. and. 1
think, from the whole island. Sailed on
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a
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to
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making trips

northern ports to the south side of
Cuba (beyond St. ,Jag<q and return, make
a
complete circuit of the island, which
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than (ioO miles of longitude,
by that course they make best use of the
trade-winds and have the assistance of

covers

more

the bull' Stream

on

the homeward pas-

sage.
After parting with that masked, barking pointei and setter, we ran down the

it, red and warm, from the body of a, south side and rounded Cape Antoine,
aiih hovered along under the lee.
Mexican, named Edouardo Garcia, then with a slant of fair wind (which is
giant
She j
who had been a brigand-outlaw from there unusual) skimmed close up by
was a blaze of light and also showed the
|
or
distinguished lights of an admiral’s skip. Cienfuegos for two years before the Havana without any more nightmare
or atThey apparently took a good look at us war, and was only killed a few weeks ago, seeing anything either suspicious
were

Fourteen

days

vve

tioning.

The

long, crooked,

canal-like

channel is very narrow across, while up
and down it is thirty fathoms strong.
Another vessel in trying to work in at the
time had to anchor In very deep water
and broke down the hawsepipe. She was
then obliged to tow in while working up
same

the anchor with outside tackles.
charge for towing is enormous.

The

The sword is of

tain’s own company.

primitive make, number “85,” with
mense

horn handle

riveted with

an

im-

brass.

After its capture it was on exhibition for
a w hile and then laid by in the armory as
a forgotten trophy of war, until the donor

tions with
“There’s
not

no

intention of

none

so

blind

finding

as

any.
he who will

see.’’

We
eleven

had

a

days

fine
from

moderate chance

of

Hatteras.

1

port

to

have noticed that in winter time

a

rough

surreptitiously brought it out for me. 1 chance while south of Hatteras is genervalue it highly as a sanguinary curiosity, ally followed by a good run into port;
but doubt if 1
Some of the

ever use

it in actual

war-measures

now

war.

enforc-

ed in the sea-ports are rather against our
liberty. No boat is allowed to move in

while nine time out of ten

a

mild chance

up to that “trocha” seems to guarantee
some sort of punishment at the north.
This time, instead of ice, sleet and snow,

ocean-going sailing vessels |
with her rigging as taut as iron i
bars, and your shipmates bolding your |
never seen on

SIGN/

nowadays,

1~

hair

on your bead.
’What she can’t carry she may lug’ j
was the text at
sea then.
I remember
when 1 was in the clipper Northern Eight 1
we carried stu'n sails
slap into boston j
harbor, making the famous passage of!
and
four
hours from >an j
seventy-six days
Francisco. Our ship leaked like a basket;
but we lunl shipped a double crew for the i
run, and one crew did nothing but pump |
ship. There was some'cracking on of sail
when ships of J.OOU tons or imue had all,
their to} hamper whisktd over the lee side
while the skipper was turning to spit over
the tall rail.
Even after t hat some ol the
ship- made good passages. It's a funeral
now adays to lose a
\.
topgallant mast:.
Y. Sun.
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Obituary
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period Remedy for ConslipaStomach,Diarrhoea.
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Miss Eix/ie barker Davis died Eel),
-dih, after a lingering illness, aged twenty-one years, tour months, she was the
only daughter of ( apt. Charles and Hat- i
tie Douglass Davis ot bionksville.
Miss I
Davi> was a very estimable young lady.
beloved by all.
Her death lias cast a 1
gloom over the * ommunity. The parents !
and brother have the s\ mpatliy of all in
tlieir bereavement. The funeral was held
Sunday, Feb. -JStli, at the Congregational
church, ot which she was a member,
hev
F. \\
Snell officiated.
Music was
by a quartette composed tit Miss Alice
Miss
<
Eva Stevens,
Tapley.
apt. Ceorge

■
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Aimer Cot-urn, J T Putnam. ,u
t'
veu
Y irk F 1> i f .-'Mil 11 logo.
A G Ropes. Dai v 1 Rivers, arrived
t N- \v
York Fel) 11 In-m San Franciseo.
A J Fuller, T R Coltoni, sail*-.! tr* m
Delaware Breakwater Oct 20, horn RmmdeiN

e\V

phia

lor Naga.-.aki.
Belle of Rath, C Curt is, sailed fa m Hong
1 tor New York; passed An

Kong Jan

Town Meeting.

Jan 20.

the

■

■

••

■■

■

Tuesday afternoon,

at

II. W. Brokaw officiating.
The body will
be taken to Searsport, where the interment will take place. [.Springfield, Mass.,
Union, March 1st.

ed into the tin on the inside of the can
before the goods are put in. and in this
way there could be no tampering with
the date.
The mark would be plainly
distinguishable, and it would be made in
such a way as not to be counterfeited, for
if a can is marked from the outside the
difference could be detected immediately.
Canned goods over a rcruiin age could not
be sold as fresh goods: and from my own
experience in purchasing canned gnods, !
am inclined to think tluu some such law
as the above would be a pretty good tiling.
The long-rumored monstei steamship
for tic White Star Line has at last been
announced and the contract l'<»r her construction a warded to Ilarland iV Wolff Co.,
Belfast, who have built other White Stat
steamers.
She will he 704 feet long,
which is iJ.7 feet longer than u as the 1. icat
Eastern and 10b feet longei than the Eu
cania, and will be equipped with twin
screws and the best modern devices for
speed and safety. It. is expected that sinShe will
will be launched next January.
be named the Oceanic.

it

from the Delaware
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doubt-

arrived and beat into the port of Cienfuegos, which latter feat is worth men-
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sharp as a
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Dame Baim-s. u C Arp.-, sailed l;.mi
“sarkastie" sayings at the
Zanzibar Dee 1 for Singapore r.. lead h
New
recent “Women’s Town Meeting” was 1 York or Boston
passed An -a- A ai- to
that advocating the building of an iron
I
1
bridge because of the high price of wood more Mar- !, i fr< mu H« mg i\ ng.
1
F’ Whilm
in town, a report, being circulated that |
A s IVmiiej.
Knii!>
Jan 2 i--r 1 In.;,, md Deiawnr< apt. Lovett bad
paid >20 a thousand foi Slmnghae
w ater.
Break
hoop poles, which were “all moss and
ml, D
marred up. too."
It was also voted to
New Yor! Nov
or .lapai
plow up the Common and plant it to yel- 22, !ai. 22 22 S 1 m. 1
W
low e\cd beans fur use at “Bean Suppers.’ I
Gov Roi-ie, N i.-l.oiM. arriv -d ;-.t M
nmalso buy the Sidelinger school-house for a
Fei, 20 from New York
Mnllh‘11 iM'UlI] Ml
;l|)I. Beilis.
Great Admiral Row. !! at Marst :i!.-s -1 an
piegerv ; and all grub left over from the
•Iolin ('olcord Beals died suddenh at suppers was to he f< d the pigs and not sold 22. ! h -ad li >r New Y- rk.
i lenry J> Hyde. S< n! m.-r airi .-d 1’ 11 1
to Oscar Houhl at half price, as formei Iv
liis home.
Willualiam load. Saturda\
lidu Jan
li-i-in San Fmne
lev N Y-*rk.
done. < >h^ men caught smoking igaicttc.;
J«
night. Besides his wife and two children, arc to he Tined. «Jol !, 1 trail ford w'as chosen
si-pilUs, !‘ R Gilkev, ieared fr .n New
York Man-, i I
Shang-et..
Janus S and* aro M., he leaves no near
liquor agent. The “Rural House" to he
relatives, a brothel and smei having died moved onto Seven Tree Island and made from NrwvaMie \ s \V. Fei _, •.-■ il-M.g
iutoan “Old Woman’s Home." A motion Kong.
recent iy.
to have elect ie lights on the island w as not
May Fnnt. F I > i* Niehols, sailt- i in a.
Mr. Beals was horn at Dexter Me.. Au- carried. it
Jan 2-5 |,
1!. 1
:m; New
being thought if Klmei 1 ig 111 San Fran,
gust g'N l>Js where he spent his child- was sen: there it would be light enough.
I'm tail, A N i
|
111 i: r« i,
,.
i
i,.
mu
hood, removing to Seaisport, Mr., when [ Union Times.
Fraii' iM t1 Nh\ 21 tor Hu!
\
U C \hung. arm .1
it
he was bill a hoy.
Reaper.
“’I was ci an pletely eovered with sm-.-s.
N S W- a‘• ii F.-i 1- fr‘I ugu
i iAt the age ol thirteen lie became Idled ! Iv. -i-y museie :n my Duly ached. Had been oP-ibt a in t New York.
sieli. ha li V- y ears.
D■ ictors
eliM ih I:;.- liu
l: i; Thomas, CD N
with a dc.-iro to go to sea and went as
good. Must v my time was spent in bed: Flong Rung Jan I mr II -i
I;
eabdi lew and cook, working his v. a
Burdock Blood I5itup I w as a .-omphae wreeii.
JI
S iclmm, }{ T Lam ;hUm sa. d !••
iplet.eicured me in t Hr-•
step bv step until lie gained c mmiaiul of | te;s have
for N w Y--. k
a ■.
Kong Jan
a ship.
In this position he was i-Hiineutiy nil mbs." Mrs, Amur Xuepeii, 1’rookstow
Jan 27.
Mm:..
V
.r. .•
S I> Carh. tun, Ams..,ii\
suecesslu•. uev.-i having any serious acci'.
n
York Mai-h
IIi\-.n_r
dent while in eomuiand «•! a \ esse’i.
At
(
1
hoi
ill"
'.I
St- Nil
The war department has decided to asIS, U F
various times lit iias been in command of
sign to tin Maine state College two new tie F. I- la or San Fra. .s--..
the Henry Dai ling, ran*. Bichaid M«
S i.. t.
o! Maine. H (, i'm
ai
steel
held
of
a
d
2
alibreof
inches,
pieces
M mils. ( 'y clone and ot hers.
I
t! i‘i
N
..
and a ill ship them to (Mono some time SI'-i nghae Fei
He gave up sea life
me time ago and
C .a is
Til he E Star! ai k. Eh
tin spring months.
I’jM.n theii Ni'\v \ .u k Fr!. 2 nvm I?«-rn mi.i.
.•:,
dually sett le« 1 in this city, associating him- during
a it i al a light battery will be organized,
\
Win H M ;m>
A nisi a:
sell for a number of years with the bri- kin connection with the 'a llege battalion.
(let
for S-a Ft an. is •. si- ...
York
N
at
business
East
Windsor
Hill,
making
\\
The military department of the college, 2b, hit 7 o' * N, h ut
under the linn name of Potter A. Beals,
Win
11
Frank
1
it:
Conner.
Rein!:witi; a hand, four companies of infantry,
but he had not been actively engaged in
a
NeW York F-bn Ii ::i 11.-ng }\ -ng
a signal corps and the prospective
batbusiness for a number of years.
\V
t
J R.-t-eli, Sen
1. n.oeU-i
H
.g
lit* was well-known in business circles ten, meets the highest commendation of Hong for Nt n York, passed .-.a a i
;o
the government inspecting officers.
in this city as upright and honorable in
HARKS
his dealings and a pleasant man to conAllan. W Spies. ( > .Me\ ers VI
verse with.
During the past month he
1
il
Im
New York
pa• A •;
Singapore
ban frequent attacks of oppressed breathjer 1 )ec 27.
and
it
was
in
such
an
attack
he
died.
Alice Reel 1, Aiaksoli V r< i. sal
ing
v
\ -rk.
Ills health was about as usual Saturday,
Monte' ide. .) an 2o i. -r N
hear---;
Carrie L Tyler, Laimast**?
and he laughed and chatted w ith his famiiSavannah Fk-b 27. for New
ly in the evening, as was his wont.
s.
C P Dixon, N F tLike
He was married to Elizabeth ( Hilmore
DTA RR1KEA, DYSENTER V,
Y-.rk I b e lb lor |‘ur! N it a 1
of Seaisport June 1. lshg. He was a great
and all BOWEL COMPLAINTS.
a
'd.ii
Eiiward M t\, sailed in:
u*ver ol the beautiful and the curious, and
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
for New York
troubles
is
1 is collections include some rare speciEvic Reed, A T Whittier, -tr: :\ed .:; V n
York Feh 7 lr-.ir Moutevale
mens, including paintings said to have
Harvard. ( oj.a.nl. sailed » -a- L- I !' ui
been executed by Michaci Angelo.
send Fel> b for V tiparats.
A short funeral service will be held at
-a
Herbert Black. sY H Rian- i.arthe house
i\MO
Hev.

just beyond the city, while with other tractive.
In passing Florida we saw one of the
rebel soldiers trying to capture a small
though
Did You Ever
required something more than complete provision train of pack-mules which was White Squadron speeding rapidly, and Try Electric. Bitters as a remedy for your
idleness to hold our company.
being escorted by a detail from the cap- wasting our coal, searching for expedi- troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
but did not follow long—we

less beneath much attention,

craft

steamboat under
your feet
across the seas under a press of

A

vessel

the

clipper

a

Among

The Maine packers of canned goods
looking for filibust- will be interested to know that a moveers.
We never changed our course through ment is on foot in Massachusetts to
get the
the whole one-sided engagement; perhaps
Legislature to pass a law forbid ding the
ments levied and accredited to the govfrom the fact that being chased blindfold sale of canned
goods unless properly
ernment..
It does sometimes seem that
and fired after in the darkness, did not stamped with the
year the goods are put
every Spaniard lias his moderate price
common courtesy.
We
The date, say 1st 17, could be stampand that all things Spanish are rotten to seem to demand
up.

unts

not

1

on

having

fjpllpi

Robert Redman, a well known resident
f Bm ksport, died suddenly March :‘-d of
heart disease.
Mr. Redman was born on
Hong Island and came to Bucksport with
Ids fathers family some thirty-live years
He made a good'living by fanning
ago.
and trading in farm produce, meat, etc.,
and at the time of his death carried on a
milk route in the village.
Ilis wife died
some six years ago.
Four sons and two
daughters survive. Deceased was nearly
o4 years of age.
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There has been much less blood- ments. while in port, led up to a great
war Than the reports would | deal
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A great many of the j
o
believe.
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and

avoid each
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so

cargo outward was shooks. provisions
and hoop-poles, and the return cargo was
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Clipper Ships.

“One of tlie youngsters asked me the
other day,” said the Old Skipper, “if I
had ever been to Europe on a recordbreaking liner. I told him I hadn’t, and
never wanted to go there that
Jt is
way.
just a question of engineers and stokers,
mere landsmen, on a big
liner, and I’d
rather ship before the mast, even on one
of your lubberly forty-day steel squareriggers with bows like a canal boat, than !
go on a steamship. It would be just about
as interesting to me as a
trip on a railroad train.
“The kind of sailing I like it will never
be the privilege of you young fellows to
indulge in. You will never know'the fun

relief. This medicine has been found to he
to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderful direct influence in giving strength and
tone to tiie organs.
If you have Loss of Ap-

j peculiarly adapted

petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells,

Electric. Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
Fifty cents and £1.00 at Kilgore &
Wilson’s City Drug Store.
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ton 1 >ee in for coal i-on.
Lucia Porter, Farrow. s; 1,i from V*
mington, N C, Jan 22 for P rt S| til
dad.
Mars A Hall, Haskell, arrived it N \\
York Jan 27 from 1 >anen.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, saib-d iron k >-u
Feb 11 for Buenos Ayres.
R \V Hopkins, Hn libon arrived at Fennfegos prior t< Feb 1 fr-.m Baliinior--.
Sal lie I'On, \V I! West, at Buenos Ayres
Jan 17 from Annapolis, N. s.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile
Mareli 2 for Cienluegos,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Havana Feb 0 from New York.
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Iolani, McClure, s;i:u-d from New Y -k
Feb lb for Honolulu and Hong Kotig
Limy A Nickels, C M Nirlnus. sad- I fr.New York l)ce 1 for H-uig K ing.
Mabel 1 Meyers. Wn. Me ns •%;.
Buenos Ayres Feb pi for Pernambu.-.
Matanzas sailed fr. m New York Feb gfor Havana
Penobscot. E G Parker, sai md from H
Kong Jan -"•! for New Y-.rk.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sa h-d t.vm
Amsterdam Feb pi for Surinam
passe.t
Deal Feb 22.
Rose Dims, Melvin Coleord. sailed from
Santos Jan 27 for Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontoio --from Sourabaya.
St Lucie Smeed, arrived at Barbadoes
Feb 24 from Port Nata!
Thomas A Goddard, W SGrihin. arrived
at Portland Mar.-h : from boston
.. ord, sai
hum
Willard Mudgef. A * t
M- nt-evideo.
New York Feb b ft

Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.

Standard Seed and

nas

Til

tf7

MAINE.

THERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE
Who are injured by the use of coffee. Recently
there has been placed in all grocery stores a new
preparation called Grain-o, made of pure grains,
that takes the place of coffee. The most delicate
stomach receives it without distress, and but few
can tell it from coffee.
It does not costover 14
as much.
Children may drink it with great benefit. 15cts. and 25cts per package. Try it. Ask
for Grain-o.
lmlO.
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Kurklrn’*
The Best Salve

Arnica
in the

A

Hot

world for Cuts

FOR SALi
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BY

A, A. HOWES A

give perfect

satisfaction ..r
Price 25 cents per box
money refunded.
Wilson.
&
For sale by Kilgore
to

B<

Water

SYRINGES

Salve.

Bruises, Sores, Fleers, Salt Rheum, Fevci
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.
Dorns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is

guaranteed

FULL I INF <>l
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and tin- vessels moored nearby. All hands
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•-peerli, bad
tions

ask.

to

ed on
lated
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pressure priucipi
degree indicating that life was
too short to wait for an answer
especially when the respondent was less favorably
gifted than himself.- With several rapidly executed hops and skips he crossed the
deck, passed over the rail into his boat
and away, leaving a large number of unanswered questions on deck.
As there was to be still further delay
in starting for the Banks, and the date of
sailing could not he definitely lixed, the
prospect of a cruise late in the season
to those higher latitudes had rather a
at

chilling

a

effect

fresh sailor.

upon the young and very
hie evening the Skipper

<

In response to a cordial invitatiou his host went with him for an hour's
sail in his sail-boat, Hying across the harbor before

a

brisk wind.

The schooner requiring before sailing to
a hawser aud other rigging and

the Banks

ashore.

From this point

readi <’aimer's Harbor, them
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by packet

Rockland.

•hi.the following morning, when the
usual duties had been performed, breakfast served, the cabin and Jlxtures put in
as

good e.mil!
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of
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praeticahie. etc., the

responsibility

fell

from

his

■boulders and the

ex nn>k went on deck,
adieus, and with something
like regret passed over the rail into the

exchanged
boa* and

was set on shorty
ending- a oiler
term of suiloid life, which on the whole
had been a pleasant one.
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reported, with what sucnot. known to the writer.
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Bram’s

Exceptions

Boston, March
have been allowed.
notified

in

Allowed.

Brain's exceptions
be formally

He will

to-morrow

court

afternoon.

His sentence will not lie imposed this
week, but some day soon. His counsel
District Attorney Hoar and Assistant
District Attorney < usey were given a
further hearing of two hours this aft ernoon
upon allowing exceptions. Allowing Brain's exceptions puts him in a position after the imposition of his sentence
to apply to the
lHited States supreme
for

court

a

writ

of

error

to

ceptions ‘onsidvred by thatobtain

have his
court,

ex-

and to

execution of sentence
until tile supreme court shall have passed
upon hi.- t-vci ptions.
a

sta\

«d

Papers and Periodicals.
i

i-

Maim-

Jan

P«

made

mot-rat, wliieh suspi tided
its appearance again last

week ami will out iutie to he published at
Augusta. Hie paper will “tight for the prineiples laid down l»\ Jefferson and Jackson,"
md will he under the exclusive mai agmnent
<>( II. Belaud

Thompson.

Printer. Boston, Bay
Thompson manager, lias been enlarged by
the addition of four pages
It is impossible
to have too much of a good thing—of this
kind at least—and publishers and printers
The

will

Press

and

welcome this

enlargement

of

a

very

announced

that

readable and useful publication.
A

Maine

paper

gravely

exchange

the necessary business hgd been attended
! spnnds: “We should say not, nor do we bein town the skipper and two of the I iieve
many of the breeding establishments
crew accompanied the dory which carried | of this State have that sort of an animal.”

hired
boy I
f your sidewalk?
When a man no longer
mis shovelling a pastime, it is a sign he is
Muiin i\ ; “Oh, 1 like it as
getting old.
'.•moil as ever, hut my s-o t-denia! is stronger
that it used to lie." [Boston Trans- r ot

I
I

i

|
!
1
!

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The facsimile

Blgaauira
of

Shi
‘‘Well, whatever you may say of Mr.
I Perkins. 1 think it was nice of him to give
! Ins wife credit for eve5 y success he has had ."
He—“But. my dear >Dss Gladys, you seem
; not. to have observed the fact that Perkins
fails at

j
j

j

three miles would enable him to

or

supplies, we sailed one fine day for Cam- | “David Mcl’heters recently hauled a log
w ith a ’.km) horse 25 feet long and 22 inches
den, entering that harbor in the afternoon
at. the top end,’
and triumphantly
and anchoring. Ail hands went’on shore, through
“( an any of the lumbermen beat
inquires,
landing near the steamboat pier. When this.’’ To which another
reto

!
j

asked for leave of absence, unlimited ;
When due amount of persuasion had been
used without effect by the skipper and I
>■ rew,
it was concluded that on the next j
morning the would-be absentet should be I

set

j

;

was

two

says

body says must be true.

1

say and n.an> quesKv'ub. nt!y lie way on si ne.-t j

murb

Everybo.lv

I

everything,”

[Brooklyn

the

THE

WEEK.

Maine Matters. Of the entire Shaw
A Morse insolvent aggregation, just one
man has received his discharge in the insolvency court at Bangor. That happen- |
ed February 25th. when Judge Burgess
granted to F. F. Morse of Island Falls a
full discharge from all his debt incurred in
the collapse.
Morse, who was partner
with Walter K. Shaw in the lirm of Shaw
A Morse, and also interested in the Shaw
A Morse Lumber Co., is regarded as a
victim, not a conspirator.Lucius L.
Keith of Fast Maeliias, the veteran banker
of Washington county, died February 25th.
He was president of the Maeliias bank of
discount and deposit and treasurer of the
Maeliias Savings Bank at the time of his
death.
His property will be divided
among his relatives in Massachusetts and
tlit- west_ V former Maine woman, Mrs.
Alice 1*. Snow, lias just celebrated her
100th birthday in New York city receiv- j
ing birthday congratulations from Itev.
.John Hall, her pastor, roses from Cal- 1
ifornia, and best wishes from her old
friends in Saco.T. H. Spaulding of
North Anson shipped 50 barrels of apples
abroad early in January, which netted
him $1.30 per barrel.Ten of Ellsworth’s
schools are closed on account of measles..
...Bank Examiner Titnberlake will begin,
very soon, tlie annual examination of the
banking institutions of the State, the
trust companies and loan and building
associations, as required by law.Neal
Dow’s 03d birthday, March 20, is to be
properly observed in this and other countries.
There will be a demonstration in
Portland on the evening of that day. City
has
hall
been engaged for the occasion.
Bov. -James B. I)nun of New York city
There will
will be tli*' principal speaker.
hi* short addresses by Portland people.
....The trustees of the Maine State Failmet
recently and decided upon the following stakes for the races at the annual
Maine colt
exhibition in September:
stakes, ! year old, 3 year old, 2 year old
and 2 year
old
i
3
old.
uotteis;
year
year
chi paceis. -t year olds eligible to 2 35
class, 0 year olds eligible to 2.40 class:
2. 15, i' 01 .ind 2 20 trots; 2.50, 2.04 and ;
2.20 pacing class.
The trustees revised j
the premium list and made up the trotting
j
stake's foi the fair this year-The 10th
i
AssoAlumni
<>1‘
the
annual reunion
Colby
ciation of Boston was held February 20th |
at the Parker
President Adam
House.
j
Matthews, '0,4, presided, and John C. j
President Butler,
Rider was secretary.
of the University responded to a toast—
About the first of April work will be re- !
soiiied on the lighthouse and other building' on {'wo Bush Island. Mussel Ridge
('iianuel_'I lie Senate Committee on ap- j
propria*.ions has cut down the amounts for
Portland and
Koekland harbors from,
"too.(kki to >400,000.The contract for
budding the hull of the new Harpswell i
line steamer. to take the place of the
Mej yconcag, lias been awarded to the j
duiiand shipbuilding 1
The new boat
will be pr:eitica!i v a fa«* simile of the SebasT gap.
It will eost *24.000 and is to be
e<
injdeted by the J«>th of dune.Thomas
I’d WYMi, Bangor, convicted of an assault j
upon bis wife, has been sentenced to live j
months in Penobscot county jail; sentence j
to <late from the time of bis conviction on j
Feb. 17.....The present outlook tor work j
in the shipyards of Bath is very encouragThis winter only
ing toi next summer.
oil
schooner was on the stocks but the
recent placing of contracts with Bath
shipbuilders of two large schooners and a
big steamer to build, has created a boom
that is confidently expected will grow in a
few weeks.Daniel C. Libby of Horliam,
one of the best known residents of Cumberland county and one of the oldest Masons in the .State, died in that town Feb.
His wife died only 24
28th, aged SO.
hours before himself.

Life.

The good feeling existing between the
pastors and societies of the different, denominations in Belfast lias been noted. Zion’s

|

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!
Ask your Grocer r<) day r<» show you a
package of
drain o, tin* new to <d drink that takes the place
•feoffee. Thcehiluren tnav drink it without inlury as well as the adult. All who try it. like it.
drain o has that rich seal brown of Mocha or
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and tho
most delicate, stomac h receives it without diskless. 1-4 the price of
offee. 1 r»c. and 2‘>ets. |>er
Imlu.
[laekage. Sold by all grocers.

Herald reports a like'satisfactory condition
of affairs in Taunton, Mass. It. says:
Twelve pastors of this city m the followin:

denominations—Congregational,

Bap-

tist, Episcopalian, Methodist., Presbyterian,
I'nitarian and Fniversalist—have united in

holding

union religions services in the TumiTheatre
Sunday nights during the
month of
ebruary. The preachers were
selected by
ballot, ami are l!ev, .1 P.
Forbes, I'nitarian; Hew C. A. Stenlious**,
Methodist ; Rev. S. V. Cole, Congregational; Rev. O. J. White, Baptist.
A chorus
choir of about 150 voices is to give a service
of song, and local vocalists will give their
talent to enriching this part of the service.
There is a very delightful Christian spirit
among the ministers, and the effort, is intended to arouse the moral consciousness ot
lion-cliurch-goiug people. The meetings are
held at -S o’clock in the evening, after all
church services are closed.
ton

|
i

j
I
i

NOW IS

ITIE TIME TO BUY

|

SILVERWARE.

j

That Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the blood
and rel ev* s a vast amount of suffering is
not a theory hut a well known fact.

We Can Fit Your Eyes.

CARTERS

You

■ ITTLE

can see

what you

want in

Tiver

our

SATURDAY WINDOW.

SHUs

National Bank
P. O. Square.

Building.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi. i
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

SUN S SIBLEY CO.
JOUISBBS OK

GRAIM,
FEED.
SEEDS and

H

NEW BODY

GROCERIES.
Importors of

W

will

v
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.i

postpaid
\
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to

"’v."

D uIcin in th- ti:

any

j'lali;

Anthracite and
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L 031 IS*

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
i.'i.

ANCiER’S

.V7 1'ront St..

TELEPHONE!

Heff’-isf, Me,

;--j.

ETROLEUJW
EMULSION
The nio-t ivmuika! >h reeon.-trm
live in tin. histt ry of med’n iiu
lb >v 1 ung and !i. r- -at atte. ;i. .ns
and wasting dis.ua.- es it stands preeminent. It i- tin- long looked
for substitute f. a t od -I.iver < Ml,
and greatly superior in. u.-ults.
■otli’u'n. loan.- ;ng and heal
ing to the iutl.uned bu:g tissues,
it promptly relieves cough, and
:> also an aid to
appetite. digestion and bowel union, a rapid
ties It builder and sireiigdumer,
and perfectly agreeable to take.
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In* Bkief.
A despatch from Constantinople says that anarchy prevails in tlie
disturbed
districts of Asia Minor.
The I
Mrs. De Style—“Have you had any experience in attending pet dogs
?”—Applicant— Turks and Kurds have seized everything |
“No. mum, but I useter be a child’s nurse." belonging to the Armenians.The will
“Well, you may try it. but I warn you that of Jillia Cooper, New York, filed Feb.
I 'ruggists, 5.... ami Si *.o.
if you treat him as some nurses treat chil2Sth, makes the following charitable bedren lie’ll bite you.”
New York Weekly
A ii ^ ;t il v ert isement
quests: < ooper Union, "1(H).ooo; AdironSeni lor the Fumphlet.
Dover, N. H., Oct. :;i, Ls'.ic.
dack Sanitarium. S’-b.OOO; New York In
followed by
mustfbf
Messrs Ely Bros
-The Balm reached
lirmary for Women and ( hildren. 827.000. j
me safely and in so short a time the effect is
others that are clear
.the Herman steamer Diament, from
ANGIER
CHEMICAL
BOSTON.
son
CO.,
.surprising. My
says thefir*/ application
Bremer-Haven for New York, before re- !
ami to the j oint to
I have a shelf tilled
gave decided relief.
w ith "( '<(/-//
h Cures." To morrow the stove ! ported disabled in lew •>! sUamei Haliiee
1
f
get the desired reshall receive them and Ely’s (Team Balm ; was towed into 11 111tax Feb. 27th by the i
will reign supreme.
Biuiish stcamei British Umpire, from]
stilt s.
Respectfully,
Mrs. Franklin Freeman
Boston lui Uondon.\mbassadn and
('ream Balm is kept by all druggists. Full
Mrs. Tliomas F. Bayard will go to Italv
j
1
si/e.aUu
Trial s ze 10 cents.
We mail it.
immediately after Mi. Bayard receives
ELY BR >?., do Warren St
N. Y City.
the degree from Cambiidge on March 11.
Tltc N ci o 1 >akota Senate by a vote 4 j
Explaining Himself. .Judge. “Guilty or!
not guilty1," Prisoner: “Not guilty, boss?
1-1 to 14.
killed the bill increasing ’.he1
Great RESTORER
“l*Nvr
arrested
before
Prisoner
•fudge
residence requisite to a divoieefn m nineRestores perfej
"No. boss. “An' 1 lieva,i •lone stole nuttin*
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^
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Presimoves
all obstaMarch, April. May
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dent
Two
cles t o marriage.
And Successors to .5 •A ircderick A Co as
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your physical
groeei \ store near hi> liorne and found
entire
.nervous
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health.
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between
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manufacturers
and
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sins of youth and exm summer.
Now is the time to tak< Hood's workmen, at noncord, X. II., a new bill
cesses of later years
Sarsaparilla, heca ise now is the time when oi prices has been agreed upon, to run
Tents, A wnini/s, Cavf Carves.
elfeets
Removes
all
the blood must he purified, enriched ami two
Under
years, beginning. Mai h ist.
of dissipation and reDue/,, Com/nye* Taints. «tv.
italized, and because Hood's Sarsaparilla the new bill, the minimum pay will be 24
pairs all wastt places.
is tin only true blood purifier prominently
cents per hour.
for
Compensation
bridge
Cures Insomnia and
in the public eye to-day. Hood’s SarsapaOtherwise
work is particul irly specified.
No. 31 Front St
restores refreshing
Belfast, *l<»
rilla has power to make you healthy and
the old prices are continued.Canada
sleep. Cures Imguard your system against disease.
threatens retaliatory legislation i.i ease 82
potence and restores
Editor-in-Chief sternly to Assistant). 1
full vital power.
duty is put on lumber.Both branches
had not expected, sir, that this oliice conCures all wasting
of the Louisville city council nave passed
tained an Apostle of Secession!
What do
diseases and restores
an
ordinance prohibiting women from
to
all
you mean by this sentence “Under protecdevelopment
parts of the body
tion the United States have surplus.” Assis- wearing hats ai theatres and public halls.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
will
Todd
it.The
tant.
directors
What’s wrong? I am sure it’s gram- Mayor
sign
scientific treatment and affords relief from
matical. Editor-in-Chief. Grammatical.
I'd of the Boston and Maine railroad have
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
have you understand that the United States declared the regular quarterly dividend of
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
is one anil indivisable,
grammar or no gramguaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
1 1-2 per cent, on the common stock..
mar!
Our new treatise on Nervous Disease.-',
We rill presi-rip*> e\.n
Change that word to has. [Puck.
a~
Bradstreet’s says the placing of orders for
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
the\ arc uriti- n
v tinin
English Spavin Liniment removes all nearly l.b00,00*0 tons of steel within the
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 12 cent
clan, ami m*\
«;tibs( .r.
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- past three weeks is the most important instamps. Mention this paper.
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
cheaper r inft rim .iimg tm !,.•
fluence for improvement in general trade
Send 50c for Trial Treatment and be Cominced.
Splints, Sweeney, King Bone, Stifles, since the Novenibei eh '-lion.
nnc desired
\ on
w hat \...i
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
Sj reins, nil Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
;. v 11
KALAMAiOG. MICH.
IT UK l M>
Bave S50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted
AT TUK L0V4KM i*IU(
the most wonderful
Blemish
Cure ever
I’m.iTK ai
Points.
In Chicago the
known. Sold bv A. A. Jlowvs N Co., Drugwill nominate .John Allen
Republicans
gists, Belfast, Me.
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gratitude mayor
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[Puck.
A New Hampshire mail is to he
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pitted against him h\ tin- Democrats, in
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we might he too
Friendship, Wilbur A. Morse has just
long over- i
and launched a 40-foot lobster
looked, hailed the schooner, fine of the completed
smack, called the Hattie P. La wry, for Capt.
proved by the great number of small sounds that “resounds through memory’s Z‘Oias Lawry, formerly master of schooner
halls” is that of Wheeler’s voice as it re- Pnde of tin Port. lie has another contract
fishes that appeared on and neai the surfor a boat of about the same class for
Capt.
face of the water in lively movement.
William Parsons.
In lic Redly shouted through the
“Schoo-ner Mon-to-znma
after years whenever the writer heard
lint I
a-hoy!”
A. L. Acliorn, who is now at liome in this
Those on board were I < ity for a few days, lias been engaged as
those airs played the mind returns to the no response came.
first, otlie r on .T,
dosed
in
Pierpont Morgan’s y cht
the cabin, and the outside
up
scenes on board and surrounding the
! Corsair. The Corsair
is the Mag
of the
commotion prevented other sounds reach- V w York yacht club, can go 1H ship
Montezuma.
knots, and
carries 40 men.
is
a very deThe
them.
As
eacli
position
electrical flame lightToward night there were indications ing
sirable one in evertThere are
ed up the liarhor, the schooner with other two otlier Rockland particular.
men who occupy desirthat there was soon to be a change in the
able positions in the New York Yacht club.
in
the
could'
tie
shipping
port
distinctly Capt. David Weed has charge of the steam
mood of "old ocean."
Low lying clouds
seen pitching and
rolling under the power- yacht Cosette, owned by A. Tatum, a New
appeared and the air began to stir. The ;
V>rk
ful influence of wind and wave.
hardware merchant. Capt.
John
When a
change came rapidly. Before dark the
Cushman is captain of a yacht owned by
lull came ill the gale the boat was sent for some
insurance
is
a
men.
ft,
noticeable
fact
was
clouded
a
brisk wind was
sky
over,
us and took us on board the
schooner. that, <)wners of yachts now prefer “down
blowing and waves were dashing and
east" i-aj,tains to
It
others.
used to be
any
I'ntil late at night the cabin of the Mondifferent years ago. [Rockland Trfbuue.
spray living against the near-by ledges ;
tezuma continued to be
eleclighted
by
and small islands.
When the wind startZion's Herald publishes the following
ed up we sailed for Mark Island, and as tricity.
among other reports from the East Maine
The next day was a tine one and we
a quantity of cord wood was to be taken
Conference:
sailed back to the islands witli a
good
Belfast rejoices in a work of grace.
on board there for the vessel’s use, anchor
A
breeze, this time entering the “big” larger measure of love prevails, and the
was dropped about a fifth of a mile from
church has been quickened in spiritual acThoroughfare and anchored near the Vin- tivity Eight young people have been conthe island.
It was then becoming dark.
alhaven shore.
The shore scenery, as verted The pastor lias been assisted bv Rev.
The crew all went oti shore.
The wood,
viewed from our anchorage, was more de- H 1. Holt of Morrill.
w hich was on a bluff several rods from the
Searsport. “Dr. Fernald has had the help
pressing than inspiring in character. The j of Mrs Ftudersou of Auburn. He reports
waic:. was passed down the line from one
wide extent of low sea-washed ledges, good work done, souls saved, several reman
to the next.
Load after load was
claimed, the church quickened, and all
the background being slightly improved ; happy
iken in the boat t• the wsscl, the boy
Tin.mast,on. Eight have 1
u
received on
by tbe addition of huge boulders and
returning to the vessel on one of the first
probatem, forty-seven attend eiass-meeting.
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mgs are now in progress.
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Capt. Lewis F. Gott of Bass Harbor is
growing dark. We found shelter under a building a trim yacht for President Eliot of
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seaFrank Hallett of North Luhec is
ward side of the old freight-house.
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Rain a .yacht for M. Durrell, of Brown, Durrell
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was coming in great
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Luhec.
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Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup is a perfect cure for roughs and folds of ail sorts.

NOTICE.

CASTOIIIA.
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KLY’S CREAM liAV.M is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly ubsoriu-'l. 50
cents at Pnurirists or by mail; samples loc. bv mail.
ELY BROTH MRS, 50 V arren si., New York City.
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•IV am wind on my larin on the back road to
Scars]»..ri, utnh penal t\ ••! the .law.:
CKO. W.
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Louise Field is
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by train Tuesday for New York.
spending

a

visiting friends in

are

Fox Loro, Mass.
Maud B. Coleord and her
ereaux,

arrived hv train

friend, Miss Eila DevMonday.

Ship El Capitan, Capt. Andrew L. Carver, arrivat Baltimore March 4th from Japan.

ed

Fastnet Erskine and Kate Nickels returned

Bucksport Monday after
Silas L.

shop

at

lluiley has tilted up

his residence

on

a

serve

carriage painting

the Roulston farm.

G. W. Curtis and James L
Traverse Jurors to

to

short vacation.
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at

the

Dow*

April

were

of the

S. J. Court.

POWDER

Nickerson N-

Bailey aie sawing a large amount
spool timber, which is in great demand, as
they use the best of birch.
of

Samuel and
mains ot

their

Absolutely

Celebrated for ns great leavening
strength and health fulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common, to the. cheap
brands,
royai. rakino powder co.,

Caro Beals accompanied the refather,Capt. John C. Beals,toSears-

port lor interment last week.
The death of

Beniamin

A.

MeriHiew

James Harriman the oldest man in town.
AVhiTtum is the oldest person in town.
Miss

Pure

leaves

NEW YORK.

year, 12, and gave a list of the same.
of the tires were outside the hydrant

The shortest line of hose laid
longest 1.250 feet.

Mrs.

Georgia Ford is isit ing her sister. Mw
i’aimer ai Manehesier, Conn. During her absence
Miss Lizzie Sweeney will have charge of the telegraph otlice.

Town

was

One

Fire
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Old hose sold.'.
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Knox.
Selectmen, Willis Richardson, S
G. Til Ion. A F. s-A'ett; town clerk, W. P
school
:
committee, Harvey Sluices,
K;nne>
Harr\ R
1;
Mnnevappropriated: Schools,
852." 50: highways. si.51 Mi; current expenses,
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Expenses of Department
Hydrant rental.
Pay of hoseiuen and iani'ors.
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2,150 10
548.70
270.40
103 28

Nichols left l y
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MATCH SAFES,

Chase&Sa/nborins^

Equipment.
SR(MM)
Helmunt. Moderator, N. B. Allenwood, Sundry expenses.
j Fiurk. O. F. Fammett ; .selectmen, .J. N.
$3,180 48
Meats, F. M. Brewster and F. A. Tower;
32.88
Overdrawn.
N B. Allenwoo-F Collector ami
Treasurer,
There have n-n numerous ra-es of miluenza m
A
diver: I' .wn Agent and
We have in all 2,800 feel, of serviceable hose
; Fonstabie, F
t« wn i!
past lew week.-. Dr Flint wa> culled to
Auditor of Accounts, .1. \ Mears; School and 400 feet which will
Orloff.
Pekoe. !
Seal Brand.
probably have to In*
lit teen
.-e.s in
day and lias been cry success- | Committee. ,1. E. Elms and Thomas E.
Formosa
We
have
00
in
the
condemned
Ceylon
|
!
hyof
t
spring.
ful in
treatment
!.c epidemh
English
: Greer; Truant Officer. F.\Y Morse,
Japan.
j
and India.
IsLKMiOKo. Selectmen, Austin Trim, W. drants, including 2 on Waldo avenue which
I
i
Breakfast.
Ooloong. !
Parties are n
•orrcspondence with friends
I
Pendleton. B. F Heal
1
town clerk, J. R.
_b
1_
j
have not been accepted by the city. Two
here oesiring
buy a largt farm Any person ; Ryder, school committee, J. A.
Most Economical, because Purest and Best.
Sprague
Look for the Tea
knowing ot sin h a place on learning something and A. F. Hatch. Money appropriated: have been added .n the past year, one near
Box on Grocer 's
to their advantage
y addressing Box 17s.
Schools, 88<)o lnghw a\ s, 81 ,(HH); support of the Oirls’ Home and one on Peirce street
One Pound makes over 200 ( ups.
Counter.
poor, 88(H); other purposes, SI.550.
All members
the G
and Kiver avenue.
He advised that a hyA. B.. Ladies' Belief
! Mon vii.t.e. The list of officers elected
t «-i}'S.S*>ii> and Daughters of Veterans.will
drant
be
the
on
please was published last week.
placed during
coming year
Following are
tememi-.er tue lit- .aw entertainment this, Thurs- j the
to the approbation of the citizens for
Mill' NUYVS.
Voted to raise 82,870 as
I
appropriations
Northport avenue near the house <»f Capt. titled
its energetic work in the inn-rest of c!ean!;day. evening a* <-. A. B. Hall at 7 <» cloek. stand- ; follows. For schools, 8844 : support of poor, Daniel Carter. He recommends the
pur- ness and health.
As
a
result
the
ard time.
$400; town officers cuds, 88(H); insane hospicity has
PORT OF BELFAST.
J ta!
not been visited by any epidemic.
bills 8400; incidental expenses, $100; to chase of 350 feet of cotton rubber lined hose
James A. Beach, who has been in China, a pilot |
AUUIVED.
Von have succeeded in obtaining a decilete new road 85(H), to repair road op- add that they he titted with Higby thread
coni}
MarchS. Sell. Omaha, Mali, Boston.
on one
of
sion from the War Dep irrment. {locating a
the rivers there for the past seven j
Voted to
posite F. H. Grange Hall, 855
8.
March
Sells.
Raul
to
and
calls
attention
the
matter
Seavey, Pattersha.ll, Portcouplings,
raise $1,500 in labor for repair of highways
nridge that some day will span our harbor. land; Garland, Allen, Green’s
ycar>, returned via Sail Francisco last week.
AfLanding; Hunter,
the ensuing year.
ter a short visit to friends Mr. Beach will probVoted to raise 810 to j of a district fire alarm, and to the hydrant The reason why it is not there now is well Stanley, Swan's Island.
known to all
"AILM*.
break the highways next winter. Voted to | pressure.
ably return to China.
March 4. Sch. John M. Fiske, Nutter. Rockland.
In performing tiiis work
have had
re-let the town farm to S. H. Berry on the
Marcli *>. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner,Rockland.
| The. Finance Committee reported on the much with which to contend. you
< >hi 11 akv.
Died in Searsport March 8th, 1897, sauie terms as last vear.
Unavoidably
Marchb. Sell. Omaha, Hall, Rockland.
settlement
with
the
The
Treasurer.
the
GovernmentC.ty
succeeded
left,
an
A.
W
City
you
ai.do.
At. our annua! meeting, March
Meritliew, aged 88 years, 14 days.
Men; a in in
JMKKll'AN POUTS.
Mr. Merit hew was born in Orlaud Feb. 22, 1809, Sth, the following offkvrs were e e ted : Mod- books were found correct. The report in- unsettled claim in litigation, of $1,000, payNcw Yoik. March 4. Ar, brig Havilah, Richarderator, Omar G. Hussey; Town Clerk, cludes a summary of the various accounts, able to Messrs. Dyer and Carter, and an- son, Natal; sell. Belle Hooper, Macoris; sld. bark
ami was the son of Benjamin Meritliew and
other claim of Mr. Harrison Hay ford against
R. A. (' smith, Port Elizabeth ; 5, ar, sells. Jerome
Clarence H.
Selectmen, Assessors which
Nancy Atwood He married Namy Smith Dec. and Overseers Smith;
B- Look. Macoris; Susie P. t Rivet', do; cld, sell. Jenmay be learned by reference to the the city on which lie. recovered about $800,
of Poor,Omar G.Hussey,Chas.
nie
A. Stubbs. Dorr, Aruba; 7, ar, bark Carrie L.
1835. by whom lie had six sons and two daughters.
of
which appears in outstanding orders,
$200
W. Sliorey, Samuel J. Gurney; Treasurer, Treasurer's report.
Savannah ; sch. George Gurney, Boston.
the balance remaining unpaid.
His widow, live sons and one daughter survive George C. Sanborn; Collector, Constable
You have Tyler,
The Finance Committee say of the refundMarch 4. Sld, sch. Humaroek, Veazie,
Boston,
had considerable expense for engineers,
him. He moved to Searsport in 1858, followed the and Truant Officer, Nahum E. Ciary; SuperSavannah; a, ar, sells Daylight, Baltimore; Esof the bonds that of the $118,100, $112,000 legal
ing
advice, etc., in the bridge matters.
intendent, J.G. Harding; School Committee,
telle,’YVelmingtou, N. C.; Henry Clausen, Jr., Fersea on-a Time, since which he lias lived a quiet
You had to meet a disaster in the loss of
Herbert E. Wentworth, Ed%ard Blake, Gil- has been surrendered for payment, leaving
naiidina; 8, ar, -rh. James Holmes, Ryan, Belfast.
life in the village. His funeral took place from
Philadeli>hia, March 3. Ar, sells. Mabel Jordan,
man
Roberts, Arthur Sheldon, Geo. O. | $1,100 outstanding. The new 4 per cent, seven bridges in a single day, costing the Turks
Island ; Olive T. Whittier. Whittier, Satilia.
the Methodist Church Wednesday the services Holmes and Warren Johnson.
thousands
of
city
dollars, thus preventing
Money rais- bouds have been disposed of as follows:
Baltimoie, March 3. Ar, bark Josephine, Mcconducted by Rev. 0. H. Fernald.
contemplated
00
improvements.
Voted to pay 2 per cent, for
ed, $2,740
Rio Janeiro; t>, ar, sch. A. B. Sherman,
Clean,
Yet so economically have you conducted
Voted $io for T. H. Mar- Bonds.$112,000 00
The annual town meeting- last Monday was collecting taxes.
Pillsbury. Jacksonville;
Premium.
shall Post, G. A. 1C, fur Memorial expenses.
1,892 80 the city’s business that the tax rate has not
March (». Cld, sch. Sarah E. Palmer,
Portland,
fully ai’ended, but owing to the amount of busiInterest.
482.70 been increased but actually reduced.
Brooks. At tlie annual town meeting,
Whittier, Loiiisbury, C. IL
ness
transact, ami the great interest in the
Ami now, as you retire from office, what
Darien, March 3
Cld, sch. Celia F., West, New
March
the following officers were elect8che.•] que-uion, the meeting was continued to ed
John H Gordon moderator; Otis W
Total.$114,875 50 does the Treasurer’s report, show ? For hv York.
Fernandina. March 4. Sld, sell. Gen. Adelbert
the
final
result
will
the
citizens
The
clerk
officers
were
elected:
Mam-lius
J.
your
judge
Tuesday.
Lane,
;
The net gain to the city by the refunding
billowing
Dow, Charles E.
Ames, Lord. New York; 5, ar, sell. Willie L. NewF. J. Wentworth, moderator; J. 11. Sullivan,
Bessey, F. W. Gibbs, selectmen, assessors scheme, as shown by the report, is $1,901 07. acts.
ton, Havana.
March 4, lotto, the 1 reasurer s
report showBrunswick, March 3. Sld, sch. Win. E. Downes,
K-rk
b-1 u W. McGilvery. James G. Pendleton, and overseers of the poor; Elmer G. Robed in the city treasury, $1018 81. Outstand- Marshall, Boston; (5, cld, sell Anna Pendleton,
treasurer. E. T. Bessey, collector and The retired and cancelled bonds have been
erts,
J;ime.- V. ('..Ison, selectmen, assessors and overing orders to he pud fr »:n this, $800 12, and Thomas, New York; 8, ar, sch. Jennie F. Willev,
C. E. Foss, superintendent of turned over to the City Treasurer.
constable;
seers <>| the poor; 1). 1. Goodell. town agent; C. O.
Savannah.
a coupon account unprovided for of $8,228 00.
schools. It was one of the most pleasant
Mayor Hanson read the following:
Galveston, March 6. Ar, sch. Viola Reppard,
You have provided for this deficiency, met
Sawyer, treasurer: ('. F. Adams, auditor; G. H. and harmonious meetings that the tuwn has
I Minton, Norfolk.
all the city's liabilities promptly, and the
(tentlkmen of the City Council: This
The ladies of the W. R. C.
B< wen. H. H. < rockett, F. S. Cyphers. A. Stinson, had for years
Jacksonville, March 8. Ar, sch. Maud Briggs,
Treasurer's
consummates
for
for
the
read
in
report
1807,
your St. Thomas.
pres< unstableA. L. Mosman, G
F. .'larks, F. A. furnished a nice dinner t«> all who desired meeting to-night
hearing to-night shows a cash balance in the
and deserve credit for the excellent enter- ent your service as servants of our city. As
Key West, Fla., March 8. Ar, sell. Penobscot,
urtis.Fire Wardens ; C. F. Smith,J. H. lvneeland.
Outstanding orders Dodge, New York.
treasury of $0,248.74
many of your honorable body have served
tainment that they gave.
J. W. brock, Si'!: »1 Committee; ;\\ho upon orA
she poo, S. C.. .March 8. Ar. previously, sch.
to
be
with
two
from
me
for
the
this
of
well
as
De08.
Sw anvii.i.k.
$401
paid
past
years—as
only
Last Monday our citizens
those who have been associated with us for
Wilmington, N. (\
posit lias been made in full for coupon ac- Talofa. Fletcher,
elected the following ofib-er.-.: Hon. A. E.
gan ixing ! .-e c F. Smith. Superinrendent, J.
March 7. Ar, sch. W. Wallace Ward,
Norfolk,
the
count
and
H. Knet him:.
past year—giving me a loyal support, I
every current liability of the city
Hector
Taxes. It was voted to Ni< kerson was clmsen Moderator a id A. Ji.
Providence.
for.
desire
to
tender
heart-felt
thanks.
provided
you my
Ellis, Clerk. Selectmen, Overseers of Poor
roiihioN pouts.
rat?« :w
>1,300.00. Free High school,
In other words, you met a net deficit of
and Assessors, A il
Singapore, March 3. Ar. ship Daniel Barnes,
Ellis, M. A. Curtis, J. Harmony has prevailed, no partisan spirit
text
sl.uO.uu: repairs on school
has ever manifested itself in our council. To- $8,100.41, a liability to Messrs
W. Small; Treasurer, H. M. Chase; CollecDyer and Arpe. Zanzibar, (to load for New York.
l.'-u-t
'i.( i. -uj jiurt of pour and other town
London. March 5. Ar, sell. Mary E. Palmer,
tor and Constable, A. L. Walker: Town
gether we have earnestly striven for what Carter of $1,000, another to Hayford of $800
Dublin.
xi «■:,-<
-i.’mii.oo; roads ami bridges, 81,5(0.00; Agent,
C.
M.
Marden: Superintendent we have believed the la st interests of our You leave a net. surplus, after deducting Haskell,
M AUINK MISCKI.l.A NV.
balance
due
at
of
the close of our
Sri ...<1 Committee, A. T. Nickerson, F. II.
constituents, and now,
Hayford,
>5,247 01, or a differ1 •!''• akii:c. 81i-n ne ; Memorial service, $25.00;
Shanghai. Jan. l‘». i-diip Emily G. Whilnev,
ence in the Treasury account in favor of the
I
wish
to
on
I
what
labors,
congratulate
and
you
.lames Webster; Auditor,
\
to
Cunningham,
av member-•>! 1'liincas Pendleton, Sen.,
Pendleton, from New York, struck a coral rcct in
city, of $10,147.42. Of this showing you may the ('debe< Sea Nov. n, damaging iier metal
Hon. A. JO. Nickerson. Voted to raise $000 you have accomplished.
ami Five Wardens 88.00 each ; 1’cmJ)lugd <
for schools; $000 for town expenses; $200
Every promise made has been fulfilled. well be proud.
sheathing. She is also reported to be leaking.
scot Fiigine Co No. l. -2.0" each-.
Id-count on
There are some things I could wish you
Chaktku". Sch. Ella M. Willey. New York to
You promised a more equable distribution
I for highways: $.100 toward buying a hearse;
tax--, il
ml 'ctoie July 1, is:*7, ten percent";
Sch. Jennie A.
$10* tor scliooi 1< "ks; $40 iur repairs of of taxation, and the Assessors’ looks will bad dom—filings I re’oinmemled but on Cape Town, general cargo p, t.
Stubbs, New York to Aruba and back, general
*"s
at
it ci it. ii paid bob'tv Jan.. 1-98.
show that much has been aocomplished in
which you •"■! not look as 1 did.
property.
!.
Sell. James A. Galiield, New York to
j Linf.i;i
I would have abolished the office of High- caigo, p.
this direction.
v.
At
the
annual
town
Point a Pitre, eencrai cargo, at or about >l,i'r7;0
meeting
J
You promised to collect the taxes on the way Surveyors, in th
inter, sts of economiBk. St Lucie, Brunswick t*. New York, ties 74 t-4
j Match Sth the foliuwing nfih-ers were electN0R1 HPOKT NEWS.
<'ciits.
J. U. .1. hi.sen, Model at. r ; G. H. Car- Crosby Inn, and notwithstanding the cor- cal road huiiding and repairs.
Sch. Wm. 11. Sumner Fernandina to New
: cl
I would have abolished the office* of Sex\'>rk. Tics 14 14 cents. Seh. Henry R. Tilton,
poration has taken advantage of every legal
Clerk ; .1. C. Sherman, S. rJ'. Young and
|
onion Island to New Y -rk and Hackensack, him
on ami thus prevented the annual
wraugie her
apt. (1 \V Chapman of s< m Kittie Latiry ! P. E. Boynton, Selectmen: A. ,T. Skidmore, technicality—finding sufficient money to
>4 .‘'i
Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley New York,
carry on expensive litigation, thus throwing for that offi< c.
1 cU here Sunday for Rockland where lie will j Treasurer; Scliooi Committee, W. I*'. She.rhem e to Key West and Tampa, general cargo, p.
I wouid have established an electric deP. Car- an additional burden on the taxpayers—
t\ •>uug Brothers, Philadelphia to Boston,
; man; Collector ami Constable, A.
!"a<: nminet- for North Haven.
tective
system by which !" determine
gill. Politics cut no ice in town affairs in you have obtained a decree from the Law
Court m favor of the city, and the city can whether the night watchmen did their duty
Capt. Charles Rhodes went to Rockland I this town, but all are Republicans except now
'ii guarding against fires
of the property at any time,
the Treasurer and Constable.
dispose
i
BOKN.
last Saturday, where lie joined Cant. \\ hitI would have had Cue burden ol a poll-tax
But you did not stop at the fulfillment of
pRosrhcT.
At the annual town meeting
ion of tin- sop. A. Heaton, bound for New
March Sth the following oiii.a-rs were elect- promises. You found $10,000 of the Trust removed from disabled veterans, etc., etc
l’i i>i'.
In Medlord, Mass., March 1, to Mr. and
While you have been doing your duty, the
ed: A A. Ginn, Moderator; .1 F. Libby, Funds deposited where they had drawn hut
Mis. K. 1 >. liurd, a son.
York.
( ook
In Roekport, Feb. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clerk: Select.uten, etc., J. s. Herriman, 8 per cent, for years. You instructed the altitude of the citizens a Belfast biward
At the meeting of tin School Committee Arthur
Ri> lie L. ( auk, a son.
been
all
he
trustees
to
invest
the
has
that
could
desirwhere
it
would
your
body
E.nier
money
Sell
ml
CommitI
Boyd,
Clark,
CitocKEi i. Ill Nm-Hi Haven, Feb, Hk to Mr. and
tee, C. K. Nickers.m, A. A. bum, (ieorge draw 4 per cent, and this lias been done, ed, with the exception of a lew whose sentiMonday afternoon, March 1st, Mr. F. A
Mrs. John ( rockett, a daughter.
Treasurer, J F. Libbv; Town Agent, making the income about $100 more per ments are expressed through the pen of that
"tioiNs in Prospect. March 1. to.Mr. and Mrs
Dickey was chosen Superintendent of Avery;
foul blot upon our city, known as the editor
•L
S.
Herriman: ( <>1 Sector, O. B. (Lay. annum.
Clifton Coggins, a daughter.
Schools.
You found the city’s holdings of railroad of The Republican Journal.
Raised >bU0 for poor and other town expenses,
lioK. In Belfast, March 2, to Mr. and Mrs. W ii
Your body is composed of Republicans and lev A Doe, a daugliter.
stock—$500,(XX) par value—tied up in the
$1,200 in labor for roads; $5o for text books
Mr. dub Herrick lias received the papers j >:;r>0 for school Jmuse.
hands of trustees to guarantee the payment of Democrats—a stru tj.v
Dow. In Deer Isle, Feh. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
non-paitisan body—
|
•
$ 113,100 of 1 per cent, bonds, thus « fie. tually elected on a Citizen’s Ticket, hen
there Dav is H. Dow, a daughter.
Troy.
At the annua 1 town meeting Mar.
'tilirming the purchase of tin Luring lot.
H
t ciiins.
In I’enobscot, Feh. 14. to Mr. and
could
be
excuse
from
the
no
a
standof
sth the following officers were chosen for preventing
political
city taking advantage
any
Mrs. Pearl Hutchins, a son.
so-ca'iied, located in the southern section o
You have
the ensu.ng year. Moderator, R. E. Stone; chance to dispose of this stock.
point for assailing the City Government.
H' roil Ins. In Penobscot, Feb. 22, to Mr. and
ike town, recently bought by him.
As
the $113,000 with a straight city
1 -ovn Clerk, Clarence Whitnex
public servants you rightly expected Mrs. Albert H. Hutchins, a daughter
Selectmen, refunded
10-30 4 per cent, bond, which you sold at a honest criticism and wen* doubtless prepart d
Messrs. Norman H. White, Will Young
R. E. Stone, Hartley Cunningham, Lute L
l.i:\i-u. In Penobscot, Feb. 28, to Mr. and .Mrs.
to profit by such criticism, but you probably Ellery Leach, a daughter.
and Dr. Hctisliaw of Boston were the guests Rogers; Collector, M. V. B. Mitchell; Treas- premium sufficient to give the city a net
Mitch hi.i.. In Belfast, Match .‘3, to Mr. and
di«l
not
had
no
of
to
over $2,000—the first time in the
expect—you
right
expect-—
urer. George L
Tyler, S. S. Committee, profit
of Mrs. K. T Herrick from Saturday until
M. L Mitchell, a son.
continual guerilla warfare
Misses Alula Heald, Bertha Hillman and city’s financial history that ever a dollar the
waged Mi's.
Stakrett.
In Belfast, March 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
was made for the tax payers—by this act
Wednesday. They came down for a little Mrs. Georgia Tyler Woods.
against you by a tew bigoted partisans whose F. J
Starrett, a son.
was
vented
through the pen of the
you released the $500,000 in railroad stock spleen
recreation in the way of fox hunting, and
Wood. In Belfast, March 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
which must he surrendered to the city as fellow who ruusThe Journal.
W illiani A. WDull, a son.
how well they succeeded their guide, Mr.
Not a single honest criticism has appeared
Municipal Elections.
soon as $1,100 in outstanding bonds are prein
Oscar Drink water, sayeth not.
its
But
a
columns.
continual
line
of
missented for payment, which will doubtless
MARRIED
Bangor, March 8
Mayor Beal, running soon be done—as it is believed they have representation and absolute falsehood has
The gentlemen interested in the building as an
independent candidate, was re-elected, been withheld for the purpose of preventing been placed before the country at large.
Dav-(i ha v. In Castine, Feb. 21, .John Day and
a
saw-mill have received a proposition
This fellow opened in the spring of ’1)5 by
to-day, by 28b plurality. It was a three-cor- your body consummating the work you had
Miss Gertrude Grav, both of Castine.
from a gentleman that he will give a thou- nered contest, the Republican candidate be- so nearly finished.
charging the men who nominated me, ReDeo row Qt i.MUV. In Rockland, March 2, Alton
Dr.
D.
A.
ing
You found $30,900 in bonds, issue of 1882, publicans and Democrats, with “repeating W Decrow and Margaret Guiniby, both ol RockRobinson, and the Democratic,
sand d diars when two thousand dollars are
Ex-Mayor F. A. Cummings. A very large signed, sealed and ready for delivery, but and ballot-box stuffing,’' and by declaring land.
secured by those interested in the matter.
vote was cast, and cast early in the day. The no
Fkkkin-Smitii. In Camden, Feb 18, Rufus E.
person could be found who would ac- that all who “believed in honesty and deand Delia M. Smith, both of Camden.
Democrat ic vote deserted the party to the ex- knowledge
Idie outlook is very favorable for the
responsibility for their safe cency” would vote against, me, and asserted Ferrin
speedy tent
Hanlev Pkavev. In Belfast, March
at the
of 500 from the average vote in a munil
that
the
whole
ticket
would
to
defeat.
or
who
could be held accountable
drag
keeping,
to com
M. E. Parsonage, by Rev G. G. W inslow, Lamoiit
jishment of the proposition proposed. cipal campaign. The vote follows:
Beal, i in case of the loss of all, or a part of them, He declared that my election would “in- <). Hai.ley and Miss Alice G. Peavev, both ot Swan1088:
'1 iie
crease the tax burden” and after the citiRobinson, 1402: Cummings, 800. Tlie through theft, or other causes.
ting contest that has been going on
vibe.
Republicans control the city government,
You found $30,000 ;n bonds of the issue of zens had rebuked his malevolent insinuaJack-Nil kerson. In Belfast, March 9, by Rev.
r some time for a
gold watch offered by the there being but 7 Democratic
members out 1808 paid in 1885, but uncancelled, hence tions at the polls, he called me an “Anar- J. F Tilton. Davis S. Jack and Katie J. Nickerson,
men Times for the most
of Belfast.
of
a
both
total
of
28.
to
“Most.” My adpopular young
negotiable in any person’s hands who might chist” and likened me
Messer-Andrews. In Warren, Feb. 25, Elmer
dress he declared "communistic.”
Biddkford, March 8. The citizens re- obtain possession of them.
lady "f this piace closed last Saturday. The
A. Messer ot Cnioii and Annie M. Andrews of
elected Mayor Carlos Heard,
Not content with assailing me personally,
You also found $4,400 in bonds, issue of
rtuuate winner was Miss Blanche
by an
Warren.
Rhodes, increased majority, six out o f to-day,
seven alder1808, paid in 1885, with coupon for ten years he lias vented his spleen on every departLibbv-Parsons. In Swanville, March 6, by A.
who received J,835
votes, Miss Lydia Pack- men, and 18 of 21 councilmen. The condi- attached, neither bonds or coupon cancelled, ment of the City Government. Amid the E. Nickerson,
Esq., Charles H. Libby and Miss
ard aeeo ml w ith 3,219 votes to her credit. It tions were much mixed,
sewage that appears as editorials, he has Bertha M. Parsons, both of Winterport.
many Democrats therefore negotiable by any person.
for the Republican mayoralty nomSwan-Faunce. In Belfast, March 10, by Rev.
Thus making a total oi over $71,300 in attacked the hire Department, charging
:s a very
pretty time-piece, and of course votingwhile half
of the Republicans were
inee,
Belfast city bonds that could have been sold them with inefficiency and gross ne gleet of J. M. Leighton, William B. Swan and Miss Abby
Miss Rhodes is
H. Faunce, both of Belfast. No cards.
correspondingly happy.
identified with the Citizens party. The may- by any person having them in
possession duty. Alleging in fact, that the city was
Stover Epsseij.. In Belfast, March t>, by Rev.
or’s
vote
was:
Carlos
1 iic evening before the
Heard, 1171; Lucius and the city of Belfast wo lid have been “practically without a hire Department.” G. G. Winslow. Ernest b.
Stover and Miss Lilia
inauguration of H. Kandall, 810.
M. Russell, both of Belfast.
compelled to pay them if piesented by an Allegations absolutely untrue.
President M< Kinley the usual number of
lie nas insinuated mat me cringe uomAugusta, March ». 1 he annual election innocent party.
Wight-Bridges. In Brooksville, Feh. 27, Fred j
me
kegs, corn bags and boxes were occu- held here to-day resulted in the re-election
aii or these bonds, as well as $549,UOU in
mittee, composed of gentlemen whose integ- C. Wight and Miss Hattie W. bridges, both of
pied at Hie corner groceryt and while com- of Gen. W.S. Choate, Republican, for mayor bonds signed but not sealed, have been des- rity is unquestioned, was endeavoring to South Penobscot.
WhitmakniiBkagdon. In York, Me., Feh 24,
a
of
vote
by
1,025; Joseph Williamson, Jr., troyed by burning, thus removing all liabil- consummate a “steal.”
menting upon the event a young man who
Rev. Melvin J. Allen, Charles H. Whitmarsli of
He has charged the Committee on High- by
Democrat,o*>G; W.S. Thompson, prohibition, ity of misappropriation.
Boston
and Elizabeth Biagdon id York.
had been a silent spectator at last found
>7, with a total of >1,(330, The vote cast was
In addition to this you found that $10,000 ways with endangering the life of citizens,
very heavy.
a chance to say something which created
in bonds of the issue of 1870 that had been
by wilfully neglecting the Lower Bridge.
DIED.
He has assailed the Board of Assessors, alBrewer, March 8. j May or B. B Merrill, paid, could not be found. They may have
considerable excitement for a while, as well
Republican, was re-elected by 1(39 over been destroyed—they may be ii existence— leging that they violated their oath of office
as amusement to those w ho listened to the
O Brien, Citizens candidate. The board of
In
when
Bakkktt.
he knew, as
no record can be found to sh >w what beI'nion, Fel). 25, Mrs. Martha A. !
hy reducing my t;ix»-s,
two persons most interested in the matter. aldermen is solidly Republican.
came of them.
every citizen of Belfast knows, that 1 have Baric!i. aged 70 year*. The remains were taken j
j
to Lawrence, Mass., for burial.
invested
in property outside of BelYou
also
found
that
there
was
no
largely
system
“Well," said Mr. S. “there is one thing cerBurgess. In Rockland, Feb. 28, Lowell Burgess,
1 hurndikk. Several of our townsmen used
by which the city could detect spuri- fast, anil that to-day I pay tax in full for all aged To years, 11 months and s days.
tain that will happen after Mr. McKinley
ous coupons—coupons from forged bonds—
ar*' hauling potatoes to
property in the city.
Davis.
In West Brooksville. Feb. 25, Lizzie
where they
Belfast,
He has had spasms over a hydrant located Barker, daughter of Charles and Hattie Davis,
has taken his seat, and I’ll bet on it.”
but through the efficient and arduous labors
! exchange a bushel of potatoes
for
a
of the Finance Committee, of which Aider- hy the Fire Department, that he supposed
aged 21 wars, 3 months and 28 days.
“What is thatV" enquired Mr. 13. “That
<«on\
In Brooksville, Feb. 27, Henry W. (Jott,
bushel
of
corn.
Most of
the
farm- man Welch is chaiiman, a system has been was to go in front of my residence, but
89 years, l month and 19 days.
United states
will
every bank in the
ers
in this vicinity are
by wliicb in tbe future tbe city’s which was placed where originally intended aged
Cringle In Penobscot, Feb. 25, Wellend (Iri'iselling their ap- perfected
hv
be closed in just four months from tin- fourth
the
Home.
Children’s
interests may be guarded.
would here "reI die, aged 24 years and 8 months.
i I1’**8 f°r Tacts, per barrel. Eggs are 13 cts. j mark that to the Finance I Committee
He likened the Mayor to a “hog-reeve”
and
of March,” replied Mr. 8. “I’ve got. twenty
Havkurd. In Belfast. March 9, Harrison HayI’t'-r dozen; butter 12 cents per pound....
Chairman Welch especially-, the city of Bel- when the salary of pound-keeper was abol- ford. aged 72 years. 7 months and 9 days.
J
dollars I’d like to put up on that,” said Mr. Mr. Ira
ished the only duty connected with the office
Ill MTU.
In Lincolnville, Feb 28, David (7.
fast owes much.
Pitumn passed several days in Ap
13.. who was getting a little red in the face
You have adopted the system of collecting consisted in drawing the salary tin* May or Hunter, formerly of Camden, aged 71 years and 1
pleton last week.. .H. J. Stevens of Banmonth.
taxes within the year on which they are as- accepting the office without salary, etc., eta:,
as lie began to realize the absurdity of such
La mu
In ranideii, Feb 28, Mrs. Daniel Lamb.
gor was the guest of V. N. Higgins last
all to be de- etc.
sessed, which is conceded
NT’ai..
In Week’s Mills, China, Margaret S.
a
thing occurring under a Republican ad- Thursday night-Miss Elva Hasty is at cidedly in the interest of by
all these venomous attacks I have Neal,
those
who
During
pay
I
formerly of Belfast, aged 85 years, 2 months
ministration1. “I haven’t the money with
determined
refrained from replying
not to and 5 day s
home for a two weeks’ vacation.Mrs. taxes.
You have made a contract for the care of sully the honor of the office conferred upon
Paine. In Camden, March 3, of pnuemonia,
me,” said Mr. S., “I’m sorry to say, for it Caroline Ward is
visiting her daughter, the city pool—without any detriment to, or me by my fellow-citizens, hy entering into a Hattie I., wife of Arthur C. Paine, aged 39 years
would he a very easy way of getting twenty
and
8 months.
Mrs.
Hattie
and
this
Mrs.
with
S.
craven,
C. diminution in the care of, our unfortunate controversy
Higgins-Mr.
irresponsible,
dollars.”
“Put up or shut up, that’s my
Packard. In Jackson, March 6. Samuel E.
style,’’said Mr. B. “All right,”answered Mr. Files visited Frank Rollins in Troy March proteges—by which the citv saves $(100 per erratic quill-driver.
of Waldo, aged 80 years and 8
Packard,
To-day the citizens have elected our suc- months. foimerly
8., “it is just as well, for w hat I said will sure- ; 5th... .Rufus Gross ami wife passed several year.
Sleeper. In Rockland, Feb. 25, Lydia J. PenYou have from time to time made reason- cessors, honorable gentlemen, every one of
ly happen, as I can prove to you; and besides
in Kennebec county last week_Mrs.
They are elected as Republicans, dleton, widow of Alfred Sleeper, a native of
I should feel mortally ashamed to take twen- ; days
able appropriations for the purpose of pro- them.
but should the Age,the Democratic organ of Hope, aged 78 years, 9 months and 11 days.
ty dollars from a neighbor of mine when I j Darius Philbrick is still on the sick list. Dr. curing clothes and shoes for the poor little
WUITKIIOUSE. In Camden, March 3, Jackson ;
this
city, so far forget the duty it owes to Whitehouse
knew there was not a ghost of a chance of I Kilgore of Brooks attends her_Mahlon
waifs in our city, an act that must meet the
of Thomaston, aged 83 years.
his winning.”
“How do you happen to j Hatch of Jackson was in town last Friday. approbation of both God and man. No money Belfast, and the laws of common decency,
Young
In Camden, Feb. 27, Llewellyn Young,
as to adopt the course The Journal has purknow so much?” asked Mr. B. excitedly. |-Rev. D. Brackett will preach
at the lias been expended better.
37
aged
years.
as I have already re“Mow, look here, Jimmie,” smilingly said j Centre Church March 14th.
You have equipped tbe fire department in sued, I shall refuse it,
fused The Journal admittance to my home,
Mr. S., “keep cool and button up your vest.
better shape than ever before in its history,
Boston Produce Market.
of
the
influence
such
unmitiSouth Brooks.
The chimney of (diaries
You have listened to the appeal of those 1 believing that
McKinley’s all right, for he has nothing to
gated lying and unparalleled baseness, upon
do w ith it whatever; but when you go home Austin’s house burned out the other
Boston, March 8, 1897. The following are today and the who were deprived of their rights as citi- the young, is pernicious.
day’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
take down your almanac, find the fourth of roof
the application of that legislative
caught in several places. Had there not been zens, by
I thank you, gentlemen, for your support,
Butter
Northern cream, choice, 21c; dairy,
March and follow along for four months and
abortion known as our school law', and you
of help at hand Mr. Austin would have lost
and
as loyal citizens of Belfast I believe you
north, best, 17al8c.
plenty
acted for their relief, and through your inyou w ill find the fourth of July, which will
Cheese—New,
northern,choice, 12al2 1 2c.
will each do all in your power to assist the
be Sunday, therefore there will be no banks all his farm buildings, on which there was no influence two schools have been restored.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 17(5/18c; Eastern, 14
in advancing the
You have revised and re-printed the City in-coming administration
See?” Jimmie surance. His wife was sick in bed at the time....
1 -2(5; 15c.
open in the United States.
buttoned up his vest, moved towards the The winter term of school closed last Friday. It Ordinances. New and needed ordinances interests of Belfast.
Beans—North, small pea, $1 10 51 15; yellow
eyes, $1 15(51 20; red kidneys, $1 1551 30.
door, turned to the young man aud said, was a very successful terih. The teacher, E. L. have been added. Obsolete ones eliminated.
the Boston Globe of March
of
The
issue
Hay—Fancy, $1(5; good, $i4 6(XS.$16 50; lower
And the labor has been so well
“you go right straight to-Rockland; and Bryant, in his
closing remarks thauked the that the committee who had theperformed
grades, $10(514
when the Fourth of July arrives come up
work in 4th was the 25th anniversary number, and
Rye straw, $17@$18; oat straw. 8;S$8 50.
for
scholars
their attention and help, saying that
and we will go to church together.” “All
charge may well feel a pardonable pride in included an 8-page supplement with illusPotatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, f*
right, I’ll do so,” said Mr. S. as Mr. B. went it required co-operation to make a successful the result.
bush,
43(a45c; choice rose, 40:a.43e.
and much interesting matYour Board of Health is acknowledged by trations in colors
out, thinking how narrowly he escaped from school. The scholars in turn expressed their
bbl, $1 00(5 $1 25; Tolman
Apples—Baldwins,
never does things by halves. I sweets, $1 25(5/1 60; Kings, $1 26(5/1 75.
ter.
The
Globe
all
to
and
have
been
efficient
ento
their
losing that twenty dollar bill.
teacher.
thoroughly
gratitude
G.

A
steamer l\jnob*c<>t
to take »•<•nunain! ..f ship Aluier < ,urn at
New York. His
a
Josepli accompanied him to
go a-- sen «nd officer.

Capt.
Friday

Carload

Four

limits.
500 feet,

the.

<»

*

AT UNHEARD OF PRICF:.

killed by dogs.
The report of City Treasurer is printed in
our advertising columns.
Following is an
abstract of the other reports :
Francis H. Welch, Chief Engineer, reported the whole number of tires for the

chosen

term

One Carload
*
Only One

Only

An adjourned meeting of the City Council was held Monday evening. The Municipal
Officers drew the following traverse jurors
for the April term of the Supreme Judicial
Court: Horace W. Pitcher, Ansel Wadsworth, Alvin Blodgett, Herbert A. Wiley.
The Board then canvassed the returns of
the election, the result of which will be
found in another column.
The reports of the City Treasurer, Chief
Engineer, and Finance Committee were
Claims made
read and placed on tile.
against the State for $21 on account of sheep

week with friends in

Belfast.
W. K. (Jrinnell and wife

Government.

EARTHEN BANKS, ft.

package Teas

1

Orange

1

■

ON SALE!

Koh-i-noor.

At store

J

formerly occupied by

L

French. Main Street.
99**9

*****

bought

at

....

'*’■*

These pots

conception

prices almost
and will be sold on the sum.
were

AT MARVELLOUS LOW PRICES

/

TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW WHILE THEY LA'
SALE WILL BE SHORT,

I

V

r**

These pots and earthen

ware were bought
price of factory going out of manul
ing business, and the public are to have L
vantage at
own

_

PRICES UNHEARD OF.
•••••%••••«
CALL AIN l) EXAMINE.

CALL AND EXAMINE.

>

CALL A IN 1> EX AM IPs I

The

prices

and

goods will tell

you the

i

STAPLES & BAILEY,

T
*■

1

OWNERS,

BELFAST, MAI

-.

mm w

••

■■

—

_~

Tt> '111\ I«>r a-i hullr
lora r inn
A <1 j|r«-><, Sta ;'
<

F>

O

ISON

Makes Sweet ami \\

Yes, why does

a grocer when
work
off some' infe
trying
of
Flour
rior brand
(for the
sake of a little extra profit)

jilkJ

to

invariably say:
is

It’s

as

Jl

^XXXXJ?

^apoV^'

i

good

Pillsbury’s Best?”
PILLSBURY’S BEST it the standard.
That’s why.

THE FIDELITY and
or Nt:w

\

■

•'

—

Incorporated
lless May 1,
idt

nt.

M.uvli

:v
<,

isv.

.1

K'>nt:ii

lilt

Capital paid up In
ASSK rs Mo

“As it Was
In the Beginning,
Is now and
Ever Shall Be,M
MEDICINE BEFORE

of assets.

ha mi.) i:

s

i■ i*a

■

v

Net amount of nnpa
claims
Reinsurance fund.
All other demand-,
etc

—.

liabilities, except
surpdus
< 'apital actually paid u
Surplus hoy..ini raj itai
Total

e

—

JA.’lES PATTI-1: &

SON

Arthur Ri

Attorney
IN

CROCK!

Iff PROrtPI

A

hi

>

H

i'ri

\V KKK

Prothic, Mark'!.
Apples. V bu.
C.
tilled. fc> tb.
1 uuk !
Beans, pea,
inediuin, I i>(>a 1 I
vel’w eves 1 I 7> a 1
Butter. |> Ih,
.">«<; 1
Beet, jp lb.
4(»e J
Barley, |> bu,
1'1 </ 1
Cheese, |p lh.
lOc 1
Chicken, fc> lb.
f><>a 7
Cal t Skins.
14., I
11.,
Duck, t>
**

of

its

qualities by

the fol-

lowing statement from Palermo,
Me.:
Dents
Dalton’s Sarsaparilla and Nerve
Tonic is tlie only remedy I have ever found
that would have any effect on my Rheumatism (and I have tried many other remedies
I have received great benefit from taking
DALTON’S. I sell it in my store and can
recommend it for what it has done for me
and for many of my acquaintances.
CARROL TURNER.
East Palermo, Sept., 1894.

>

HEN Mil

Belfast
('CiCK Ki

••

Eggs, |P doz,
Fowl, jp lb,
Geese, fc> It,.

1

So 1
1B«1

flu
Hiu.
lam!
I,..i,
M ■
r

r.i;

S' i.
K
I'
I
\ .■ r
w.
v\

or

to Rent.

A

seven-O’tave, square piano,

lu

good condition.
C.

Apply

to

O. POOH, Belfast.

;

w

Retail Rrice.
Liiii.
Beet. corned. [■ lb, 7
Butter salt. 14 lb bag. 1 s Oil! '1
|P bu,
»*i:
Cracked Corn,
bu.
d7
Corn Meal, fc> bn,
1 o a I'
Cheese. |.*tt.,
Cotti s seed, |P cvvt. I 7
Codiish, dry. jp lb
Sh"i
•>«
Cranberries. fc> <jt.
('lover Seed, jp Jl», 1 1 " •
Flour, t> bbl. 4 oO a f. 77 Sa
H .G.Seed, bu, 1 tio./'J «>c S\v<'.‘;
S a U \\
Lard, fc> lb
<> s

I nrn.

For Sale

4

a'

LIBERTY,
OH ICE

Judge

\u:

company’s possession
Aggregate

THE PEOPLE,

Nerve Tonic

<■

Rea! estate .-wned Ip
incumbered.
Stool.
,i!jd In.lids, 1H M ke.
< '.i s[ :.
Hire and i
nan!
Interest due and uo na
1'remium.s in ■me -no >e
Reserve re-in>a ranee ...

THE BEST,
AND PUREST

i.

cumi

!•

1

■

